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INTRODUC TION

Negotiating Abundance
and Scarcity: Introduction
to a Fluid Border

Lynne Heasley and Daniel Macfarlane
In 1982, a collective chill spread through the offices of two Canadian premiers and eight U.S. governors whose provinces and states encompassed
the vast Great Lakes–St. Lawrence basin. In Sporhase v. Nebraska, the United States Supreme Court had just declared water an article of commerce
subject to interstate trade under the commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution.1 Henceforth states could not ban water diversions outside their borders, the question addressed in Sporhase. Imagine the implications from
the perspective of policymakers and politicians in Great Lakes states. At
six quadrillion gallons, 84 percent of North America’s surface freshwater
supply, the lakes were a kind of aquatic El Dorado, hypothetically open to
those with the political or economic might to extract their water.
Such fears were not hyperbole to Great Lakes residents. The court decision came on the heels of a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers study on whether imported water, possibly from the Great Lakes, could restore a rapidly
declining Ogallala Aquifer in the Great Plains. The corps provoked more
paranoia by using uncharacteristically socialist language about fairness,
or redistribution from “water rich” to “water poor” regions.2 Proposing a
national water policy became a kind of shorthand for water redistribution.3
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The corps study followed the resurrection of an infamous proposal by
Canadian engineer Tom Kierans. Kierans named his idea the Great Recycling and Northern Development Canal, or GRAND. GRAND would
pump water to Lake Huron from James Bay, which lay far to the north on
the southeast corner of Hudson Bay. According to the GRAND concept,
Lake Superior would no longer be necessary to feed Huron. Therefore a
channel could run Superior’s “superfluous” water to the arid—i.e., water
poor—American West. These and other epic ideas raised the hackles of
whichever Great Lakes premiers or governors were in office.4
The Sporhase case galvanized an intense twenty-five-year saga of interstate, interprovincial, and binational negotiations with one goal: to find a
constitutionally sound and mutually agreeable way to limit future diversions. Some of the twists and setbacks of this quest come later in the volume.
Jumping ahead now, though: in December 2008, a binding Great Lakes–St.
Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact took effect (hereafter the
Great Lakes Compact). The compact and its companion Great Lakes–St.
Lawrence River Basin Sustainable Water Resources Agreement with Ontario and Quebec put limits on water use and diversions from the basin.
This was a stunning environmental landmark of the twenty-first century.
With the compact in hand, stakeholders from local to federal levels
seemed to escape what Lynne Heasley has called “the paradox of abundance.”5 Many environmental histories share an abundance narrative—i.e.,
that the intense concentration of a valuable resource practically assured
the decimation of that resource. The historical reasons vary, but for the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries reasons often involved time lags between market-driven extraction, increased scales of production, catch-up
policy responses, and true care for the natural world. Such boom-and-bust
histories along today’s Canada-U.S border include (1) near-extinction
of the beaver in New France and bison on the nineteenth-century Great
Plains, and the actual extinction of the passenger pigeon; (2) liquidation
of old-growth white pine forests; (3) fishery crashes from the Grand Banks
to the Great Lakes to the Pacific Northwest; (4) mineral mines, including
gold strikes along the Alaska–British Columbia border; and (5) Canadian
oil and especially the infamous Alberta tar sands crude, much of it sent
south across the border.6 Abundance stories are Sisyphean: our economic
and cultural inability to prevent the next example, to push the proverbial
rock over the crest, to sustain both the people and the nature of our homes.
4
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In North American environmental history, abundance is a powerful
narrative indeed.7 But in North American water history, scarcity is the
dominant narrative.8 The western half of the continent—the American
southwest especially—has had an understandable but nonetheless disproportionate influence on national narratives of water and debates over
policy. Think of “the border” itself. For many Americans, and certainly the
media, the first border that comes to mind is the U.S.-Mexico border and
its borderline through the desert, the Rio Grande. Historically, think of
American John Wesley Powell’s explorations of the Colorado River in the
nineteenth century and his unheeded recommendation that climate-appropriate property boundaries should restrain settlement in arid regions.9
A decade before Powell, geographer John Palliser made nearly the same
argument about semiarid dry prairies in southern Saskatchewan and Alberta. Much later, irrigation transformed “Palliser’s Triangle” (the area’s
common name) into Canada’s breadbasket of wheat production.10 While
scholars, policymakers, and environmentalists still look to Powell’s journals for insight, a legal system of water rights at odds with his approach
prevailed in the arid American West. The system’s bulwarks were the Colorado Doctrine, governing individual user rights, and the Colorado River
Compact of 1922, an agreement among the river basin’s seven states to
allocate water rights to the river and its tributaries.11
Better known as the prior appropriation doctrine, or “first in time, first
in right,” the Colorado Doctrine separated water rights from riparian land
ownership.12 In simpler terms, prior appropriation means the first user has
the superior claim to a water source. This claim holds even if later users
own land adjacent to the water and the first user owns no adjacent (i.e.,
riparian) land. The key is that the first user’s purpose be “beneficial,” which
historically meant for agriculture or industry. For instance, if the first user
was a mine operator who diverted water from a stream to run the mine, a
second user could not interfere with that first use. After the first user, the
second user had the next highest claim, and then the third user, until, theoretically, there was no water left to use. Prior appropriation made water
a quantifiable and transferable commodity; therefore, a user could divert
water to another location and sell his user rights and legal place in line to
someone else.
Today, both prior appropriation and the Colorado Compact are broken.
In an era of global warming and megadroughts, there is not enough water
Negotiating Abundance and Scarcity
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to share but still enough to fight over. “Colorado to California: Hands Off
Our Water,” shrills a Fox News headline.13 “Rain Barrel Bill Dies on Calendar,” runs a much blander headline in the Colorado Statesman, though this
2015 story is just as dramatic. “A bill that would have allowed Coloradans
to collect rainwater died in the Senate late Tuesday night,” begins the rain
barrel story—and midway through is the crux:
Opponents, including farmers and ranchers, believe that rainwater is covered under the state’s prior appropriations law, since
it runs off into groundwater and surface water, such as rivers.
. . . There’s a reason why rain barrels have been illegal in Colorado for the past 160 years, according to Chris Kraft of Fort Morgan, who operates one of the largest dairies in the state. “We’re
short of water. People keep moving here. This is a worse idea
today than it was a long time ago.” Kraft explained that farmers
have to get a water court decree to get water, and some of those
decrees date back to Colorado’s earliest days as a state. Kraft
said his decree dates back to the 1890s, and he has to pay a lot of
money for that decree and the ditch that supplies his farm with
irrigation water. “This would allow people to steal water from
my appropriation,” he told the Ag Committee.14
To someone who lives east of the 100th meridian, “rain barrels” don’t
sound like fighting words. That collecting rain from one’s roof is illegal
anywhere might be a stunning idea for, say, a Michigander or an Ontarian.
In more general terms, however, popular culture has made conflict over
scarce water a Pan-American narrative. In the famous 1953 western film
Shane, ranchers and homesteaders warred over land with access to water.
As they fought, the story goes, a moral code and rule of law emerged to
civilize the American West and point the country toward greatness. No
matter that the 1950s parable about the 1880s frontier was belied, even
then, by the 1930s Dust Bowl. With its prominence in American politics,
literature, and film lore, scarcity dominates how many of us see water.
Iconic images of Dust Bowl suffering and a new iconography of water
scarcity are bookends to more than a century of dryland visuals.15 From
National Geographic to local newspapers, twenty-first-century photos of
cracked landscapes make water the focal point by its absence. Often a dark
6
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line leads the eye through the parched scene—the S-curve of a bone-dry
streambed.
All of this raises a question: If much of the history of the American and
Canadian West is variations in the key of water, why is there no equivalent
filmography or literature or iconography for the Great Lakes region?16 Surely its history includes an awe-inspiring water narrative? Surely its immensity as the largest freshwater system in the world could rival the immensity
of water scarcity out west? But we wager that the average Coloradan gets
little exposure to the Great Lakes through education, political discourse,
or the cultural imagination. Author Jerry Dennis once marvelled that the
Great Lakes are so unknown beyond their shores that a funny online hoax
about whale-watching in Lake Michigan made its way into a children’s K–6
science magazine. A Michigan teacher had to alert the publisher’s editorial
staff in Utah that, no, whales and dolphins do not set forth each spring
from Hudson Bay to breeding grounds in Lake Michigan.17
Dennis hypothesized that people do not “see” the Great Lakes because
the lakes are too enormous and diverse to comprehend. Yet the West is
enormous and diverse, too, on both sides of the border. So we’ll add two
other hypotheses. First, perhaps their low visibility in water discourse is
because the Great Lakes make up the actual border between the United
States and Canada. Their significance cannot wholly fit nationalist narratives of development and identity, and their governance is easily banished
to the far-away realm of diplomatic niceties, rather than the knock-down,
drag-out arena of the rain barrel. By contrast, the upper Colorado River is
a wholly U.S. example. As such, even easterners might see a battle between
rain barrel friend and foe in more familiar terms, as the latest local resource controversy to intersect with state or national politics.
For our second hypothesis, the Great Lakes might fade into another
kind of distance—emotional and empathetic distance, or the degree to
which people can imagine themselves in a distressing scene. A few ugly
invasive species or an economic legacy of industrial water pollution in the
Great Lakes might not trigger the same empathetic intensity or emotional visualization from outside the region as the apocalyptic specter of two
countries’ breadbaskets disintegrating into dust while scientists forecast
the inexorable drain of ancient aquifers like the Ogallala. Perhaps water scarcity from arid conditions west of the continent’s 100th meridian
mapped a sharper, more dangerous geography in the public imagination
Negotiating Abundance and Scarcity
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than do water regimes east of the 100th meridian, even someplace as physically distinct as the Great Lakes. Nonetheless, we might have reached a
turning point. A North American geography of water abundance—one in
which Utah textbook writers could picture make-believe Lake Michigan
whales—now includes its own all-too-real, fully imaginable site of empathetic horror: the water crisis in Flint, Michigan. A conspiracy of negligence that lead-poisoned an entire population became, if possible, more
terrible because Flint residents once had, were recklessly deprived of, and
yet remained painfully close to abundant safe water.18 Flint has generated
a new emotional Great Lakes geography that transcends politics, occupation, class, and color. How easy to imagine yourself in a Flint home whose
water tap holds invisible terrors and irreversible harm for your family. On
this mental map, the home is only inches from Lake Huron, the fourth
largest freshwater lake on Earth.19
We propose scarcity and abundance as the two faces of U.S. and Canadian water history. Alongside scarcity, abundance has been a different
but powerful driver of water law, policy, economics, and culture in both
countries.20 To give one abundance example from the same frontier period
when western states and provinces were experimenting with laws on prior
appropriation: far to the (humid) east, the state of Michigan, surrounded
by four of the five Great Lakes, established a matrix of laws and property
rights to drain water from as much land as possible.21 “Don’t go to Michigan, that land of ills, the word means ague, fever, and chills,” warned a
nineteenth-century chant about the state’s reputation as a swampy, disease-ridden hellscape for settler farmers.22 The culmination of Michigan’s
exertions to deal with surfeit or “too much” water was the Michigan Office
of Drain Commissioner, a county-level elected position that some political
scientists uphold as a candidate for the most powerful local elected office
in the United States or Canada—or, “the state’s most powerful man,” according to a belligerent Shiawassee County drain commissioner in 1979.23
We would encourage water scholars to shout across the great arid-humid divide of the 100th meridian whenever possible, or even to “[erase] the
100th meridian as a scholarly demarcation,” as historian Donald Pisani
advocated.24 To the famous 100th meridian we add the less-examined 49th
parallel between Canada and the United States as an important locus for
a more unified water studies. North America’s largest waterway (the Great
Lakes–St. Lawrence system) makes up such a long stretch of this border
8
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0.2 Canada-U.S. precipitation including 49th parallel and 100th meridian. Map by
Jason Glatz.

that water history in either country would be incomplete without it. But
the 49th parallel has importance beyond the Great Lakes. Whether scarce
or seemingly abundant, whether west, mid-continent, or east, relationships between communities and water play out differently on the border
and create their own spillovers to the north and south.25
The 2008 Great Lakes interstate compact and its companion binational
agreement raise an important question. The compact marked a partial reprieve from boom-and-bust water exploitation. So far, at least, the basin is
not on track to slake an insatiable dryland thirst, or become a liquid mine
for twenty-first-century robber barons, or, scariest of all abundance nightmares, shrink into a poisonous salt barrens from economic hubris, like
Russia’s Aral Sea.26 Why did the Great Lakes escape this paradox of abundance? With an international maritime corridor, with a withering industrial base (steel, chemical, paper, automotive), and with aquatic ecosystems
compromised by toxic pollution, invasive species, shoreline development,
and climate change, it seems remarkable that eight American states, two
Canadian provinces, and two nations could come to an agreement on a
Negotiating Abundance and Scarcity
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legal, economic, and environmental matter as contentious as controlling
water.27 Yet they did.
Note that the question is not how the region escaped the paradox of
abundance. The how is part of a recent history of negotiations. But why?
Was it because the basin’s state and provincial governments were
somehow more evolved than their brethren to the north or south? Were
they more virtuous, more altruistic, and a heck of a lot smarter than their
counterparts along the Colorado River? Hardly. (However, far be it for us
to assume Mark Twain’s mantle of political “moralist in disguise.”)
Was it because water itself was such an exceptional resource, fundamentally different than trees, fish, or ore? No again—at least not legally. To
the contrary, many warned, the compact enshrined water as a commodity
and carried unfortunate echoes of the prior appropriation model. Critics
like Dave Dempsey argued that policymakers compromised away a strong
constitutional case that Great Lakes water should be subject to a public
trust doctrine instead.28 The public trust doctrine traced its roots from ancient Roman civil law to English common law and ultimately to a robust
body of law in the United States—both in the states and nationally with
affirmative Supreme Court decisions.
Was it a higher moral imperative that outweighed other considerations? That water is so fundamental to human and nonhuman life in the
region that their welfare demanded it be protected from outside claims?
One might hope so, but again, no. In fact, the moral argument often went
against protection. In a world where billions of people are without potable
water, how can you win an argument against urgent care for your brothers
and sisters? The short answer is, you cannot win that particular argument.
So, why the good outcome? Our explanation begins at the U.S.-Canada border.29
•••
Borders embody dualisms: they divide yet potentially unify, they are barrier yet possible gateway, they are solid (on paper) yet porous, they can
intensify competition or inspire cooperation, they can stir resentment or
nurture understanding. Borders are complicated. International borders are
even more complex. They are actual places, just as regions and provinces
and states are places. International borders can loom large and brooding
in a nation’s political consciousness, as the Canada-U.S border does for
10
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Canadians. Or, they can recede to the edge of a Rand McNally atlas, as the
same U.S.-Canada border does for many Americans.
Border waters complicate things still more. For Canada and the United States, shared waters were more than a river delineating two countries,
like the St. Lawrence River. They were more than a major river crossing
two countries, like the Columbia. The 49th parallel between our two countries includes 2,200 miles (3,540 kilometres) of boundary waters, from the
Bay of Fundy on the Atlantic to the Salish Sea on the Pacific, and to the
north the border continues between Alaska and British Columbia.30 List
these border rivers and lakes, and you will find signposts to great swaths
of North American history and geography: in the northern reaches, the
Yukon, Chilkat, Stikine, Taku, Firth, Whiting, and Alsek Rivers; along the
southern Canada-U.S. border, Columbia, Skagit, Kootenay, Pend D’Oreille,
Flathead, St. Mary’s-Milk, Souris, Red, Roseau, Rainy, St. Mary’s, St. Clair,
Detroit, Niagara, St. Lawrence, St. John, and St. Croix Rivers. Osoyoos
Lake, Waterton Lakes, Lake of the Woods, Quetico-Boundary Waters,
Lake St. Clair, Lake Champlain, and Lake Memphremagog. Plus, of course,
four of the five Great Lakes—Superior, Huron, Erie, Ontario—that form
North America’s inland seas, the industrial epicentre of Canada and the
United States from the mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth centuries.31 The
Canada-U.S. border contains over 20 percent of the world’s available fresh
surface water. The longest border shared by any two countries in the world
is also the most fluid.32
With water, Canada and the United States have long faced disputes and
mutual interests on a scale far greater than most international waterways.33
A century before the 2008 Great Lakes agreement, these border waters set
in motion diplomatic processes that created a transnational tenure regime
governing access to water and responses to shared problems at various levels of government and industry. The sheer abundance of water along the
border catalyzed a legal framework that evolved differently than water law
and policy in regions that lie entirely within Canada or the United States.
The heart of this framework was the Boundary Waters Treaty of
1909.34 The Boundary Waters Treaty created the formal diplomatic relationship both countries needed to peacefully share their wealth in water.
The treaty also established a binational International Joint Commission
(IJC) to resolve conflicts and facilitate mutual interests.35 Thus, the Boundary Waters Treaty symbolized a new era of peaceful coexistence, and a
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diplomatic coup for Canada. Under the treaty, the fledgling nation—still
under Mother Britain’s wing in many regards (indeed, it was Britain that
actually signed the treaty on Canada’s behalf)—gained parity with its more
powerful neighbour.36 Because of their economic and geographic importance, border waters not only drove binational environmental diplomacy,
they defined the Canadian-American relationship.
The Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 and the IJC figure prominently in
Border Flows. Contemporary scholarship rightfully problematizes the long
history of both. Up to the 1960s, the IJC, like North American society writ
large, facilitated industrial development that exploited border watersheds,
with all the destructive environmental and social consequences thereof. At
times, Canadian and American governments ignored or marginalized the
IJC altogether. Still, these complicated, problematized cases can obscure
one of the most important reasons that the long history of the Boundary
Waters Treaty and its agent, the IJC, are worth sustained study.
Article IV of the treaty states that “boundary waters and waters flowing across the boundary shall not be polluted on either side to the injury
of health or property on the other.” Beneath the assertive stance of “shall
not” lay a remarkably ambitious principle to anticipate and resolve future
environmental conflicts. Anticipation is the antithesis of the paradox of
abundance, in which reacting after the fact is the norm. Along the Canada-U.S. border, from the western Fraser River to the eastern Maritimes and
mid-continent at the Lake of the Woods and Great Lakes, the treaty provided a legal basis and the IJC provided a forum to anticipate, study, and
negotiate alternative futures.37 Preceding the environmental movement
by fifty years, the IJC’s pioneering efforts on water research and policy
foreshadowed modern concepts like ecosystem management, anticipatory
policy, and sustainability. A twenty-first-century world in water crisis has
pitifully few enduring models at this scale with which to find successes
and hope along with the undeniable failures. With close study, perhaps the
treaty’s many tests of time will illuminate avenues for better water governance elsewhere.
•••
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The 2008 Great Lakes–St. Lawrence compact and agreement built on a
century-in-the-making legal framework. The Boundary Waters Treaty of
1909 was its scaffolding. From these heights of international diplomacy
and shared governance we get a continental vantage of the border. At this
scale, our conflicted relationship with water comes into focus. Abundance
and scarcity were indeed its two faces. The legal framework was also under
construction at the grassroots, and so we have to be explicit about issues of
scale. At the grassroots, the International Joint Commission loses its centrality: federal, state, and provincial governments, First Nations and Native American tribes, agencies, municipalities, industries, universities, and
nongovernmental organizations were all participants.38 At this (general)
scale, the border fragments into regions, watersheds, and geographically
specific issues. At still other scales, the nonhuman world becomes visible.
Invasive species, pollution, climate change—these transcended the border
but still shaped it. Perturbations of aquatic ecosystems pushed water development in new directions.
One challenge for any burgeoning literature on border waters is to welcome works at different scales, even if thematically and methodologically
they don’t mesh perfectly. Take one example from this volume: the St. Lawrence River, North America’s second largest river (and, bizarrely, a river
often missing from maps of the rivers of America). International relations,
grassroots dynamics, and ecological processes are all promising scales
of analysis. From its first tiny canal in the eighteenth century, the river’s
hydrological regime underwent constant reengineering to an engineering
apex in the 1950s. This was when Canada and the United States embarked
on their largest joint project to date, the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power
Project. One billion dollars spent, fifteen thousand workers deployed, 200
million cubic yards of earth excavated, many islands obliterated—at this
scale, the seaway was an expression of twentieth-century hydro-nationalism. Hydropower and shipping were the seaway’s economic goals, but Cold
War defense and the discovery of huge iron ore deposits in Labrador were
also part of a border story that was, intrinsically, about globalization.39
At the grassroots we gain different insight from the St. Lawrence saga.
On the Canadian side alone, the seaway displaced nine communities, 225
farms, and 6,500 people.40 From this vantage we get the lived experience of
dislocation. As Joy Parr reveals in her intimate portraits, those who once
knew the river lost everyday sights, sounds, and smells—all the “physical
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reference points for the selves they had been. . . . benchmarks for the spatial
practices of daily life, for the habits through which residents had embodied
the place.”41
Finally, at an ecological scale, the nonhuman world comes into view as
a powerful agent of change.42 In 1829, Canada’s Welland Canal opened the
upper Great Lakes to maritime traffic from the Atlantic.43 Since then, the St.
Lawrence has been an international vector for over two hundred non-native
species.44 The parasitic sea lamprey arrived early via the Welland Canal.
Zebra and quagga mussels arrived 150 years later as biological stowaways
on oceanic ships in the seaway. Wherever they colonized, mussels and other less-famous species hurt and then transformed indigenous food webs.45
These ecological disturbances triggered new water management debates.
At ecological scales, we not only perceive the natural world’s changeability,
we get a close-up view of nature’s relationships with humanity.
The St. Lawrence River illustrates both the difficulties and the possibilities of a volume on U.S.-Canada border waters. To examine “waters”
in the plural is to examine multiple places at some scale or scales, making
each place its own universe of possible events, perspectives, stories, and insights. By pursuing a collection on border waters, with a multidisciplinary
authorship, this volume necessarily becomes exploratory, and we necessarily forfeit perfect thematic consistency or exhaustive examination of either
“the border” or “water.” Yet heterogeneity can create its own organizational
logic and insights, as we outline below.
•••
No matter the locations, academic disciplines, or specific themes of its individual chapters, Border Flows advances five core insights:
• Canada-U.S. border waters are historically instrumental yet
permeable.
• Canada-U.S. border waters at every scale (transnational
to local) embody transformative relationships—between
humans and the natural world, between Canada and the
United States, and among different groups of residents,
economic stakeholders, and policymakers.
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• Canada-U.S. border waters are agents in a continuous
process of place-making and place-remaking.
• Canada-U.S. border waters reveal a more unified framework for tracing water policy and governance in North
America because scarcity and abundance so visibly make
up a larger conceptual whole.
• Canada-U.S. border waters offer an early model of anticipatory environmental policymaking with contemporary
(often cautionary) implications for sustainable water
management in other parts of the world.
These shared insights emerged when our contributors met for a writers
workshop in Kingston, Ontario, sponsored by the Network in Canadian
History and Environment (NiCHE). At the workshop, we reviewed draft
articles, explored their interconnections, and considered the overall flow
of the volume. We embraced the puzzle and opportunity of our internal
diversity—by country (we hail from both the United States and Canada),
region, discipline, research focus, even writing genre. Regionally, our work
spans the Pacific Northwest, Quebec, the Arctic North, and the Great
Lakes–St. Lawrence. (We had hoped to fill in the border with scholarship
from the eastern Maritimes and coast and more from the prairies, but we
did not find willing contributors for those places.) Our authors—who come
from law, history, geography, political science, environmental humanities,
and creative nonfiction—all contribute distinct understandings of border
dynamics and water studies to this single volume.
Despite our multidisciplinarity, intersecting scales and themes formed
natural groupings. An unusual transdisciplinary experiment began to take
shape, which became the fourth part of the volume. For a general roadmap, the four parts of Border Flows traverse, respectively, (1) international
scales and interactions involving nation-states; (2) federalist scales (nations
in relation to provinces and states) and binational interactions of corporate
and state actors and regional communities; (3) bioregional and ecological
scales and how nonhuman organisms interact with the border; and (4) intimate phenomenological scales wherein individuals relate on a personal
level to vaster, often impersonal, histories of borders and water.
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In some ways, part 1 of Border Flows, “Finding the Border: Political
Ecologies of Water Governance and Tenure,” is the volume’s most challenging section. This is not because the individual case studies are more
complicated than those in later sections; rather, subsequent parts of the
volume depend on all our readers, layperson and academic alike, being
comfortable with the shifting scales, overlays, and relationships that clarify
or hide border processes. The burden therefore rests on the authors in part
1 to make sense of the Canada-U.S. border as an idea and a process, not as
an actual thing, and Canada-U.S. border waters as locales for relationships,
not as large glasses of H2O on a table called North America. This section
explores the basic problem of “finding the border,” with guides from the
realms of environmental policymaking (Dave Dempsey), water law (Noah
Hall and Peter Starr), cultural geography (Emma S. Norman and Alice Cohen), and political science (Andrea Charron).
Dempsey opens part 1 by outlining tensions inherent in transboundary agreements such as those for the Great Lakes. These include differences
between environmental law and policy, incompatible management from
international to local levels, inconsistent decision making, fluctuating
priorities, public expectations, and, unsurprisingly, the “media-unworthy
messy business of implementation.” Dempsey uses fish to illustrate the
normality of such tensions. Fish cannot respect the boundaries that international diplomacy is meant to establish. As live beings, fish are not
static; they move around, and they respond to pollution, habitat changes,
predation, and climate change, all of which will undermine the original
assumptions that guided any bilateral negotiation over their management.
Dempsey thereby offers a key theme for the next three chapters of the
section: border waters diplomacy is neither end point nor outcome; it is
a succession of ambiguous outcomes and changing facts on the ground
that cumulatively make for an open-ended process of negotiation. From
here, “Finding the Border” examines the particularities of three famous
U.S.-Canada border waters. Hall and Starr build on Dempsey’s introduction to Great Lakes–St. Lawrence governance with a “citizen’s primer” on
Great Lakes water law. Consider this a crash course on the legal waterscape
and its historical progress from resolving international and interstate water allocation and nuisance disputes toward governance more explicitly
focused on environmental protection and sustainable water use. Norman
and Cohen take readers to the Salish Sea (once called Puget Sound) at the
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western end of the 49th parallel. They expose a problematic history—one
in which the Canada-U.S. border was a moveable line of control, a form
of nationalism that privileged some geographic and political boundaries
while erasing others. Norman and Cohen also populate the border with
actual people, Coast Salish indigenous communities, whose cultural identity proved as important as economics in new forms of water governance.
Charron then moves north to the fabled Northwest Passage (NWP) of the
Arctic North, which connects the Pacific Ocean to the northern Atlantic.46
This is the contested water of sovereigns, whose definitional arguments—Is
the NWP “internal (Canadian) waters” or an “international strait”?—entailed enormous transnational interests, defense and shipping issues, and
also the environmental well-being of NWP waters.
On a surface level, part 2 of Border Flows, “Constructing the Border:
Hydropolitics, Nationalism, and Megaprojects,” makes Canada-U.S. border waters the aspirational domain and canvas of twentieth-century engineers—those state-sponsored “artists” of borderland waterscapes, commissioned to bring nationalistic imaginations to life in epic public works of
the technological sublime. In other words, “Constructing the Border” addresses the subordination of natural waterways and watersheds to a largescale border infrastructure of dams, locks, canals, harbors, and hydropower plants. Beneath the surface of audacious engineering blueprints for the
Columbia River, the Chicago River, the St. Lawrence Seaway, Niagara Falls,
and James Bay run confusing undercurrents of binational treaties, national
or subnational identities, federalist systems of power, cultural ideas about
nature, and competing questions about water itself—both its purposes and
its distribution. Water historian Matthew Evenden helps readers navigate
these currents. He opens with examples of the roles mega-water-projects
have played in a fraught Canada-U.S. relationship. He surveys categories
of water development along an east–west corridor: irrigation, urban water
supplies, and hydropower. Most importantly, though, Evenden establishes
a historical zeitgeist of technological optimism that denied natural and social limits and rationalized underperformance (economically speaking) or
outright bad consequences. Subsequent case studies deconstruct historical
border water projects so mega they still awe today: the bilateral St. Lawrence Seaway and Niagara Falls water control projects (Daniel Macfarlane),
unfulfilled schemes for bulk water exports from Quebec to the United
States (Frédéric Lasserre), and the Columbia River Treaty and consequent
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reengineering of the Canadian side of that river (Jeremy Mouat). Each of
these projects is geographically distinct and important to water and borderlands studies in its own right. Lasserre’s chapter, for example, offers an
archetypal abundance mindset: Quebec’s water export proponents focused
obsessively on how to exploit the province’s wealth in water, the principle
value of which, in their view, derived from its commodification and sale to
water-scarce regions. But readers should also come away seeing the larger
context for mega-water-projects on the Canada-U.S. border. As Macfarlane
theorizes, these were nationalistic showpieces in a global era of high modernism, an era defined in large part by hubris.
In part 3, “Challenging the Border: Ecological Agents of Change,” three
of environmental history’s most innovative thinkers bring their intense
transdisciplinary engagement with hybrid ecologies to U.S.-Canada border
waters. Taking the ecologically twinned but border-divided Boundary Waters Canoe Area (United States) and Quetico Provincial Park (Canada) as
an accessible entry, James W. Feldman shows readers how cumulative differences in management and tourism did indeed demarcate two parks that
look and feel different north and south of the border. Then Feldman introduces the natural forces of wind and fire, thus opening the hard work of this
section: How do we understand causality and outcomes when the border is
both water and land, when border waters are natural and human, when the
scales of explanation are as broad as wind, as cellular as fish fat, as global as
climate? In Nature’s Metropolis (1992), William Cronon explicated the overlay of “second nature” on “first nature” in nineteenth-century Chicago. In
this part of Border Flows, our authors take a deep dive into first and second
ecology. It requires a humanist scholar both at ease and expert with scientific literature to analyze the natural cycling of wholly unnatural chemicals
and heavy metals, as Joseph Taylor III does when he returns readers to the
Salish Sea. Taylor traces the paths of persistent organic pollutants from industry through the marine ecosystem and beyond, to birds, mammals, and
humans, and how these problems challenged a region that tried, but failed,
to draw a line between sovereigns. Likewise, Nancy Langston interrogates
the easy explanation that invasive sea lampreys decimated lake trout populations in Lake Superior (not only a crucial border water but the world’s
largest freshwater lake by surface). For one thing, the historical chronology
does not support a simple cause and effect. Superior’s aquatic ecosystems—
powerful agents in their own right—interacted with the multiple stressors
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of watershed change, industrial pollution, fisheries management, and, recently, climate change. In the past, binational policy did not adequately map
and address these interrelationships. Lake Superior and the Salish Sea illustrate how historically grounded transdisciplinary analysis might help
policymakers respond to complexity in time (the next time).
In part 4, “Reflections in the Water,” acclaimed nature writer Jerry Dennis guides readers into the realm of environmental humanities and creative
nonfiction. Here, several of our contributors offer more intimate takes on
their scholarship and the places they study, to draw out the experiential
aspects and to show how scholarly themes get traction in our daily lives.
These short, reflective essays are also an experiment of sorts for translating
academic scholarship into relatable scenes, where real people (not faceless
researchers) participate in the cares and woes and flows of care-worthy
places. The authors want readers to imagine themselves in such places and
situations—or better yet, to draw parallels with their own experiences and
perceptions. The personalization in the essays is contemporary in form and
function. Consider TED Talks, for instance, those short public-scholarly hybrids whereby the presenter places himself or herself emotionally within the
narrative trajectory of a complex subject. First-person narrative is entirely
normal for nature writers like Dennis but less comfortable for many academics. And so, this part of Border Flows consciously stands apart from the
first three sections and tries to welcome readers who might care more about
their childhood on the lake than high modernism.
Finally, Graeme Wynn revisits our many border waters in his inimitable way, map-melding the case studies with metaphor and meaning in an
afterword that is also a prologue and blessing for future travel along this
and other important borders.
•••
The impetus for the entire Border Flows project is water itself—water as
a fundamental environmental and moral concern of the twenty-first
century. More than half the planet’s population confronts severe water
shortages. The World Economic Forum warns that our world faces water
bankruptcy.47 We must put our insights about the past in service to the
precarious future of Earth’s fresh water. A century of water relations along
the Canada-U.S. border—with the lessons and models therein—should be
part of that urgent dialogue.
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PART ONE

Finding the Border:
Political Ecologies of Water Governance and Tenure

Openings

Political Ecologies on the Border
Dave Dempsey

“Pollution doesn’t respect political boundaries.”
Anyone who has worked on water pollution issues in the last several
decades has heard this refrain, or something like it, countless times. The
repetition of words can rob them of meaning, so it is appropriate to stop
and to look at and listen to this use of language more closely. Doing so can
tell us a great deal about water diplomacy across borders—especially as
seen through the lens of a political practitioner. For the fact is that governance systems still very much respect boundaries.
In actual governance, the ideal and the achievable always collide, with
the latter holding the power. That pollution does not respect boundaries
leads theoretically to an imperative to remove or transcend those boundaries, but the reality is that the centuries-old construct of national sovereignty continues to dominate societal attitudes and public policy. Still,
there is some reason to believe in movement toward a sweeping change
in transboundary water management. The recent historical record offers
some support for this trend—but with limits. The trajectory of Great Lakes
agreements among states and provinces over time is an example.
In the mid-1980s, as elected officials in the Great Lakes region found
it in their political and in the public interest to cooperate and undertake
joint initiatives to conserve the lakes, public health advocates observed
that the Great Lakes states and Ontario had varying methodologies for
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determining fish-consumption health advisories in their respective Great
Lakes waters for sport and subsistence anglers.1 A lake trout contaminated
with a certain level of PCBs, for example, might trigger an advisory recommending limited or no consumption in one of the Great Lakes states,
while it might be deemed safe for more frequent eating if it swam into the
waters of another state or Ontario. The health advocates argued that the
jurisdictions should agree on a methodology that would result in similar if
not identical advisories, reducing public confusion while providing health
advice of comparable caution. The governors of the Great Lakes states
agreed and in 1986 set their health experts to work devising a common
methodology. Ontario also participated.
Toiling arduously and in good faith, the states and Ontario conferred
for seven years before producing their agreement, Protocol for a Uniform
Great Lakes Sport Fish Consumption Advisory.2 The result was a narrowing, but not the elimination, of differences among the jurisdictions in determining contaminant thresholds for the issuance of fish-consumption
advisories. Using their best professional judgment, the experts found validity in a common methodology with enough jurisdiction-specific twists
to yield slightly different results. Sovereign insistence on those twists overrode the objective of strict uniformity. Today, the advisories continue to
differ, although not as widely as before.3
This episode illustrates lessons about issues that arise from the shared
waters of the Great Lakes but are often applicable to waters along the entire
border. Namely, political jurisdictions sharing boundary waters can and
will, when prodded at the right moment in history by the right people,
quickly strive to communicate about their water-related management differences; less quickly, but still genuinely, attempt to coordinate and perhaps arrive at compatible management approaches; and most slowly, if
at all, come to agreement on a single, codified, enforceable management
approach in which all governmental jurisdictions subscribe to uniform
standards and share decision making across boundaries. This last tends to
happen only when a common threat is perceived and no significant constituency at home opposes such an approach. In the end, managing the
public’s expectations about what can realistically be accomplished—and
allaying any public fears about surrendering sovereignty—is as important
as managing the shared resources themselves.
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These realities have characterized public policy and governance affecting more than the Great Lakes. While globally unique, the Great Lakes
are just one part of a U.S.-Canada border that is approximately 40 percent
water.4 Fish and pollutants in all of these waters also fail to recognize
political boundaries. And typically, sovereignty has trumped any notion
of unified management all along this watery boundary. But as chapters in
this section attest, the future of water governance affecting shared waters
may be less fixed than the past. A changing physical and social climate
and a changing vision of boundary waters themselves support a hypothesis of continued evolution.
Indeed, climate already appears to be fostering shared problem solving in two watersheds straddling the U.S.-Canada border. In both the Red
River–Lake Winnipeg and Lake Champlain–Richilieu River basins, toxic
organisms have added urgency to the problem of coordinated water governance. Cyanobacteria (popularly known as blue-green algae) are apparently on the increase in these watersheds because of the interaction of nutrient
pollution and climate change. These microorganisms pose risks to human
health5 that are significant enough to warrant nonbinding transboundary
action plans for cleanup in both basins.6 If these plans fail, new legal instruments may follow.
This is the pattern of more than a half century of innovation in the
Great Lakes Basin. In the last sixty years, Great Lakes states and provinces and the U.S. and Canadian federal governments have been relatively
nimble in responding to common threats to the lakes with consultation
and coordination mechanisms and institutions. They move especially fast
when catastrophe appears imminent and the public clamours for government action—as when populations of lake trout crashed in the late 1940s
and when transfers of water from the Great Lakes to the arid West seemed
likely in the 1980s. This crisis-and-response pattern accounts for, among
other things, the 1955 U.S.-Canada Convention on Great Lakes Fisheries
and the 1985 Great Lakes Charter among the eight Great Lakes states, Ontario, and Quebec (the latter of which is discussed in chapter 1).
Although the convention has treaty status and the charter is a goodfaith agreement, they are alike in that they emphasize consultation and
common effort without committing the parties to hard-and-fast regulatory efforts, let alone even the mildest infringements of sovereignty, perceived or real. Thus, they reflect an acknowledgment of common interest
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and, to a lesser extent, the need for common stewardship while guarding
sovereign freedom of action.
Established by the 1955 convention, the Great Lakes Fishery Commission has proven to be remarkably effective in meeting its primary charge:
suppressing and controlling populations of the destructive, non-native sea
lamprey. But it has provided other benefits. The commission has successfully brought together state and provincial fishery managers to agree on a
compatible fishery management plan and fish community objectives for
each lake.7 With less success but equally genuine intentions, the commission has promoted interjurisdictional, binational consultation on aquatic
habitat conservation. There has never been a credible call for a single Great
Lakes fisheries management agency or policy; Ontario and the states retain
control of their respective fisheries (although these are in fact a single resource). The commission goes as far as it needs or anyone in the field wants
it to go.
The 1985 Great Lakes Charter was the product of its time—the dawn
of modern concern about water diversions from the lakes, when fear of
water claims by southwestern U.S. states—with their growing populations
and political clout—began to mount. An interstate compact, while probably desirable, was not politically feasible in the context of the early and
mid-1980s. That left no meaningful alternative to a common statement
of purpose and principle and a resolve to coordinate across boundaries
and improve in-state and in-province water management. Even that was
dicey in Michigan, where a leading sportsman’s organization attacked the
charter for implying there might, someday, be a diversion that could pass
muster and urged that the state not become party to the agreement. The
charter went as far toward common management as politics would allow.
Transboundary water agreements—and many major governmental
initiatives generally—face another political problem. Whether for a statute, a charter, or a compact, the signing ceremony gets fanfare but implementation suffers from neglect. Compatible, let alone uniform, water
management flags. Sunshine is the best disinfectant, but the execution of
transboundary water management agreements has often occurred in shadow. In addition to political pressures that may drive a jurisdiction not to
impose or enforce a strict regulatory decision, there is a question of funding for water resource programs, especially for mundane data collection
and monitoring—particularly vexatious in a time of scarce government
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dollars. But as Noah Hall and Peter Starr convincingly argue in chapter 1,
there is reason to be cautiously optimistic that implementation of the 2008
water management compact among the Great Lakes states, and a parallel
agreement involving the same states, Ontario, and Quebec, will be more
transparent than its predecessors.
Some decisions that could affect boundary waters are, and are likely
to remain, the prerogative of one nation. At this writing, controversy rages
over the proposed siting of a deep geologic repository for the disposal of
low- and medium-level radioactive waste from nuclear reactors close to
the Lake Huron shoreline at Kincardine, Ontario.8 The repository would
be at least two thousand feet below the surface, lie within a mile of Lake
Huron, and store up to 200,000 cubic metres of waste. Citing the risk of a
release into the Great Lakes, opponents are especially outspoken on the
U.S. side—but also belated, as their outcry arose well after the siting process began. The U.S. critics complain that the Canadian siting process was
not well publicized in the United States.
The early lack of transboundary communication is striking. A step
toward better communication is a new clause of the U.S.-Canada Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement as updated in 2012.9 Article VI, Notification and Response, provides in subsection (c) that the governments
“shall notify each other, through the Great Lakes Executive Committee,
of planned activities that could lead to a pollution incident or that could
have a significant cumulative impact on the Waters of the Great Lakes,”
specifically mentioning “the storage and transfer of nuclear waste or radioactive materials” as one such activity. Nothing beyond notification is
required or provided for. Sovereignty tops shared decision making. This
is reminiscent of the charter. Still, the possibilities of future innovation
cannot be dismissed.
The chapters in this section, in different ways, underscore that human
constructs affecting border flows evolve, generally for the benefit of both
the waters and the people who enjoy and use them. But the chapters also
sketch inherent tensions between even the “evolved” constructs and sustainable human and water regimes. The result is not a linear march forward toward an arbitrary notion of “progress,” but zigzag routes that may
or may not lead to a single destination.
As Hall and Starr observe in their chapter, titled “A Citizen’s Legal
Primer on the Boundary Waters Treaty, International Joint Commission,
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and Great Lakes Water Management,” adoption of pioneering legal principles addressing binational water management between Canada and the
United States reaches back over a century to Article IV of the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty. But as they also note, those rudimentary principles
could come to fruition only with the passage of time and increasing human sensitivity to the indivisibility of shared waters. What they describe as
a survey of the legal waterscape of water management agreements between
the United States and Canada is a necessary and engaging history, documenting an unfolding of law in tandem with an evolution of ecosystem
science. The authors make a critical observation about the historic innovation of the 2008 Great Lakes Compact among the states and the parallel
agreement also including Ontario and Quebec: that the two agreements
take into account the entire Great Lakes hydrologic system in a way “that
still respects state autonomy and sovereignty.” The authors also strike a
hopeful note regarding a growing accent on environmental protection and
citizen participation in Great Lakes transboundary management.
First popularized in the 1970s, the concept and image of a single natural water system indifferent to human-made international boundaries has
claimed a large beachhead. But in chapter 2, “Treaties, Wars, and Salish Sea
Watersheds: The Constructed Boundaries of Water Governance,” Emma S.
Norman and Alice Cohen pose difficult questions that arise from this view.
To what extent will the borders defined by European-derived constructs
yield to governance that respectfully accommodates Indigenous lifeways
and traditional knowledge? And is the superficially “natural” watershed
governance model complicated by implicit human assumptions? These
questions and their alternative answers are an antidote to rosy optimism.
In “Contesting the Northwest Passage: Four Far-North Narratives,”
Andrea Charron compellingly describes the unique history of the strait
and the evolution of Canadian views and policies regarding its place within the national identity, as a military frontier, as a sensitive ecosystem, and
as a resource to be managed for sustainable development. The historical
contrast between Canadian and U.S. views of the passage’s role as territorial versus international waters illustrates the ways such border differences
are carefully expressed in legal terms. Rapid changes in the environmental
conditions of the Northwest Passage associated with climate change appear to be fostering comparably rapid change in policy, and perhaps law,
but Charron concludes that the narrative is still a work in progress.
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The relatively new ecosystem approach fosters public and political
support for binational governmental coordination and conservation. But
the policies and institutions responsible for such governance are circumscribed, as in other areas of governance, by fluctuating priorities, budgets,
and philosophies—and typically, but not always, by sovereignty concerns.
A perceived external common threat is often the most potent source
of intergovernmental consensus on binding action. The 2008 Great Lakes
Compact reflected a shared urgency among Great Lakes state and provincial governments. A legally enforceable pact superseded state sovereignty
concerns also in part because no serious objection was raised by any constituency in the basin. The idea of losing Great Lakes water has few adherents in the Great Lakes states and provinces.
The history of U.S.-Canada approaches—and state-provincial approaches—toward management of boundary waters is instructive. Cooperation and coordination are feasible, even likely as public awareness grows.
Clear political rewards exist for executing transboundary water agreements.
But so do clear limits. Even when the agreements commit their parties
to mirroring actions, differences in implementation occur. To some extent
this is a natural result of sovereignty, but it is also a result of political ecology. Each jurisdiction has its own political history and pressures. And it is a
reality that the media-worthy announcement of agreements is followed by
the distinctly media-unworthy messy business of implementation.
This does not mean that treaties and other U.S.-Canada transboundary water management agreements are likely to always be confined within
the limits of the past. Rather, they are gradually moving, in fits and starts,
toward a full recognition of the responsibility for joint, binding management across state, provincial, and national boundaries. It will be exciting
to see what may come next.
Perhaps most interesting is the question of whether the common external threat of climate change will drive jurisdictions on both sides of the
Canada-U.S. border toward binding agreements supporting mitigation,
adaptation, and resiliency to protect shared waters. Will climate change
become as potent a political symbol and policy rallying point as vessels
slurping up Lake Superior water and exporting it to Asia?
Fish do not respect political boundaries. Pollution does not respect political boundaries. Neither groundwater nor surface water respect political
boundaries. But human beings do. The task for Canadians and Americans
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in the twenty-first century is to respect the disrespect of mobile natural
resources, especially water, for political boundaries: to envision the lake
trout and walleye that cross the boundaries and imaginatively follow them.
In doing so, Homo sapiens can thoughtfully fashion ever more realistic and
enforceable mechanisms for bridging the divide.
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A Citizen’s Legal Primer on
the Boundary Waters Treaty,
International Joint Commission,
and Great Lakes Water
Management

Noah D. Hall and Peter Starr
I. Introduction: The Origins of United States–
Canada Water Management
To modern ears, the term “water management” most likely evokes environmental concerns. This is appropriate, for water policy in North America has centred on environmental issues in recent years. But this was not
always the case. Over a century ago, Canadian-American water relations
grew out of very different interests. In North America, formal binational management took shape in 1903, when the United States and Canada
first established the International Waterways Commission to address potentially conflicting rights in the countries’ shared waterways.1 The commission soon recommended that the two countries adopt legal principles
to govern uses of their shared waters and form an international body to
further advance protection of boundary waters. In 1907, the International
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Waterways Commission drafted a proposed treaty, which was modified
through negotiations and eventually led to the Boundary Waters Treaty
of 1909. The treaty primarily provided for joint management and cooperation between the United States and Canada for the two countries’ shared
boundary waters. The treaty defined “boundary waters” to include the
lakes, rivers, and connecting waterways through which the U.S.-Canada
border passes, but not the tributaries that flow into these bodies or the
waterways that leave them.
These earliest efforts at cooperative, transboundary water management were motivated not by environmental concerns but by the desire to
erect a framework to govern navigation and equitable sharing of boundary
waters.2 For instance, the Boundary Waters Treaty addressed the taking
and diversion of boundary waters in Article III, whereby neither party
could use or divert boundary waters “affecting the natural level or flow
of boundary waters on the other side of the [border]line” without the authority of the International Joint Commission (a six-member investigative
and adjudicative body in which the United States and Canada were equally
represented by political appointees).
While environmental degradation was not the top priority historically,
it was a concern. For instance, by the late 1800s, the Great Lakes and surrounding waterways had become severely polluted as a result of the region’s
rapid industrialization. As one commentator put it, “the filth and stench in
the waters of Great Lakes towns could be seen, tasted, and smelled.”3 This
pollution also contributed to public health problems like typhoid and cholera. As a result, the first draft of the treaty included a provision forbidding
water pollution that had transboundary consequences. The drafters also
vested the international commission that would administer the treaty with
“police powers” to enforce this rule, but the U.S. secretary of state objected. He would only agree to an antipollution provision that was limited to
the defined boundary waters and had no enforcement mechanism.4 Thus,
the next (and ultimately final) draft of Article IV of the Boundary Waters
Treaty simply provided the following: “It is further agreed that the waters
herein defined as boundary waters and waters flowing across the boundary
shall not be polluted on either side to the injury of health or property on
the other.” During ratification debates, some U.S. senators opposed even
this more limited provision, fearing the growth of an international police
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power. But Canada won over the reticent senators by assuring them that
the provision would be enforced only in “more serious cases.”5
Since its ratification, the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 has provided the foundation for transboundary Canadian-American water management. The legal principle underlying Article IV—that one country’s
pollution should not harm another country—eventually catalyzed a shift
in policy and public focus from water apportionment and navigation to
water quality and protection. Beyond North America, this principle is now
a central tenet of customary international environmental law, reflected in
the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment Stockholm
Declaration of 1972 and United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development Rio Declaration of 1992.6
The rest of this chapter is an admittedly long survey of the legal waterscape of international agreements between the United States and Canada
to co-manage their most precious shared resource. Such a survey is necessary for scholars, policymakers, and public audiences. Many have deep
concerns over the outcome of contemporary water disputes but might
lack sufficient grounding in the legal history that shapes those outcomes.
Subsequent chapters in Border Flows examine some of the same themes,
agreements, and places from different angles. We wish, in effect, to lay the
foundation for multiple approaches—a crash course for citizens as well as
a current state of the field for policymakers and fellow scholars in other
disciplines. We focus most specifically on the vast freshwater system that
is the Great Lakes, as that region acted as both catalyst and test case for
dramatic and internationally significant legal and diplomatic processes.
One cannot make sense of contemporary water diplomacy without understanding the intricate legal history of the Boundary Waters Treaty of
1909 and its Article IV, and these arose in a Great Lakes context. Part 2 of
the article provides an overview of the evolving case law of transboundary
water management within the United States (again, with a focus on the
Great Lakes). This sets up part 3, which surveys the international arena of
Canadian-American agreements. A nested analysis is necessary because of
the different scales at which water law and management have developed:
state and provincial, national, and international.
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1.1 Great Lakes watershed. Map by Jason Glatz.

II. U.S. Context: Approaches to Transboundary
(Interstate) Water Management
U.S.-Canada transboundary water management coevolved with interstate
water management within the United States. During the twentieth century, the U.S. federal government—especially the judicial branch—resolved
numerous water disputes between American states. The methods and
principles that evolved in the United States to resolve interstate conflicts
centred primarily on consumptive uses and diversion. The legal areas of
equitable apportionment, interstate compacts, and interstate nuisance
complaints all developed into major bodies of water case law that established precedents for future conflict resolution. These, in turn, would influence the development of U.S.-Canada water regimes and transboundary
environmental law globally.
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Interstate Water Allocation through Equitable
Apportionment
In the federal system of the United States, states are coequal sovereigns.
The U.S. Constitution vests the Supreme Court with jurisdiction over suits
between states. The Supreme Court has allocated interstate waters pursuant to this authority with a doctrine it terms “equitable apportionment.”
Equitable apportionment relies heavily on the specific facts and circumstances of the interstate dispute before the court. It is premised on the
states’ status as sovereigns; thus, no single state can command an entire
transboundary water body to the detriment of other neighbouring riparian states. The doctrine was explained succinctly in the Supreme Court’s
decision in Kansas v. Colorado (1907):
One cardinal rule, underlying all the relations of the States to
each other, is that of equality of right. Each State stands on the
same level with all the rest. It can impose its own legislation
on no one of the others, and is bound to yield its own views to
none. Yet, whenever . . . the action of one State reaches through
the agency of natural laws into the territory of another State,
the question of the extent and the limitations of the rights of
the two States becomes a matter of justiciable dispute between
them, and this Court is called upon to settle that dispute in such
a way as will recognize the equal rights of both and at the same
time establish justice between them.7
Despite its constitutional jurisdiction over these cases, the Supreme Court
has been reluctant to exercise its authority. The court has made clear its
desire that such disputes be resolved with the benefit of technical expertise, policy discussions, and cooperation through the interstate compact
process, discussed below.

Interstate Water Allocation through Interstate
Compacts
Interstate compacts are powerful tools for making law in the United States.
A compact is essentially a contract between states entered into through
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state legislation. Because interstate compacts increase the power of the
states at the expense of the federal government, they are subject to congressional approval. Once Congress grants its approval, the interstate compact
has the full force and supremacy of federal law. This allows the terms of a
compact to be enforced in federal court and prevents states from ignoring
their compact duties.8
Historically, substantive interstate water compacts have followed one
of two models: western and eastern. Western water compacts, such as the
Colorado River Compact and the Rio Grande Compact, typically focused
on allocating coveted water rights to a shared river among the party-states.
Western compacts divided the proverbial pie into pieces, and what each
state did (or does) with its piece is beyond the scope of the compact. In
other words, these compacts restrict the total amount of water available to
each state but do not provide any guidance for managing water withdrawals within the state’s allocation.9
The two major eastern water compacts, the Delaware River Basin
Compact and the Susquehanna River Basin Compact, use a very different
approach.10 They created centralized interstate management authorities
comprised of the party-states and federal government. These authorities,
termed compact commissions, assumed broad regulatory powers for permitting and managing individual withdrawals and diversions of all waters
in the respective river basins. The commissions even set regional standards
for discharges of water pollution.11 This centralized approach had obvious
benefits for uniform management of a single resource but required a significant loss of state autonomy.12
Regardless of the underlying approach employed by interstate water
management compacts, the greatest challenge of allocating interstate waters through compacts has always been the political challenge of getting a
compact enacted.13 Enacting a compact requires uniform ratification by
each party-state’s legislature, the signature of each party-state’s governor,
approval by a simple majority in both houses of Congress (which can modify the terms of the compact to protect national interests), and presentment to the president. At any of those stages, the compact process can die.
The process also requires all negotiation and compromise up front (before
legislative deliberations), as no individual state can unilaterally modify
the terms of the compact during ratification. The process for enacting a
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compact is thus a political obstacle course, and several recent efforts to allocate interstate waters through a compact have failed for political reasons.14
Another limitation inherent in the interstate compact approach is
Congress’s reluctance to include foreign governments in their compacts.
In 1968, the Great Lakes states created an interstate compact (the Great
Lakes Basin Compact) and attempted to include Canadian provinces as
members. However, Congress explicitly refused to consent to the provision
that would have allowed Ontario and Quebec to join as parties. Stymied
by Congress, Ontario and Quebec eventually became “associate members”
of the compact’s governing commission, but they still do not enjoy full
membership in the compact itself.15
The exclusion of Canadian provinces from the Great Lakes Basin
Compact was not a major setback to transboundary water management
efforts, for the compact did not substantively impact water law or rights in
the basin.16 The functions of the Great Lakes Basin Compact and its Great
Lakes Commission were limited to gathering data and making nonbinding
recommendations regarding research and cooperative programs. In fact,
Joseph Dellapenna has characterized the Great Lakes Basin Compact as
typical of the “let’s keep in touch” approach used in many interstate water
compacts in the eastern United States—and he notes that, “not surprisingly, such a ‘let’s keep in touch’ approach failed to accomplish much toward
protecting the biological, chemical, and physical integrity of the rivers and
lakes addressed in the particular compacts.”17

Historical Interstate Nuisance: Example of the Chicago
Diversion Litigation
Despite the abundant supply of water in the Great Lakes, the region has
not been immune to interstate disputes over water diversions and use.
When one state’s diversion results in a nuisance to another state, the
states can resolve the dispute in the U.S. Supreme Court. A summary of
the Chicago diversion litigation (the series of Wisconsin v. Illinois cases) provides an example of the role that this approach can play in transboundary water management.
In the early 1880s, Chicago was becoming one of the nation’s largest cities when an outbreak of chronic water-borne illnesses threatened
the health of residents. The problem, simply put, was that Chicago was
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disposing of its sewage into Lake Michigan (via the Chicago River), while
taking its drinking water from the same source.18 The solution was a bit
more complicated: Chicago built a canal to reverse the flow of the Chicago
River, changing its output from Lake Michigan to the Illinois River and
ultimately to the Mississippi River. The project was bold, controversial, and
successful in both protecting public health and linking the Great Lakes
with the Mississippi River. Missouri, now downstream from Chicago’s
sewage, brought an interstate nuisance action in the Supreme Court, challenging Illinois’s discharge of sewage into the Mississippi River system.
Missouri’s challenge in the Supreme Court failed for lack of scientific
proof of harm and causation, but this did not mark the end of litigation.
Due to Chicago’s growing population, the city increased its diversions
from Lake Michigan by over 200 percent from 1900 to 1924.19 That year,
Wisconsin, Michigan, and New York brought suit in the Supreme Court
against Illinois. The complaining states alleged that the Chicago diversion
had lowered levels in Lake Michigan, as well as Lakes Huron, Erie, and
Ontario, by more than six inches, harming navigation and causing serious
injury to the complaining states’ citizens and property. Illinois denied that
the diversion had caused any such injuries and pointed out that the diversion was necessary.20
The Supreme Court appointed former Supreme Court justice and secretary of state Charles Evan Hughes to be special master. As special master,
Hughes would review factual evidence and make a report with recommendations. His report found that Chicago’s diversion had lowered the levels
of Lakes Michigan and Huron by six inches and Lakes Erie and Ontario
by five inches, which damaged numerous interests. The court adopted the
special master’s report, concluding that the reduced lake levels caused the
complainant states and their citizens and property owners “great losses.”21
While generally supporting the claims of the complaining states, the
court recognized the public health implications and economic costs that
would come from immediately halting the entire Chicago diversion. The
court thus followed the special master’s recommendation to allow Chicago
to complete a phased reduction in the diversion, along with the construction of additional sewage treatment facilities. This did not, however, end
the matter. Litigation in the Supreme Court continued over several decades
regarding Illinois’s compliance with the diversion reduction schedule and
the amount of water allowed for domestic pumping.22
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What is most notable about the case is the Supreme Court’s recognition that Great Lakes water management was less an issue of apportionment of water rights and more an issue of defining the bounds of the states’
shared reasonable-use duties. While the relatively short opinions do not
advance this proposition directly, the leading Chicago diversion opinion
was authored by Chief Justice William Howard Taft, the former U.S. president whose administration had negotiated the Boundary Waters Treaty
of 1909 between the United States and Canada. Taft was an Ohioan, and
he may have instinctively appreciated both the abundance of Great Lakes
water that made allocation unnecessary and the shared importance of the
resource between two countries and eight states that made protection of
all of its values (including navigation, drinking supply, fishing, recreation,
and property enhancement) critical.
Speculation about the court’s motivations aside, the Chicago diversion
litigation leaves two key legacies in shaping the law of the Great Lakes.
First, the Chicago diversion, authorized at 3,200 cubic feet per second (90.6
cubic metres per second), remains the largest diversion of Great Lakes water out of the basin. Second, while the court’s decisions stopped short of an
absolute prohibition on diversions, they demonstrate a general preference
for protecting the interests of other states and preserving the integrity of
the Great Lakes system. Both of these legacies are an important part of the
evolution of Great Lakes transboundary water management.

Contemporary Interstate Nuisance: Asian Carp and the
Chicago Diversion Today
In light of the Chicago diversion’s contentious past, it should come as little
surprise that it is once again at the heart of a major legal dispute. This time,
the issue is not what Chicago sends downstream but what might swim upstream through the diversion and into the Great Lakes: Asian carp. The
term “Asian carp” refers to two non-native species of fish, Bighead and Silver carp. The carp were introduced into U.S. waters by the government and
the private sector in hopes that the filter-feeding fish would prove useful
for cleaning suspended particles and algae out of dirty ponds.23 The carp
were useful in this regard, but their efficient (and voracious) feeding habits
also made them dangerous to native species. Thus, when these fish escaped
their containment ponds in the southern United States, they began to wreak
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havoc in the Mississippi River. Due to their size (up to 100 pounds/45 kilograms), large appetites, and active spawning, Asian carp can outcompete
native species. The preferred food of the carp is plankton—and since most
native fish species also depend on this food source either directly or indirectly, the Asian carp’s rapid consumption of it can truly decimate native
species. As one journalist writes, the fish are “so thick in some stretches of
[the Mississippi] River that they literally roil the water.”24
The Asian carp’s invasion of the Mississippi began in the South, and
they have been steadily moving up the river. Thus, the Great Lakes states
fear that the fish will enter the lakes through the Chicago diversion and do
irreversible harm to the ecosystem. In 2009, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ohio, and Pennsylvania asked the Supreme Court to reopen its decree
in Wisconsin v. Illinois in order to close the Chicago canal. Unfortunately,
the court declined the states’ request, leaving them to seek relief in the
lower courts. The states then filed suit in federal district court, alleging that
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the City of Chicago had created a
public nuisance by allowing the Asian carp to threaten the waters and fisheries of the Great Lakes. The litigation has worked its way through several
rounds of court decisions, and while the presiding judges often recognize
the potential catastrophic harm of an Asian carp invasion, the courts have
consistently ruled against the plaintiff states.
With this lawsuit somewhat stalled in federal court, one might hope
for Congress or the president to act, but that does not seem likely. Congressional proposals (the so-called CARP Act) have gone nowhere, and
President Obama has declined to become directly involved. By failing to
address this problem, the federal government has not only put the Great
Lakes ecosystem at risk but, as we will see next, ignored the United States’
obligations to Canada under the Boundary Waters Treaty and other international agreements.
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III. Binational Context: International Agreements
on Water Management

Ambitious but Unenforceable: International Agreements
Prior to the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin
Compact and Agreement
The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement
In the 1960s, citizens and scientists became increasingly alarmed about
water pollution in the Great Lakes. In response to these concerns, the
United States and Canada issued a joint reference to the International
Joint Commission in 1964 regarding pollution in Lakes Erie and Ontario.
It took the commission nearly seven years, but in 1970 it issued a report
recommending new water quality control programs and the need for a new
agreement for cooperative action on pollution. Two years of negotiations
followed, and in 1972, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and President Richard Nixon signed the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement.25
The 1972 signing of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement is emblematic of the historic shift in the countries’ water relations. Long gone
were the days when access and navigation were primary concerns; water
quality had moved to the fore. However, the agreement also typifies the
countries’ practice of entering into ambitious but unenforceable agreements: implementation of the agreement was hobbled by its subtreaty status and lack of enforcement provisions.
As stated in the 1972 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, the two
countries were “seriously concerned about the grave deterioration of water
quality on each side of the boundary to an extent that is causing injury
to health and property on the other side.” The agreement set forth general and specific water quality objectives, provided for programs directed
toward the achievement of the water quality objectives, and defined the
powers, responsibilities, and functions of the International Joint Commission. However, the agreement gave primary responsibility for achieving its
objectives to the two federal governments (specifically, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Environment Canada), not the International Joint Commission.
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Initially, the 1972 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement focused on
phosphorous pollution. As both countries were making progress on this
front, however, new threats emerged. Scientists uncovered risks from previously unknown persistent organic chemicals that “were already affecting
the health of wildlife and could be a threat to human health.”26 In response,
the United States and Canada amended the agreement in 1978 with a new,
more expansive purpose:
to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological
integrity of the waters of the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem. In
order to achieve this purpose, the Parties agree to make a maximum effort to . . . eliminate or reduce to the maximum extent
practicable the discharge of pollutants into the Great Lakes
System. Consistent with the provisions of this Agreement, it is
the policy of the Parties that [t]he discharge of toxic substances
in toxic amounts be prohibited and the discharge of any or all
persistent toxic substances be virtually eliminated.27
Nine years later, the parties again revised the agreement, signing the 1987
Protocol, which focused on critical pollutants and drew upon broad local community involvement. Canada and the United States expanded the
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement yet again in 2012, with another
protocol, in order to address a number of new areas of concern such as increased phosphorous loadings, harmful vessel discharges, invasive species,
habitat degradation, and climate change impacts.28
As previously mentioned, the effectiveness of the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement was limited by its subtreaty status and its lack of enforcement provisions. Courts in the United States have refused to enforce
the agreement domestically for these reasons.29 However, this is not to say
that the agreement did not effect real, positive change. One of the agreement’s major achievements was to give citizens an increased role in shaping
policy to address transboundary pollution in the Great Lakes. Prior to the
agreement, the International Joint Commission had held public hearings
on specific topics but essentially conducted its business in private. In the
face of increased citizen pressure resulting from the growing environmental movement, the agreement opened the International Joint Commission
up to the public. The increased public involvement in the implementation
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of the agreement became one of its most significant results. The International Joint Commission emphasized this point in its ninth biennial report:
The public’s right and ability to participate in governmental
processes and environmental decisions that affect it must be
sustained and nurtured. … The Commission urges governments to continue to effectively communicate information that
the public needs and has come to expect, and to provide opportunities to be held publicly accountable for their work under
the Agreement.30
To some extent, the increased opportunity for public participation in decision making compensates for the failure of the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement to contain specific enforcement provisions. With increased
public participation comes increased accountability on the part of the two
federal governments to comply with their joint responsibilities under the
agreement. Equally important, the agreement has helped create an informed and engaged citizenry on both sides of the border, which has led to
improved transnational protection of the Great Lakes.
The Great Lakes Charter of 1985
Like the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, the Great Lakes Charter
is an international agreement with laudable but unenforceable goals. The
charter was signed by all of the Great Lakes states and provinces, and while
it is only a good-faith agreement, it contains individual commitments and
a cooperative process for Great Lakes water management that would have
been tremendously valuable if fully implemented. The problem with such
“handshake agreements” is that they are not sanctioned by the U.S. Constitution and thus have limited legal value. The U.S. Constitution provides
a mechanism for approved interstate compacts to have the full force of federal law, but no similar mechanism exists for informal agreements such as
the Great Lakes Charter. Thus, the charter was an aspirational policy with
no legal effect.
Within this informal framework, the Great Lakes Charter integrates
three key components: (1) the commitment of the states and provinces to
manage and regulate new consumptive uses or diversions of Great Lakes
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water greater than 2,000,000 gallons per day (7,570,000 litres per day);
(2) the commitment of the states and provinces to gather and report comparable information on all new or increased withdrawals of Great Lakes
water greater than 100,000 gallons per day (379,000 litres per day); and
(3) the prior notice and consultation procedure with all of the states and
provinces for new or increased consumptive uses or diversions of Great
Lakes water greater than 5,000,000 gallons per day (18,900,000 litres per
day).31 If a state or province fails to meet its regulatory obligations—specifically, its commitment to regulate new uses of Great Lakes water exceeding
2,000,000 gallons per day—it will lose its right to participate in the prior
notice and consultation process.
The charter’s success is open to debate. On the one hand, the states and
provinces largely met their information and reporting commitments. All
of them enacted authority to gather and report comparable information on
new or increased withdrawals of Great Lakes water over 100,000 gallons
per day (379,000 litres per day). But on the other hand, not all states met
the regulatory commitment contained in the charter, and some of their
reporting programs failed to supply complete and reliable data on Great
Lakes water withdrawals.
The weakness that permeates the charter’s regime is encapsulated by
its prior notice and consultation procedure. This procedure can be fairly
characterized as a more specific version of “let’s keep in touch.”32 It requires the state or province considering issuance of a permit for a new or
increased consumptive use or diversion greater than 5,000,000 gallons per
day (18,900,000 litres per day) to first notify the offices of the other governors and premiers, as well as the International Joint Commission. The issuing state or province will then “solicit and carefully consider the comments
and concerns of the other Great Lakes States and Provinces”; if necessary,
a “consultation process” is initiated to “seek and provide mutually agreeable recommendations to the permitting State or Province.”33 However, if
this extensive consultation process proves fruitless, or if one state persists
despite the objections of others, the Great Lakes Charter does not provide
an enforcement mechanism or remedy. This shortcoming is due to the
charter’s nonlegal status. If the charter’s terms had been incorporated into
a binding and enforceable compact, it could have played a major role in
achieving comprehensive water management of the Great Lakes. Instead,
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it has merely provided a framework for cooperation among the parties as a
foundation for future efforts.
Annex 2001 to the Great Lakes Charter
In 2001, the Great Lakes governors and premiers signed an Annex to the
Great Lakes Charter Agreement (commonly known as “Annex 2001”).
While nonbinding—just like the Great Lakes Charter to which it was appended—the commitments and principles of Annex 2001 ultimately led to
the creation of binding international authority: the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact and Agreement. Because the
content of Annex 2001 helped to shape this seminal authority, it deserves
some examination here.
Essentially, Annex 2001 reaffirmed the commitments in the Great
Lakes Charter and contained a new commitment to develop an “enhanced
water management system” that “protects, conserves, restores, and improves the Waters and Water-Dependent” resources of the Basin (emphasis
mine). Annex 2001 also committed the governors and premiers to “develop[ing] and implement[ing] a new common, resource-based conservation
standard” that would apply to new and increased water withdrawals from
Great Lakes Basin waters.34 To establish the new standard governing water
withdrawals, Annex 2001 proposes four guiding principles:
• preventing or minimizing [Great Lakes] Basin water loss
through return flow and implementation of environmentally sound water conservation measures;
• no significant adverse individual or cumulative impacts to
the quantity or quality of the Waters and Water-Dependent
Natural Resources of the Great Lakes Basin;
• an improvement to the Waters and Water-Dependent
Natural Resources of the Great Lakes Basin; and
• compliance with the applicable local, federal, and international laws and treaties.35
These goals and principles created much excitement throughout the Great
Lakes region. The concept of return flow—requiring diverted water to be
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returned to its source—could protect the lakes from being depleted by exports. Establishing water conservation ethics in a region accustomed to
abundance would be a major step toward sustainable water use. The enlarged scope of the agreement also represents an important advancement.
By encompassing all water withdrawals, not just diversions, Annex 2001
recognizes the effects of the basin’s own water uses.
Yet the most interesting and promising principle was the improvement standard. Most environmental statutes are designed to protect the
environment from increased harms, which often leads to a slow but steady
loss of natural resources. The improvement principle would change the
existing paradigm. It is premised on the notion that limiting harm to an
already damaged system is insufficient. Users of Great Lakes water—the
region’s most valuable public resource—must leave the resource better
than they found it. The principle even holds the potential to change public
attitudes toward water withdrawal projects. As individual projects came to
be seen for their environmental benefits and not simply their externalized
costs, new projects would drive restoration of the Great Lakes ecosystem.
However, as with any new policy proposal, the improvement concept raises
thorny, practical questions: What exactly is an improvement? And how
much improvement would be enough to satisfy regulators? The difficulty
in answering these questions eventually undermined implementation of
the improvement concept.
While the effectiveness of Annex 2001 was limited by the fact that it
was a nonbinding agreement, it nevertheless resulted in vital water management dialogue. In fact, the importance of the Great Lakes Charter and
of Annex 2001 lies not in the immediate effects they produced, but in what
they eventually led to: the region’s governors and premiers agreed in Annex 2001 to negotiate and draft a common decision-making standard. The
product of this collective commitment was the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence
River Basin Water Resources Compact and the companion Great Lakes–St.
Lawrence River Basin Sustainable Water Resources Agreement, released in
late 2005.
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Creating Enforceable Authority: Domestic Legislation
and the Run Up to the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River
Basin Water Resources Compact and Agreement
While the informal international agreements discussed above have limited
practical impact in the United States, domestic legislation does have a tangible effect on Great Lakes water management. In 1986, Congress enacted section 1109 of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA 1986),
which provides that
no water shall be diverted or exported from any portion of the
Great Lakes within the United States, or from any tributary
within the United States of any of the Great Lakes, for use outside the Great Lakes basin unless such diversion or export is approved by the Governor of each of the Great Lake [sic] States.36
Thus, the statute requires the unanimous approval of all governors for any
diversion outside of the Great Lakes Basin.
While the 1986 act is remarkable as a clear statement of Congress’s
intent to leave Great Lakes water management to the states, it suffers
from numerous limitations and flaws that have undermined its value in
terms of both protection and process. For example, the statute contains
no standards to guide the governors in deciding whether to approve or
deny a proposed diversion. Nor does it provide any judicial remedy—even
for another Great Lakes state—to challenge a governor’s decision. From
a citizens’ perspective, the statute is fatally limited by its lack of a private
right of action to enforce compliance. These omissions can be explained by
understanding the threat that the statute was intended to address. When
the law was passed, the Great Lakes states shared a common concern about
the threat of water diversions to other parts of the country. The federal
statute was thus meant to create a barrier to water diversions that would
harm the region as a whole. In addition to these problems, WRDA 1986 is
also limited by its narrow scope of coverage: it applies only to diversions
out of the basin—not to in-basin consumptive uses—and it does not apply
to ground water. This is a major gap, as ground water comprises over 15
percent of the total water supply in the Great Lakes Basin.37
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Perhaps the most problematic aspect of the act is the power discrepancy it sets up. In every Great Lakes state except Michigan, a significant
portion (usually a majority) of its land and population lies outside of the
watershed line. Michigan, in contrast, sits entirely within the Great Lakes
Basin; thus, Michigan’s governor could unilaterally stop any other Great
Lakes state from diverting water within its own borders—but outside the
basin—without worrying about payback from that state in the form of a
veto of its own. This exact scenario has already played out, when the town
of Lowell, Indiana, sought a diversion from Lake Michigan to replace local
water supplies and the governor of Michigan alone blocked the diversion.38
Conflicts like these make the federal statute politically vulnerable to repeal
by Congress.
In light of the shortcomings discussed above, Congress later encouraged the states to be more proactive and comprehensive in how they used
their authority. Congress amended the 1986 version of WRDA in 2000 to
urge the states, “in consultation with the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec,” to develop a common standard for making decisions regarding “the
withdrawal and use of water from the Great Lakes Basin.”39 Congress did
not go so far as to condition the states’ veto power on the success of implementing a standards-based management mechanism. Nor did it need
to. The states’ recognition of the flaws in the WRDA 1986 system was evidenced by their subsequent amendment to the Great Lakes Charter: the
Great Lakes Charter Annex of 2001. As previously discussed, Annex 2001
was an intermediary step in the development of binding law (in the form of
an interstate compact and analogous international agreement). It allowed
state and provincial officials to articulate and enshrine common standards
in a nonbinding context. And when the states and provinces were ready to
formalize those standards, they made them binding in the Great Lakes–
St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact and Agreement, discussed below.

The Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin Sustainable
Water Resources Agreement and Great Lakes–St.
Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact
The Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin Sustainable Water Resources
Agreement (Great Lakes Agreement) and the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence
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River Basin Water Resource Compact (Great Lakes Compact) represent
a tremendous advancement in both the substantive legal rules for water
use in the Great Lakes Basin and the cooperative management among the
states and provinces that share this resource. The innovation of the Great
Lakes Agreement and Compact was to cooperatively establish binding
principles for sustainable water use and then leave administration of those
principles to the individual states and provinces. Thus, the Great Lakes
Agreement and Compact create an enforceable transboundary water management regime that still respects state autonomy and sovereignty.
Here we eschew the particulars in order to focus on the Great Lakes
Compact as a new model for interstate water management and the Great
Lakes Agreement as a new model for subtreaty international cooperation.
However, to best understand the interstate and international management
structures, it is important to first note the compact’s common standards
(referred to as the “decision-making standard”) for new or increased water
withdrawals of Great Lakes Basin water. The standard mandates that all
withdrawals will
(1)

return any leftover water to the source watershed;

(2) not cause any significant adverse impacts to the quantity
or quality of the waters of the Great Lakes Basin;
(3) incorporate specific environmental and economic water
conservation measures;
(4) comply with all applicable law and interstate and international agreements, including the Boundary Waters Treaty
of 1909; and
(5) pass a reasonable-use balancing test.40
The fourth requirement, which requires compliance with all applicable
laws, agreements, and treaties, has special significance. As discussed
above, the key treaties and agreements between the United States and
Canada regarding water management have suffered from a lack of enforceability and private causes of action. The Boundary Waters Treaty of
1909, expressly referenced in criterion 4, lacks any judicial review provisions or enforcement mechanisms short of Senate action. Similarly, the
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Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement cannot be enforced in domestic
court proceedings.41 The Great Lakes Compact does much to remedy this
problem. By requiring compliance with the Boundary Waters Treaty and
the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin Sustainable Water Resources
Agreement, the Great Lakes Compact elevates their terms to enforceable
standards for new or increased water withdrawals. This feature of the
Great Lakes Compact sets it apart from previous attempts to create international water management schemes.
It should also be noted that while the improvement concept did not
become a requirement for new or increased water withdrawals, the concept
was incorporated into the decision-making standard. One of the factors
under criterion 5’s reasonable-use balancing test allows consideration of
proposals to restore “hydrologic conditions and functions” in the source
watershed. Thus, improvements can be considered in the overall determination regarding the reasonableness of the proposed use. Water users can
propose an improvement as a way of making their water use more compatible with the resources and limitations in the watershed.
State-Provincial Cooperation under the Great Lakes
Agreement
State-provincial cooperation has been a regional goal for decades, but
as the preceding sections note, drafting enforceable international agreements has proven difficult. For constitutional and political reasons, including the Canadian provinces in the Great Lakes Compact could have
made the compact vulnerable to political and legal challenges. In order
to steer clear of these problems while still achieving the goal of state-provincial cooperation, the Great Lakes governors and premiers developed
the Great Lakes Agreement as a nonbinding, good-faith agreement that
encompassed the provinces of Ontario and Quebec. This dual structure
creates a legally and politically acceptable mechanism for cooperation
with Canadian provinces.
The fundamental legal and political concerns raised by state cooperation with Canadian provinces are founded on the U.S. Constitution and on
principles of federalism. The Compact Clause of the Constitution provides
that “no State shall, without the Consent of Congress . . . enter into any
Agreement or Compact with another State, or with a foreign Power.” The
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same constitutional section also provides that “no State shall enter into
any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation.”42 Thus, the prohibition on states
entering into a “Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation” is absolute, while the
prohibition on states entering into an “Agreement or Compact,” even with
a foreign government, is limited only by the political decision of Congress
to consent.
The question of what constitutes a “Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation”
versus an “Agreement or Compact” raises constitutional questions of separation of powers and federalism. In the case of the Great Lakes, Congress
has already exercised its treaty powers in this area through the Boundary
Waters Treaty of 1909, and it could view any attempt by the states to enter
into a binding management arrangement with the provinces on this subject as an impermissible treaty. Further, even if Congress viewed such an
arrangement with the provinces as a compact rather than a treaty, it would
likely reject either the entire compact or the inclusion of the provinces, as
it did when the Great Lakes states proposed including Canadian provinces
in the original Great Lakes Basin Compact over fifty years ago.
Despite these thorny legal issues, Congress has articulated its desire
for the states to work “in consultation with” the provinces to develop a
Great Lakes water management agreement.43 Thus, the elegant solution developed by the Great Lakes states was to create a binding compact among
themselves and a nonbinding agreement, consisting of the same terms,
between them and the Canadian provinces. This arrangement apparently
proved suitable to Congress; both the Senate and House of Representatives
endorsed the compact in 2008, and President Bush signed it into law.
The Great Lakes Compact also incorporates the provinces through
the Great Lakes Agreement’s “Regional Body,” comprised of representatives from each state and province. The Regional Body’s authority could
be fairly described as procedural rather than substantive and its determinations as advisory rather than final. The Regional Body’s role includes
notice, consultation, and public participation, but stops short of final decision making. The parties and Compact Council need only “consider” (but
are not obliged to follow) the Regional Body’s findings. The process thus
avoids infringing on federal treaty powers while still giving the provinces
an evaluative and procedural role that may prove useful for affecting major decisions.
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Interstate Management under the Great Lakes Compact
As discussed above, the Great Lakes Compact includes only the American states, not the Canadian provinces. It creates two separate approaches to managing new or increased water withdrawals in the Great Lakes
states. The differentiation is based almost entirely on whether the water is used inside or outside of the Great Lakes Basin surface watershed
boundary. Water use inside of the Great Lakes Basin is managed by each
state individually, with limited advisory input from other states for very
large consumptive uses. Water uses outside of the basin (diversions) are
subject to a spectrum of collective rules, including a general prohibition
on most diversions.
The Great Lakes Compact requires the states to “create a program for
the management and regulation of New or Increased Withdrawals [for use
within the basin] . . . by adopting and implementing Measures consistent
with the Decision-Making Standard” within five years. The states must
make reports to the Compact Council, which is comprised of the governor
of each party-state, regarding their implementation. The Compact Council then reviews the state programs and makes findings regarding their
adequacy and compliance with the Great Lakes Compact. The states must
further develop and promote water conservation programs and a water
resources inventory.
While management of in-basin uses is left to the states, diversions of
water outside the Great Lakes Basin are generally prohibited. Exceptions to
this general ban are made for intrabasin diversions (lake-to-lake transfers
within the entire Great Lakes Basin) and diversions to communities that
straddle the basin divide, but these exceptions are not absolute. Even if
a diversion qualifies under one of the exceptions, it is usually subject to
the unanimous approval of all eight Great Lakes governors voting as the
Compact Council.
The compact envisions a rather broad enforcement scheme. It gives the
governors’ Compact Council the ability to conduct special investigations
and institute court actions, including enforcement. Crucially, ordinary
citizens also have enforcement power. Citizens can bring legal actions in
the relevant state court against any water user that has failed to obtain a
required permit or is violating the prohibition on diversions. These broad
enforcement provisions are complemented by similarly progressive public
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participation provisions. As with the minimum substantive decision-making standard, the compact provides minimum procedural public process
requirements for the party-states and Compact Council. These include
public notification of applications with a reasonable time for comments,
public accessibility to all documents (including comments), standards for
determining whether to hold a public meeting or hearing on an application, and open public inspection of all records relating to decisions.
The Great Lakes Compact has the potential to significantly reshape
water management in the region. In large part, this potential for change
derives from the compact’s innovative design: it incorporates formerly
unenforceable international agreements, provides for a common decision-making standard, and involves the Canadian provinces in regional
water management. Furthermore, its broad enforcement provisions ensure
that these promising reforms will have a real effect on the ways in which
we use Great Lakes water.

IV. CONCLUSION
More fresh water is at stake in the management of the Great Lakes than of
any other single freshwater resource in the world. As demand for fresh
water grows worldwide, transboundary waters will be under increasing
pressure. This pressure will lead to new disputes over water rights and
usage. Protecting and managing the Great Lakes has been an ongoing exercise in cooperation among multiple jurisdictions and levels of government, with numerous and potentially overlapping legal regimes. During
the past century, most transboundary water rights disputes were resolved
by allocating access and use among competing parties. This approach
did little to ensure protection of the transboundary freshwater ecosystem. It also did little to ensure that the water was used sustainably to
avoid depleting our natural wealth for future generations. More recently,
transboundary water management has focused on environmental protection and sustainable use. This shift in emphasis resulted in part from a
growing role for a concerned public in managing transboundary waters.
Examining agreements between the United States and Canada demonstrates the evolution of transboundary water management from simple
allocation and dispute resolution to cooperative multilevel conservation
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of a shared resource. Transboundary water management also continues to
evolve toward environmental protection and active citizen participation.
These parallel developments provide reason for optimism as new threats
such as climate change put further pressure on freshwater resources in
the twenty-first century.
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Treaties, Wars, and Salish Sea
Watersheds: The Constructed
Boundaries of Water Governance

Emma S. Norman and Alice Cohen
I. Introduction
North America is a continent of meandering rivers, jagged coastlines,
glaciated mountains, underground aquifers, and freshwater lakes. Water
comes in different forms above and below ground, but the political systems
that manage water are rarely hydrologically based. Rather, water management regimes emerge from societal administrative and jurisdictional units
constructed unevenly over time. These socio-hydro “constructions” are
nested in jurisdictional scale. Federal governments, provinces, states, municipalities, tribes, and bands—all may play a part in managing the water
of a given place. These administrative authorities will have different roles
and mandates, or different boundaries. Hence the water systems themselves may well be fragmented and contested, and their history will surely
involve conflict and accommodation.
The international border between Canada and the United States provides a unique vantage point for analyzing water governance and especially for understanding complex, layered management systems. The international border affords the opportunity to investigate how nested scales of
65

governance operate on the ground. In this chapter, we analyze the evolution of water governance along the Canada-U.S. border by overlaying two
kinds of boundaries (our principle case studies) on top of the state-based
political boundaries that conventionally define the international border.
The first overlay is the traditional territory of Indigenous peoples (First
Nations and tribes). We focus on the Coast Salish indigenous communities of the Pacific Northwest. The Coast Salish, who span and predate the
Canada-U.S. border, have a long and sustained relationship to the Salish
Sea ecosystem. As Coast Salish culture is grounded in this connection to
place, the demarcation of a foreign, policed border has had tremendous
impacts on its people. Overcoming the border has also been a source of
cultural revitalization and unity between the Coast Salish tribes and First
Nations. The second overlay consists of the physical hydrologic boundaries
that characterize the flow of water. We focus on the “watershed” of contemporary environmental resource management, seemingly natural and
apolitical, but with deeply political implications. Finally, we consider the
politics of future decision making at “new” scales.1
We aim to make visible the social, ecological, and political consequences of bordering. In so doing, we argue that for successful shared
water governance along the border, scholars, policymakers, and different
public stakeholders must account for borders of all kinds—not simply the
international boundary between nation-states.

II. Defining “The Border”: A Process of Social
Construction
For many people, where Canada begins or where the United States begins
is unquestioned. People crossing through border patrols between the two
countries might feel inconvenienced when contending with security, regulations, or long lines. But these are individual experiences rather than a
collective national awareness of the border as its own space. Defining a
border requires an inherent acceptance of a line drawn in time. Over time,
this line becomes reified, entrenched, and defined into separate national
identities, cultures, and political regimes. The line itself is a space. Policies
and practices built around this linear space impact governance in every
conceivable way: they form the boundary between domestic and foreign
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2.1 Constructing identity through maps: Canada as a separate place. Courtesy
of Melissa & Doug.

2.2 Constructing identity through maps: The United States as a separate place.
Courtesy of Melissa & Doug.
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2.3 The waterways of the Salish Sea and surrounding basin. Courtesy of Stefan Freelan.
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policy, between who is a citizen and who is not, between import and export. Most importantly, these lines deeply influence management of the
natural resources that constitute a border—land, forests, water—or that
move across it, as wildlife and water do. Yet those dimensions of a border
are invisible on many maps.
In school, political maps emphasize national identities, depicting states
or provinces in colorful detail, but fading “neighbouring countries” into
a single neutral blank. Such cartographic constructions separating (and
excluding) the neighbour country prevent, in effect, a public imagination.
This default “discourse” (colorful detail/neutral blank) entrenches national identity at a young age. So it is no surprise that, for most Americans and
Canadians, national boundaries—and the border itself—remain uncontested, unproblematized, and relatively unconsidered.
Cartographic constructions like maps 1 and 2 reinforce identities and
shape allegiances. Therefore, they participate in the creation and privilege
of some kinds of political boundaries and spatial relationships, while rendering others invisible. As David B. Knight so eloquently states, “Territory
is not; it becomes, for territory itself is passive, and it is human belief and
actions that give territory meaning.”2 This quote holds particular resonance for Indigenous communities in North America, who are invisible
in maps 1 and 2. The quote also resonates for those concerned with still
another kind of boundary: the watershed. Watersheds may seem like “natural” or “apolitical” boundaries on the land itself, but they too are social
constructions (as we will soon demonstrate).

III. Sharing a Continent: Indigenous Space and
Governing Water

Drawing Lines, Treaty by Treaty
Pinpointing the historical moment when territorial boundaries became
conflated with citizenship and nationhood is a challenge. Scholars of international relations often point to the Peace of Westphalia (1648) as such
a moment.3 The “Westphalian system” marks a transition away from citystates and toward governments of larger territorial units—i.e., the nation
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compromises the territory and the people inhabit the land. The 1783 Treaty
of Paris is one example of this transition. The treaty (which ended the war
between Great Britain and the American colonies) defined much of today’s
Canada-U.S. international border. It made the 45th parallel the boundary between Lower Canada (Quebec) and New York State (including Vermont). The St. Lawrence River and the Great Lakes became the boundary
between Upper Canada and the United States. For ten years the delineation was largely theoretical because the territory was rugged forest with
no clear lines on the physical landscape. The subsequent Jay Treaty of 1794
established the International Boundary Commission to articulate the precise location of the border. The commission surveyed and demarcated the
45th parallel—a task that proved difficult given the terrain, the inclement
weather, and the survey methods of the time.4
Westward settlement led to the Convention of 1818, which established
the boundary along the 49th parallel between Lake of the Woods (in what
is now Minnesota) and the Rocky Mountains (then known as the Stony
Mountains). To the west of the Rocky Mountains the convention was more
ambiguous, calling for “co-custody” of the territory that American settlers
called Oregon Country and that the Hudson’s Bay Company called the Columbia Department or Columbia District. During this period of co-custody, settlers could claim land on behalf of American or British interests.5
Not surprisingly, co-custody proved difficult in practice. Negotiations—and posturing—continued until U.S. President Polk and the British
foreign secretary Lord Aberdeen finally agreed to demarcate British and
American interests to the north and south of the 49th parallel, respectively.
During the years of co-custody, the United States made overtures of
expanding its claim to the territory upwards to the 54th parallel (with President Polk running on the campaign promise “Fifty-four forty or fight!”).
However, the Mexican-American War tempered the appetite for expansion
and the two parties eventually settled their claims through the signing of
the 1846 Oregon Treaty.6
Land south of the 49th parallel became the Oregon Territory, with a
separate Washington Territory carved out in 1853. Land north of the 49th
parallel remained unorganized until the new Colony of British Columbia
was established in 1858, prompted by the Fraser Canyon Gold Rush and
fears of American expansionism. In 1866, Vancouver Island and British
Columbia amalgamated; in 1871, the Colony of British Columbia joined
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2.4 Billy Frank Jr. (1931–2014). Photo by Mariah Dodd.

Canada. Thus, the 49th parallel and marine boundaries established by the
Oregon Treaty became the Canadian-U.S. border (with negotiations over
the northern boundary along Alaska, Yukon, and British Columbia temporarily tabled).
In theory, the Oregon Treaty provided a boundary along the 49th
parallel (excluding Vancouver Island). On the ground, however, the line
was ambiguous. No one could have identified where the line actually was.
Eventually, the Northwest Boundary Survey (1857–1861) clarified this leg
of the border. And finally, the two countries agreed to a water boundary
between the Gulf Islands and the San Juan Islands in 1872.7
Through the 1850s, western North America began to feel the impacts
of a “manifest destiny” approach to policy. This, in conjunction with the
Donation Land Act of 1850, which led into the general homestead policy,
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facilitated an increased population seeking land in the Oregon Territory,
including Washington.8
From a top-down perspective, this short chronology of events—of
“how the international border came to be”—might sound like an inevitable
progression of international diplomacy, almost “natural.” On the ground,
however, the simple chronology becomes a conflict-ridden, contingency-driven history of westward expansion, and one whose consequences for
the region’s original inhabitants were devastating.

Making Native Space: Water Is Life … Billy’s Story
We know today that the process of territorialization at work in boundary
making was integral to the larger displacement of Indigenous communities. What happened along the emerging Canada-U.S. border was a version
of colonialism in which colonial war-making and legal “innovations” disrupted Indigenous social structures, inhibited long-standing cultural exchanges (such as potlatch and other ceremonies), banned native languages
(through boarding schools), and so on.9 What’s more, these colonial acts
occurred in the context of a still longer, centuries-old history of European
disease epidemics that decimated native populations: smallpox, measles,
and tuberculosis. The Nisqually tribe, located near the base of Mount
Rainier in what is now Washington State, experienced a population decline from two thousand in 1800 to seven hundred in 1880.10 Population
estimates for Indigenous communities throughout the Oregon Territory
show a drop of more than 50 percent, with estimates as high as 80 percent in some communities.11 For the Indigenous communities throughout
North America—including the Coast Salish peoples—this history is far
from academic or “past.” The impacts of bordering continue to unfold in
the present. Consider this reflection from Native American environmental
leader and treaty rights activist Billy Frank Jr.:
When our ancestors were fighting for our land—we were in a
difficult position. … Our camps were empty, our villages were
underpopulated, we had shrunk in size through what we now
consider “bio-terrorism”—yet this is the time where we had
to stake our grounds and argue for what was rightfully ours.
The settlers came in under the assumptions that the land was
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2.5 Coast Salish Gatherings. Map by Eric Leinberger.
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empty; however, all of the islands, peninsulas, waterways were
home to our ancestors.12
The Coast Salish peoples live day to day with a colonial history of borders
and boundaries. And yet their more recent history is one of crossing or
transcending and re-establishing traditional connections. To understand
this overlay, we look to the life’s work of Billy Frank Jr. and his sixty-year
efforts on behalf of the Nisqually tribe of the wider Coast Salish. Billy
Frank Jr.’s journey represents how twentieth-century Indigenous governance has been centrally concerned with navigating or renegotiating
boundaries and borders.
A short character profile is in order. In the Pacific Northwest, Billy
Frank Jr. was (and remains) a larger-than-life figure, and his legacy has
continued since he passed into the spirit world in 2014. He was a gifted
orator who speaks sagely about the twin needs to protect salmon and to
protect Indigenous rights. He fought most passionately for the rights of
his people to fish their traditional waters. Author Charles Wilkinson’s biography of Billy paints a beautiful image of him at age fourteen, paddling
in the middle of the night on the Nisqually River to pull up fishing nets.
Billy had left his house under the moonlit sky, travelling swiftly through
the forested trails from his family’s home to the river. He had eased himself
into the dugout canoe and paddled quietly out to the nets. Billy knew the
route well. Although it was dark, he did not falter. It was “illegal” for his
family to fish these traditional waters, which was why he went in darkness.
As Billy was about to pull up his catch, two flashlights shone brightly on
him. A man yelled “You’re under arrest.”13 This would be the first of fifty
arrests. Billy saw subsistence fishing as a fundamental right. Likewise, he
saw the foreign laws and policies that denied those rights as illegitimate.
During the 1960s and 1970s, Billy organized “fish-ins” to bring attention to
Indigenous fishing claims. The movement was peaceful, but police nonetheless arrested hundreds of fish-in participants. The movement gained a
binational platform when Hollywood superstar Marlon Brando joined the
effort in 1964.
Billy’s historical reference was a starkly different version of the chronology of treaties we laid out earlier. While British and American settlers
staked claims in the Oregon Territory, American officials forced tribes into
treaties of cession, under which they lost legal rights to land, including
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access to traditional fishing and hunting grounds. For its part, Canada
created reserves without a formal treaty process. The Nisqually tribe—like
other tribes in the Washington Territory—lost their land through an infamous series of treaties negotiated by Isaac Stevens, superintendent of Indian Affairs (and later, the first governor of Washington Territory). Stevens’s
first treaty, the disputed Treaty of Medicine Creek (1854), led to the “Leschi
wars.” Whether Chief Leschi’s “X” on the treaty was genuine or a forgery
remains unclear.
The Treaty of Medicine Creek created tremendous hardship for the
Nisqually tribe. Under its terms, they relocated to a small stony outcrop
at the base of Mount Rainier. Though the tribe lost access to sacred water
sources, the treaty did allow them to fish from area rivers. British negotiators at the time, who saw no value in salmon, hoped this provision would
encourage tribes to sign. A corollary was that the government would bear
less responsibility to feed the tribes.14
During the twentieth century, the Medicine Creek Treaty came to be
conveniently forgotten or ignored. Commercial and recreational interests
in salmon became politically dominant, while the State of Washington
took the position that the Nisqually were harvesting fish illegally. This was
Billy Frank’s fight. With each sit-in and arrest, Billy brought national attention to the importance of fish (especially salmon) among the Nisqually
and larger Coast Salish peoples. The Indigenous activists ultimately prevailed when U.S. District Judge George Boldt ruled that native groups were
entitled to 50 percent of the fish catch. More significant yet, the ruling provided for native-U.S. co-management of the fisheries.
As a youth, Billy had fought for fishing rights in the waters of his home.
His vision grew to include the fish themselves. Overfishing, habitat destruction, and water pollution all came to threaten salmon populations.
Billy Frank Jr. headed the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, a celebrated intertribal governance body, until the day he died, in May 2014
(a devastating loss for Indigenous communities and environmental and
social justice activists alike). He was an internationally renowned cultural
and environmental activist, having won the Albert Schweitzer Prize for
Humanitarianism and the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the highest
award that can be bestowed on a civilian. He was also a leader in the Coast
Salish Gatherings, a cross-border governance body whose mission centres
on salmon protection, environmental conservation, and tribal sovereignty.
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Through the gatherings, we can consider once more the idea of territory
and the acts of making and crossing borders.

The Coast Salish Gatherings Today: A Transboundary
Success Story
In 2002, seventy tribes and bands across 72,000 kilometers of Coast Salish territory, cognizant of their need to provide for future generations,
established the Coast Salish Gatherings (map 7). The Gatherings simultaneously pursue natural resource protection and community reunification.
At annual gatherings, tribal leaders set collective priorities. Building on
traditional leadership to tackle complex transboundary environmental
and cultural issues, the Gatherings have emerged as an innovative model
of governance.15
Border scholars have called for a more sophisticated treatment of the
border.16 The Coast Salish Gatherings are an important example of why
we should heed this call. The Gatherings serve in part to address massive
declines in traditional foods such as salmon and shellfish.17 The governance structure also serves to reestablish a sense of unity between tribes
and bands spanning the Canada-U.S. border. Far-reaching goals include
revitalization of the language and, ultimately, self-determination. By
situating their tribal nations within a wider Coast Salish Nation, Coast
Salish communities collectively reclaim authority, legitimacy, and outside
recognition as an Indigenous territory. Hence, this governance structure
reinforces Coast Salish communities as a power base for managing and
protecting the surrounding natural environment. In this way, the Coast
Salish peoples have strengthened their own tenure claims and their control
over a wider border space. Some important examples include
(1)

successful efforts to restrict fish farms through Coast
Salish territory;

(2) a renamed “Salish Sea,” which acknowledges Coast Salish
traditional waters, honors Coast Salish heritage, and
brings public attention to a precolonial landscape; and
(3) coordination and co-management with governmental
agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency,
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Environment Canada, and the U.S. Geological Survey
for joint projects such as water quality testing (held in
concert with traditional canoe journeys).
The Gatherings seek to disrupt and transcend what John Agnew refers to
as the “territorial trap” to which many environmental organizations—
and, we would argue, academic researchers—fall prey.18 Here at the 49th
parallel, the border itself cannot be understood (politically or materially)
without accounting for the connection of Coast Salish history to a modern
transboundary governance process. This section of the border—the now–
Salish Sea region—is as much a construction of the Coast Salish as of the
nation-state. Geographies and histories of water governance that exclude
this overlay risk missing important policy implications and solutions.

IV. Sharing a Landscape: Watershed Boundaries
as “New” Borderlands

Beyond the Westphalian Model
The Coast Salish territory represents one example of sub-state, decentralized, participatory arrangements for water governance. Since the 1990s,
however, powerful new non-indigenous governance arrangements have
emerged both within Canada and the United States and at the Canada-U.S.
border. The most important example is integrated water resource management (IWRM), a process that takes watershed boundaries as the ideal
management unit and a watershed board or council as the principle decision-making body. Like the Coast Salish Gatherings, watershed management via watershed councils is also decentralized. But because of hidden
assumptions in the concept of “watershed,” watershed management does
not necessarily embody the same local empowerment or environmental
protection that the Coast Salish case did. Watershed-scale management is
a model that has not fully accounted for the assumptions and complexities
within its own kind of boundary. Therefore, we wish to consider watershed
management both as an important new overlay of boundaries on a larger
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pattern of water governance at the border and also as a (recent) conservation movement that might benefit from the Coast Salish experience.
As a management unit, the watershed was positioned to help address
three centuries of problems with what legal historians and political scientists call the Westphalian model. The Westphalian model accepts the
sovereignty of individual nation-states or subnational jurisdictions like
provinces and states to manage territory within their borders. But the
model has always posed problems for environmental governance. John
Wesley Powell recognized this in 1890, when he argued unsuccessfully for
water governance along hydrological rather than state boundaries in the
American West. Powell saw the importance of an appropriate scale for the
administration of water resources in water-scarce regions.19
It was not until the mid-1990s, during an international push for sustainable development, that hydrologic-based water management gained
wide acceptance in North America. The approach involved a different scale
of management—the watershed (a hydrological drainage basin)—and an
alternative management regime: IWRM.20 The 1992 Dublin Statement on
Water and Sustainable Development, which came out of the International
Conference on Water and the Environment, became a defining statement
for this new paradigm of water management and governance. According to
Collins and Ison, conducting science at an ecosystem scale was “intuitively
attractive.”21 By the late 1990s, the World Bank and the Global Water Partnership were promoting watershed boundaries as the management unit
for “best practices” worldwide. By the twenty-first century, acceptance was
so complete that water scholars referred to IWRM as an “orthodoxy” enjoying “a ‘near hegemony’ as the language of international water policy.”22
The first three of four core principles in the 1992 Dublin statement had
some fascinating overlap with the Coast Salish’s earlier vision: (1) fresh
water is a finite and vulnerable resource, essential to sustain life, development, and the environment; (2) water development and management
should be based on a participatory approach, involving users, planners,
and policymakers at all levels; and (3) women play a central part in the
provision, management, and safeguarding of water.23 Participation, justice,
decentralized decision making, and a more eco-centric approach were
common threads between watershed management and the Coast Salish
vision. At the same time, however, the watershed scale of IWRM contained
hidden conflicts and contradictions that made this overlay different from
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that of the Coast Salish.24 Watershed boundaries were, for example, often
incongruent with other natural systems boundaries, including ecosystems,
airsheds, and groundwater systems.25

The IJC Embraces Integrated Water Resource
Management
Integrated water resource management came to have a profound influence
on binational governance of U.S.-Canada border waters. Hall and Starr
provide an important legal primer on the International Joint Commission
(IJC) and its reference process (see chapter 1 of this volume). We want
to focus on one specific reference to the IJC, whose outcome was a new
overlay of boundaries on the border. Rather than a more typical reference
to study a finite issue like boundary clarification, flood control, or water
pollution in a particular place (like the Coast Salish territory), in 1997 the
United States and Canada asked the IJC to broadly “examine its important mission . . . and to provide to the parties, within the next six months,
proposals on how the Commission might best assist the parties to meet
the environmental challenges of the 21st century.” The IJC’s draft response
contained five recommendations, the first of which we abbreviate here:
A reference from the parties to authorize the Commission to
establish ecosystem-based international watershed boards from
coast to coast to prevent and resolve transboundary environmental disputes. These boards would be available for monitoring, alerting, studying, advising, facilitating and reporting on a
range of transboundary environmental and water-related issues
. . . Anticipating and responding to the growing public demand
for decision-making that begins in communities and builds upward, these watershed boards would also assure coordination
with the increasing number of local and regional transboundary relationships and institutions.26
This recommendation marked a remarkable shift for the IJC, because
it signalled a small but significant move away from a century-long nation-to-nation model.27 The IJC’s experimentation with watershed-scale
governance was significant beyond North America, because the IJC is an
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internationally recognized transboundary organization. It piloted its new
watershed-based approach by establishing five watershed boards: the Rainy
Lake Board of Control, the Rainy River Water Pollution Board, the International Red River Board, the Souris River Board, and the International St.
Croix River Watershed Board. Functionally, these boards operated much
as their predecessors had, but tweaked the mandate, continuing to evolve
toward more proactive forms of decision making and to develop ecologically based management plans (an important orientation that Heasley and
Macfarlane discuss in their introduction to this volume).
It remains to be seen whether the IJC’s move away from national capitals and toward watershed-scale organizations will strengthen its mission, improve long-term outcomes, or in fact be a real change to decentralized decision making (Jesse Ribot has cautioned about the potential
“charade”28). The pilot projects are too recent for their community-level or
binational impacts to be judged fully. But some cautions are in order.

The Hidden Complexity of Watershed Boundaries:
Challenges and Uncertain Outcomes
Indeed, despite the apparent simplicity of watersheds, three important
points have “muddied the waters” of this increasingly popular governance
model. First, watersheds are not only about managing water. Because a
watershed, in its basic definition, is a geographic area of land rather than
a body of water (though that land area drains into a common body of
water), watershed management is generally “inclusive of land use, so
that all factors and events that impact on water resources are taken into
consideration.”29 But including land in water management schemes is a
knotty problem—one complex enough that, as Savenije and van de Zaag
note in another case of international transboundary relations, the United
Nations Convention on the Law of Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses (1997) chose not to adopt the land-inclusive language
of the Helsinki Rules (1966) because “most states prefer to use the term
watercourse rather than river basin, since the latter concept comprises
land areas which are also governed by administrative, land use and other
laws. Letting land areas be governed by a water law might lead to legal
complexities.”30 A number of cases along the 49th parallel highlight the
complexities of integrating land use into water governance. The Flathead
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watershed is the most contentious example. There, cross-border tensions
arose when Canadian officials (upstream) zoned land within the watershed for development, while American officials (downstream) zoned land
within the same watershed for conservation.31
A second point is that a “natural” watershed may camouflage important socioeconomic and political dimensions of decision making. The 49th
parallel originated from colonialism and was therefore a colonial social
construction. We propose that contemporary choices about watershed
boundaries (overlaid on the 49th parallel) involve another set of constructed boundaries, although watershed boundaries have not been subject to
the same critiques because these boundaries are hidden under a more
“natural” appearance.32 For example, a large basin can have a number
of watersheds, sub-watersheds, and tributaries, each of which constitute
a mappable hydrologic boundary. Although each of these boundaries is
“natural,” decisions remain about which hydrologic boundary to use for
data collection or decision making; each is as much a human decision as it
is a “natural” landscape feature.33 Nevertheless, watersheds are most often
described in naturalizing language, with policy documents often referring
to “nature’s boundaries.”34
The third point relates to a counterintuitive example of these hidden
power relations involving the core watershed management principle of local participation. As Cohen and Davidson explain,
There is nothing inherently participatory about the use of a
hydrologic boundary instead of a municipal boundary: one
can easily imagine a scenario in which autocratic decisions are
made at the watershed scale, or one in which there is rich public
discussion at the municipal scale. Yet stakeholder participation
has become an axiomatic component of watershed-based governance frameworks, to the point where a watershed approach
means participation, and the challenges associated with public
participation in decision-making are seen as problems associated with a watershed itself.35
The type of participatory language described above can be seen in the IJC’s
watershed push, which emphasizes that “local people, given appropriate
assistance, are those best positioned to resolve many local transboundary
2 | Treaties, Wars, and Salish Sea Watersheds
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problems.”36 Yet some scholars are not convinced of the localness or usefulness of these decision-making arrangements.37 This type of assertion
reinforces what watershed researchers have identified as a conflation between “local,” “watershed,” and “participation.”

V. Conclusion: Sharing a Landscape
That water knows no borders is a truism. Nonetheless, treaties, laws, policies, administrative hierarchies, even cultural and social constructs of
boundaries—all shape environmental governance along the U.S.-Canada
border. This governance, in turn, impacts the health of its border waters.
We aimed in this chapter to expand on the truism by broadening the border to encompass other boundaries superimposed both on the international border itself and on waters shared by Canada and the United States.
To that end, we overlaid two “alternative boundaries” on the conventional
Canada-U.S. boundary: first, traditional territorial boundaries of First
Nations and Indigenous peoples; and second, watershed boundaries that
characterize hydrologic flows. In both cases, we emphasized the social construction of borders—historical and political processes that were in large
part examples of colonial boundary drawing. We also examined the rise
of hydrologic science, especially the discourses and policies around watersheds that naturalized hydro-political boundaries. Watershed boundaries,
we suggest, provide a useful comparison to colonial boundaries because of
the common assumption that watersheds are apolitical. In fact, the establishment of watershed boundaries, as well as the decision making about
watersheds at these new management scales, has deeply political consequences. We underscore the importance of considering other boundary
types—not only the international boundary—in contemporary understandings of governance of shared waters. Grappling with other boundary
types forces scholars and policymakers alike to examine their own implicit
assumptions about legal borders and water governance at these borders.
Most of all, we want to reinforce a basic premise of this volume: borders are complicated. This complexity is not simply the result of an academic exercise in which scholars complicate concepts for one another.
Rather, we believe that policymakers, activists, and citizens must embrace
more complex notions of boundaries and borders to accomplish more just
social results and more effective environmental outcomes.
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Contesting the Northwest Passage:
Four Far-North Narratives

Andrea Charron
Is the Northwest Passage of the Arctic an international strait or historic
internal waters? A transnational economic throughway or one country’s
sovereign territory? The diplomatic and environmental history of the
Northwest Passage (NWP) is, in large part, a history of struggles over the
answers to these questions. When and how Canadian and U.S. governments have clarified or obscured these questions provides an important
window into different narratives about the passage.
While many modern narratives of territorial diplomacy begin with
sovereignty over boundaries, transition through struggles to exploit resources, and culminate in environmental protection, the narrative trajectory of the NWP reverses the latter two: it begins with sovereignty over
boundaries (a refrain that permeates discussions even today), continues
through the Cold War with defence strategies, and eventually transitions
to environmental concerns. However, the narrative does not end with environmental concerns; it culminates in the modern era with strategies to
exploit natural resources (albeit an effort at responsible development in
conjunction with Indigenous peoples).
Through these narratives of the Far North, and the Northwest Passage
specifically, I will illustrate the fundamental rethinking of the NWP for
Canada—from rugged Canadian periphery to a vulnerable, resource-rich
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site of potential for a modern, transnational economy. Changing conceptions of the passage, moreover, reveal both similarities and differences
between northern and southern Canadian-American water borders. This
chapter is divided into four parts representing the different historical time
periods that correspond to different ideas about the NWP. In the nineteenth century until World War I, Canada focused on establishing its
claim to the Arctic. World War II and the Cold War period saw a shift in
focus to defence of the Arctic from Japanese and Soviet threats. The 1970s
and 1980s to the end of Cold War witnessed perceived and new challenges for the NWP from the United States and from pollution. Finally, from
the 1990s to the current day, the NWP is referenced in terms of resource
development and exploitation. In turn, Canadian characterizations of the
NWP have shifted from describing the passage as a frontier to a boundary
to an asset that must be protected to one that is instrumental in achieving
resource development. This does not represent an end point to discussions.
Rather, it is another marker of continually changing ideas about the Arctic
and the NWP.

I. A Nineteenth-Century Frontier: The Initial Claim
Canadians today assume that the NWP has always comprised the notorious Arctic channels linking the Davis Strait to the Beaufort Sea. Legendary
stories of doomed missions headed by Munk1 and Franklin2 in search of a
shorter route to the Far East continue to capture the imaginations of many
armchair explorers and perpetuate the idea of the passage as an ice-infested labyrinth to be conquered. Most histories of the NWP begin with the
fact that the Hudson’s Bay Company owned Rupert’s Land, a massive territory that included much of the Canadian prairies, northern Ontario and
northern Quebec, as well as the Arctic, including the NWP.3 Its 1670 charter made the Hudson’s Bay Company the “true and absolute Lordes and
Properietors” of Rupert’s Land, which was exploited for fur. HBC (or “Here
before Christ,” as it is vaingloriously referenced, negating the existence of
Indigenous peoples who had lived and hunted the land for thousands of
years) managed this territory. The potential to govern Rupert’s Land in the
cause of nation building was unrealized until its sale to Canada in 1869.
Having acquired nearly four million square kilometres of land, the young
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country was more concerned with linking the East of Canada to the territories of the West than it was with exploring the frozen nether region
of the Arctic. As a result, the Arctic NWP was largely ignored in favour
of a more generalized “northwest passage” in the form of rail, river, and
portage links that fulfilled the promise of westward exploration and travel
to the Pacific Ocean, linking the new Dominion.4
When Britain transferred the remaining Arctic islands—those not
captured under HBC’s charter—to Canada in 1880, the Canadian government’s chief concern was to establish ownership and control over the
islands. Several states, including the United States, had designs on the
islands and surrounding waters, and the fact that the precise boundaries of the territory were vague did not aid Canada’s claim.5 At this time,
Canada had no navy or coastguard and little administrative presence in
the Far North. The NWP continued to be neglected and ignored by Canadian writers and historians—indeed, by most of Canada, for whom the
“passage” was still “the northwest passage by land.”6 Canada needed fertile
grounds, not ice-infested waters.
Southern Canadians, therefore, did not actually “discover” the NWP;
rather, it was the British and the Norwegians. Between 1576 and 1578,
Martin Frobisher (an English privateer or pirate, depending on your point
of view) made three voyages to the Canadian Arctic. With each trip he
brought back ore and other samples to Britain, attracting the attention and
assistance of Queen Elizabeth I and of the Royal Navy. With his 1903–1906
voyage, Roald Amundsen became the first European to traverse the NWP
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The Norwegian’s success was largely due to
his cerebral approach, which included studying past expeditions, especially Franklin’s, and learning from their mistakes. Importantly, he was also
receptive to learning from the Inuit, who taught him invaluable survival
skills that would benefit him and future crews on other polar missions
(both North and South).
These and other gripping stories of exploration brought northern adventure and tragedy into popular European culture of the era. For southern Canadians, however, the NWP remained primarily a source of fanciful
stories. Meanwhile, the region’s actual inhabitants—mainly Inuit but also
Cree and Dene peoples—were badly misrepresented in the media. Robert
J. Flaherty’s 1922 black-and-white film about “Nanook of the North” and
the 1940s Canadian comic book heroine “Nelvana of the Northern Lights”
3 | Contesting the Northwest Passage
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provided a glimpse of the Canadian Arctic, but it was a distinctly distorted
version.7 The Canadian Arctic was portrayed as an unspoiled frontier. The
achievements of the Inuit as entrepreneurs, artists, and shrewd tacticians
were downplayed. Instead, they were portrayed as primitive and simpleminded. Worse still, many Indigenous peoples faced persecution and displacement by the Canadian federal government.8
American ideas about the NWP were similar to those of Canadians.
U.S. Secretary of State William H. Seward did not purchase his “folly”
(Alaska) from the Russians until 1867. Therefore, early American Arctic
naval explorations, like the 1850–1851 First Grinnell Expedition (a rescue
mission in search of Franklin financed by Henry Grinnell, a wealthy U.S.
businessman), were far from the consciousness of the American public,
except for those wishing to learn more about the details of the Franklin
crew’s demise.9 The territory mapped by these expeditions, for example,
was largely ignored. Later U.S. expeditions by Kane, Hayes, Hall (all in
search of Franklin), Peary, and MacMillan (explorers of the 1900s in search
of the North Pole) fascinated the U.S. public, but also confirmed their suspicion that the Arctic was a desolate, inhospitable environment that made
for incredible, if gruesome, adventures, but not much more.
Some of Canada’s northern land boundaries were still not clearly
defined by 1900, which had implications for Canadian Arctic maritime
boundaries. Canada was slow to contest the Alaska boundary, for example,
even though British Columbia maps of the border conflicted with American maps. The Yukon Gold Rush (1897 to 1900s) immediately awakened
Canadians to the possible consequences of such territorial disputes. The
two countries attempted to resolve the cartographic standoff through the
Alaskan Boundary Tribunal of 1903, consisting of three American representatives, a British judge, and two Canadians. The name “Alaska boundary
dispute” is somewhat misleading, as this disagreement involved only the
panhandle—that is, the part of the boundary that does not follow the 141st
meridian west. Both sides agreed that the 141st marked the land boundary
north of the panhandle. Because neither Canada nor the United Kingdom
had protested the 1825 Anglo-Russian Treaty that defined the boundaries
between Russian, American, and British claims in the Pacific Northwest,
the United States was on firm legal ground and could invoke the principle
of uncontested occupation. Hence, Canadian demands that the boundaries be redrawn fell on deaf ears. The compromise boundary line was
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literally the middle ground between American and Canadian positions (at
least in the estimation of the United States, since the Canadians were convinced that the boundary disadvantaged them). Significantly, Canada and
the United States still disagree on whether or not the maritime boundary
ought to extend out from the land into the sea. As a result, there remains,
to this day, a fundamental disagreement between the United States and
Canada over maritime boundaries in the Beaufort Sea.10
In the late nineteenth century, American whalers presented the main
“challenge” to Canada’s control of the NWP through their use of Canada’s northern waterways to bring alcohol and other goods into the country
without paying duty. This caused a public backlash, including a warning
published in an 1891 issue of the Canada Gazette to foreign traders about
their import responsibilities.11 With no ports or customs houses in the
Arctic in the late 1890s, however, Canadian law was not enforceable—an
unacceptable situation for the Canadian government. To combat smuggling and reassert Canadian sovereignty in the North, Canada’s Laurier
government initiated a police presence (first the Northwest Mounted Police and later the Royal Canadian Mounted Police [RCMP]) followed by
marine expeditions (for example, the Neptune [1903–1904] and later the
Arctic [1904–1911]).12 Although northern security was never a top concern,
especially after the outbreak of World War I, the Canadian government
now had a continuous program of patrolling the Arctic NWP by the RCMP
by ship and later by the Canadian Forces via air patrols. Thus, in the early
days of Canadian history, Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent’s description of
the governance of the North as having been performed in “a fit of absence
of mind”13 was probably accurate; the focus was on delineating the land
boundaries, followed by establishing a presence in the region. Charting the
NWP and solidifying maritime boundaries were still to come.

II. World War II and the Cold War: A Boundary to
Control and Damn the Consequences
With new, bona fide military threats to both the United States and Canada, including World War II, the focus of the Canadian and U.S. governments vis-à-vis the Arctic shifted from establishing legal title to defending
North America. Rather than discussing sovereignty, the United States and
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Canada focused on defence strategies—the ice-infested Arctic and NWP
were used as bulwarks. While letting lie discussions about the legal title
of the islands of Canada’s Arctic Archipelago, the Canadian government
knew that the marine boundaries and the status of the NWP would need
to be solidified someday. For the time being, however, there were far greater concerns.
Japan’s 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor and 1942 occupation of the Alaskan Islands of Attu and Kiska demonstrated the need for stronger domestic defence systems for both the United States and Canada. The long,
undefended North was the focus of much of this attention. Both countries
operated critical facilities in the region throughout the war, including
weather stations, airbases, and the famous Alaska Highway.14 In the decade
after World War II, a new “polar passion” gripped the Canadian and U.S.
governments as a different threat emerged in the form of the Soviet Union.
The two allies launched unprecedented military and civilian operations,
cooperating to defend the North against threats from Soviet long-range
bombers, paratroopers, even potential naval invasions via various polar
routes—including the NWP.15 Despite the working alliance, the Canadian
ambassador to Washington (and, later, prime minister of Canada) Lester
Bowles “Mike” Pearson, warned that Canada must enunciate its claim to
the Arctic clearly and unequivocally as questions remained concerning the
status of northern boundaries. In a 1946 Foreign Affairs article, Pearson
noted that “a large part of the world’s total Arctic area is Canadian. One
should know exactly what this part comprises. It includes not only Canada’s northern mainland but the islands and frozen sea north of the mainland between the meridians of its east and west boundaries, extending to
the North Pole.”16 This was especially important given the number of U.S.
personnel operating in the Canadian North.17 Pearson’s plea was noted
but not acted upon; Canadian attention was elsewhere, fixed squarely on
launching the new United Nations, rebuilding Europe, and keeping a wary
eye on the Soviet Union.
For much of the Cold War, the Arctic remained a geographic barrier
between the Soviet Union and the United States, which were separated by
less than one hundred kilometres in the Arctic Ocean. This was a time
of increased cooperation between Canada and the United States; the two
countries worked to align their respective Arctic policies with their mutual defence interests. This cooperation took the form of projects such as
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the Joint Arctic Weather Stations (JAWS),18 Distant Early Warning (DEW)
Line (a series of radar sites), and the North American Air (later Aerospace)
Defense Command (NORAD). The NWP was primarily a gateway to the
strategically important North American Arctic. Over time, however, Canadians grew weary of the sovereignty threat posed by American involvement in the Canadian Arctic. Now, two threats loomed in the minds of
Canadians: the Soviet Union and the United States.
The latter threat appeared in August 1960 with the Atlantic-to-Pacific
transit of the U.S. nuclear submarine USS Seadragon through Canadian
northern waterways. This underwater exploration via the NWP became
the catalyst for renewed attention to the exact nature of Canada’s maritime
Arctic boundaries—especially the NWP. Months of planning went into
the Seadragon operation. The U.S. military sought Canadian government
approval of its plan to traverse the NWP en route from Baffin Bay through
the Arctic Basin and Bering Strait to the Pacific Ocean. That the United
States had notified Canadian authorities suggests it was keenly aware of
Canadian sensitivity over the NWP. To further alleviate concerns, the
United States invited the Canadian naval attaché, Commodore O.C.S.
Robertson, on the Seadragon voyage because of his extensive polar experience.19 The internal Canadian analysis below is telling, as it highlights the
concern of the Canadian government vis-à-vis U.S. activities in Canada’s
Arctic and the impact of those activities on Canada’s view on its legal position of its Arctic maritime boundaries. Every U.S. activity in Canada’s
North was analyzed through the lens of whether it was a boon or a bust to
Canada’s position:
This [U.S.] request will greatly strengthen our claim to the
waters of the Canadian Archipelago as Internal Waters. It is
recommended, therefore, that advantage be taken of this development and that the request be granted in accordance with the
Canada–United States agreed clearance procedure for visits by
public vessels between Canada and the United States by a reply
being sent on a service to service basis.20
During the Cold War, the Arctic and the NWP were regions to be protected
against military threats and foreign invasions, but little thought was given
to solidifying the exact maritime boundaries and/or the environmental
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damage caused by this “protection.” For example, the DEW Line radar
sites, the majority of which were located on Canadian soil, were notorious pollution dumps; empty oil drums, truck batteries, and chemicals like
PCBs, lead, mercury, and antifreeze, not to mention spilled diesel fuel,
littered the landscape. There was a decidedly cavalier attitude about the
extent of the contamination, with no consideration of the environmental consequences to the land—that is, until the pollution threat seemed to
originate from U.S. commercial interests.

III. 1970–1990: A Region to Protect
Environmentally
With few Canadian regulations and/or government statements in place to
govern the NWP, and given the heated background discussions that would
lead to the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), the 1969
and 1970 transits of a modified U.S. supertanker—the Manhattan, owned
by the American company Humble Oil (part of Exxon)—took on added
significance, colouring both the Canadian and the American view of the
NWP that persists today. At the heart of the binational imbroglio are different ideas about how to categorize the NWP: the United States thinks of
it as Canadian but also as an international strait linking one body of high
seas to another, to be used for international navigation. Canada, in contrast, views the NWP as representing “historic, internal waters” and therefore being under the complete control of Canada with no automatic right
of navigation. Both arguments had received support in cases adjudicated
by the International Court of Justice.21 In the U.S. view, vessel passage cannot be unduly hindered by the adjacent coastal state. In Canada’s view, the
NWP is under the absolute jurisdiction of Canada due to the historic usage
of the passage by the Inuit and the importance of the waters that serve
to link the Arctic islands to Canada; therefore, vessels may be detained,
seized, or inspected as required by it, the coastal state.22 As a result, when
Humble Oil approached the Canadian government with a plan to use the
NWP and, specifically, to pilot the oil tanker Manhattan through it to test
this shipping route, the governments had differing control expectations.
The truly gripping story of the Manhattan transits is often lost in the
controversy that followed.23 The largest vessel of its time, it was cut in two
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to be retrofitted with a new icebreaking bow, enormous propeller, and
other modifications for its Arctic voyages. Scientists and engineers from
around the world vied for an opportunity to be part of this historic undertaking. Humble Oil had discovered large oil reserves off the Alaskan
North Slope and needed a fast and efficient transport system for shipping
the oil to the southern U.S. market. Oil pipelines were a possibility, but an
oil tanker had the advantage of variability of destination and economy not
offered by a fixed pipeline. The voyages, from Chester, Pennsylvania, to the
eastern coast of Greenland to Prudhoe Bay in Alaska via the NWP and
then returning to New York Harbor, were billed as feasibility studies. Filled
with ballast water (to simulate oil), and greeted by reporters, scientists, engineers, and well-wishers, the Manhattan’s maiden Arctic voyage was the
media event of the day. Rather than asking the Canadian government for
permission, which would add credibility to Canada’s characterization of
the NWP, Humble Oil sought the same sort of concurrence granted the
USS Seadragon without formally asking permission to transit the NWP.
The Manhattan’s route would stay outside of Canada’s three nautical mile
(nmi) territorial sea limit while transiting the NWP.24 For the United States,
therefore, the Manhattan and its American icebreaker chaperone would
sail in the high seas corridor of the NWP, not, therefore, requiring authorization.25 According to U. Alexis Johnson (then U.S. under secretary of state
for political affairs), conceding to Canada’s position by formally asking for
permission to transit the NWP would give up “worldwide passage, the right
of innocent passage, particularly through other archipelagos such as South
East Asia, the Philippines [and others] all over the world.”26 Such concessions were unthinkable from a national-interest perspective. The Canadian
government reiterated that it considered the waters of the NWP as Canadian internal waters, making a point of giving the United States express permission to transit the passage.27 A U.S. Coast Guard vessel, the Northwind,
and the Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker John A. MacDonald guided the
Manhattan through the ice-infested NWP waters. Whereas entrepreneurs
saw possibility, the Canadian government was decidedly cautious. Mitchell
Sharp, then Canadian secretary of state for external affairs, commented:
This is not a time for wide-ranging assertions of Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic made without regard to the international
political and legal considerations [and] there is no necessity for
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us to make sweeping assertions to reinforce our position. That
might satisfy our ego but would not add a whit to the international acceptability of our position.28
Rather, a collaborative approach with the United States was thought to
demonstrate that Canada did indeed have adequate control of the NWP—
hence the decision to dispatch the CCGS John A. MacDonald to accompany the Manhattan on its voyage and provide ice services information. The
more immediate concern for the Canadian government was protection of
the pristine Arctic environment.29 The Canadian public, however, took a
much more hostile stance toward the transit of the Manhattan. Canadian newspapers portrayed the voyage as U.S. exploitation of the Canadian
NWP, feeding the suspicions of Canadians who feared becoming too dependent on their superpower neighbour for defence and security.30 Therefore, any possible suggestion or act that challenged Canadian control of
the NWP (whether officially sanctioned or not) was now met with strong
public reaction.31
The Canadian prime minister of the day, Pierre Trudeau, a lawyer by
profession and an avid sportsman (canoeing and underwater diving, in
particular), recognized that an oil spill in the Arctic would be a financial
and environmental disaster for Canada. The grounding of the U.S. supertanker Torrey Canyon on Pollard’s Rock, off the southwest coast of Great
Britain, in 1967 was a vivid reminder of the dangers of tanker shipping.
Her entire cargo of crude oil (more than thirty million gallons) washed up
onto the shores of England and France.
To protect Canada’s North and its NWP, Trudeau adopted the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act (AWPPA) in 1970, five days after the
second voyage of the Manhattan had commenced and four days after the
United States had announced construction of the Polar Sea (which was
at that time the most powerful nonnuclear icebreaker in the world).32
What was unique about the AWPPA was that the standards it established
for vessels operating in the Canadian Arctic went beyond those ordinarily permitted a coastal state. The AWPPA (Bill C-202) created a 100 nmi
pollution-prevention zone in the Arctic—well beyond the 3 nmi territorial
limit of the day. Canada exercised exclusive jurisdiction over this area, ensuring that economic development and, in particular, maritime shipping
activities conformed to strict regulatory antipollution procedures. The
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3.1 CCGS John A. Macdonald (right), 1969. Photo courtesy of U.S. Coast Guard
Historian’s Office.

accompanying regulations set standards for hull type and strength and for
navigational and other safety equipment, not to mention standards for the
pilot and crew.33 Such boldness was just another in a series of controversial
Canadian decisions that included extending its territorial sea limit to 12
nmi in 1970 and applying straight baselines in various parts of the Arctic
in the late 1960s and 1970s until the archipelago was completely enclosed
in 1985.34 Waiting for the international community to negotiate, draft, and
agree on international environmental regulations for Arctic waters (the
position favoured by the United States) would take years and would not
keep Canada’s interests at the fore. However, recognizing the novel character of the AWPPA legislation, Canada preempted any court challenges by
exempting the AWPPA from the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice. The U.S. response was predictable:
The United States does not recognize any exercise of coastal
state jurisdiction over our vessels on the high seas and thus does
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not recognize the right of any state unilaterally to establish a
territorial sea of more than three (nautical) miles or exercise
more limited jurisdiction in any area beyond 12 (nautical)
miles. We, therefore, regret the introduction of this legislation
by the Canadian government, which in our view, constitutes a
unilateral approach to a problem we believe should be resolved
by cooperative international action.35
At the time, four of the circumpolar states (Iceland, Sweden, Norway,
and most importantly, the Soviet Union) accepted the Canadian legislation, much to the displeasure of the United States, which had hoped to
convene an international conference to discuss the new legislation.36 The
AWPPA was eventually adopted by the international community as Article 234—“Ice-Covered Areas”—in the UNCLOS, but it remains controversial.37 The decision by the Canadian government in 2009 to extend the
reach of the AWPPA to 200 nmi (in keeping with the exclusive economic
zone limits) has not helped to quiet detractors of this legislation. Moreover,
Canada recently made mandatory its previously voluntary requirement
that all vessels over 300 gross tonnage and/or vessels carrying pollutants
or dangerous goods (1) report to the Canadian Coast Guard their intention
to enter and (2) receive permission prior to navigating the waters covered
by the AWPPA—a decision contested by the United States.38
Aware of Canada’s sensitivities about its Arctic claims, the United
States has let lie the dispute over the maritime boundary in the Beaufort
Sea and does not actively fight against Canada’s AWPPA or directly challenge Canada’s categorization of the NWP. However, the United States
was not prepared to ask permission for its Coast Guard vessel Polar Sea to
navigate the NWP in 1985 to resupply the U.S. base in Thule, Greenland.
To do so “would jeopardize the freedom of navigation essential for United
States’ naval activities worldwide.”39 Instead, the United States informed
the Canadian Coast Guard of the planned voyage and received cooperation. Public sentiment and political capital, however, demanded a firm response from the Canadian government. Following the voyage of the Polar
Sea, Secretary of State for External Affairs Joe Clark, in a stirring statement
on Arctic sovereignty made in the House of Commons on September 10,
1985, announced six measures—including adoption of straight baselines
around the Arctic archipelago, an increase of surveillance overflights of
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the Canadian Arctic waters, and construction of a polar (read nuclear) icebreaker—to preserve “Canada’s sovereignty over land, sea, and ice.”40 The
icebreaker, however, was never funded. Instead, and largely attributed to
the close relationship between then Prime Minister Brian Mulroney and
President Ronald Reagan, a newly signed 1988 Arctic Cooperation Agreement with Canada allowed U.S. Coast Guard vessels access to the NWP
(for scientific purposes) without prejudice to the legal policies of either
state.41 This means that the United States notifies Canada and asks for consent when its vessels use the passage, but its actions in this regard cannot
be interpreted to mean the United States has accepted Canada’s broad legal
position on the NWP.
Further, despite having contributed invaluable comments and scholarship to the meetings that led to the creation of the UNCLOS—the main
body of law governing the Arctic Ocean (and all global oceans)—the United States failed to ratify it and Canada did so only in 2003. (Russia, in
contrast, ratified UNCLOS in 1997.) By the end of the Cold War, therefore,
Canada had enacted a series of regulations and acts to elaborate fully on
and provide a precise definition of Canada’s historic title to the waters of
the NWP. The world recognized the importance of protecting polar regions from environmental marine damage (via the AWPPA and, later,
Article 234 of UNCLOS). The United States continued to disagree with
the characterization of the NWP, but more pressing matters (including the
integration of the new Russian Federation into the world) took precedence.

IV. Present Day: Resources to Develop
Fast forward to 2016 and the situation remains unchanged: a political
impasse exists based on principles and precedents. The United States
maintains that the NWP represents an international strait (although it
has not pressed its point by defiantly sending ships through) and Canada
maintains that it is historic internal waters. In fact, a Canadian Conservative member of Parliament suggested renaming the NWP the “Canadian Northwest Passage” to reinforce its position.42 Pressure is mounting
to “solve” this impasse—especially from European and Asian commercial
vessel operators interested in shaving off thousands of miles from their
routes to destinations like Tokyo and Rotterdam by taking the increasingly
ice-free NWP shortcut versus the usual and more reliable, but longer, Suez
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Canal route.43 The realization of the “shortcut” came at a time when the
world was becoming alarmed at the dramatic impact of climate change
on the world’s environment and people. The poles suffer these effects most
glaringly, and a clarion call by NGOs, world leaders, and citizens was made
throughout the 1990s and 2000s to reverse the effects of climate change.
Canada and the United States responded to such calls by joining the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS) in 1991—a declaration that
sought to commit the eight Arctic states (the United States, Russia, Canada, Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Sweden, and Finland) to a joint action plan
that would reverse pollution levels in the Arctic. The immediate concern
was the damaged, fragile Arctic ecosystem that had been ravaged by decades of contamination and dumping of organic contaminants, oil, heavy
metals, radioactive materials, and acidifying substances.44
The AEPS morphed into the Arctic Council in 1996 when Canada
proposed that sustainable development be added to the agenda in addition to a focus on the environment. The creation of the Arctic Council
has resulted in a marked, international shift away from the political and
military categorization of the NWP to a focus on these twin goals: sustainable development and environmental protection. As a result of this shift in
attention, the narrative of the NWP within Canada changed; the passage
went from something to be claimed (early 1900s) to something to control
and protect (Cold War) to something to develop responsibly (today). For
Canada, this shift contributed to a subtle change from describing the NWP
as integral to Canadian identity using emotional language (creating a rallyround-the-flag effect) to a more practical discussion, acknowledging that
the NWP is geographically part of Canada and focusing on what is best
for Canada and northern residents. What is helping to ensure the protection of the NWP and cement these shifts in describing it is the granting of
Permanent Participant status to groups representing Indigenous peoples
on the Arctic Council, as well soliciting input from northern residents and
nongovernmental organizations in Arctic policy planning—a far cry from
the days when only the Canadian federal government made the decisions.
Canada’s four overriding priorities vis-à-vis the passage and the Arctic today are (1) environmental protection against pollutants and spills,
(2) safe Arctic shipping, (3) increasing and coordinating search and rescue capabilities, and (4) responsible Arctic resource development. These
priorities are echoed in Canada’s Northern Strategy and Arctic Foreign
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Policy45—although sovereignty is still one of the four “pillars”—and are
also reflected in the U.S. Arctic Region Policy released in January 2009 as
National Security Presidential Directive 66 (NSPD-66) and implemented in
2013 with a national strategy.46 There is an air of optimism and anticipation
concerning the possibilities that the NWP and the Arctic hold. The Arctic
Council consults scientists, analysts, and Indigenous peoples from all eight
Arctic states and decisions are made by consensus. The Arctic Council is
responsible for drafting/negotiating a number of landmark documents
including the Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment (2009), the Agreement
on Cooperation in Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the
Arctic (2011), a new agreement on marine oil-pollution response (2013),
and an Arctic Coast Guard Forum (2015).47 These reports and agreements
document the Arctic’s shift from an area of “low” to “high” politics and
from “high” to “low” military security in a short period of time.
The United States insists it is no longer a reluctant Arctic nation. Indeed, the secretary of state’s participation at a number of Arctic Council
meetings and the current U.S. chairmanship of the Arctic Council (2015–
2017) represent the seriousness with which the United States and Canada
view the Arctic, the NWP, and the potential of these areas.48 Approximately 800,000 people live in Alaska and the Canadian Arctic. Both Canadian
and American laws and policies require extensive consultation with the
Aboriginal populations concerned before major projects can commence.49
Increased activity on the NWP could potentially be a major boon for remote Indigenous communities which would benefit, financially, from
these ventures. Northern Indigenous peoples are increasingly able to organize and articulate their demands, and Indigenous groups, like the Inuit
Circumpolar Council, have created documents outlining their preferred
terms of governance for the Arctic and NWP.50 Furthermore, the Idle No
More movement in Canada is helping to bring public attention to the rights
of Indigenous peoples.51 The fact remains, however, that no ports exist in
Canada’s Arctic (the port in Churchill, Manitoba—technically not in the
Arctic—has been closed by its American owners).52 All goods brought in
by sea must be transferred to barges and unloaded by tractors on beaches—an unbelievably dangerous, slow, unpredictable, and archaic means
of resupply management. Even in Iqaluit, Nunavut’s capital, residents are
dependent on a causeway built in the 1940s by the U.S. military. Vessels
that run out of fuel need to be refuelled at sea given the absence of docking
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facilities. Meanwhile, many other Arctic towns across the circumpolar
world, especially Nordic ones, are thriving because of sizeable population
bases, decent infrastructure, and predictable resupply operations—all factors that Canada lacks in its Arctic.
How does the northern Canadian-American water border differ from
its southern counterparts? Obviously, there are material differences. The
North provides an interesting duality in terms of water scarcity and abundance; water is abundant, but often in the form of ice. Ice is essential for
the Inuit and the ecosystem of the Arctic but a challenge for commercial
interests. Still, there are conceptual similarities between northern and
southern border waters. As is the case in other places examined in this
volume, water diplomacy vis-à-vis the NWP revolves around fundamental
questions about what a water resource is and to whom it belongs. Perhaps
even more than the southern border, the northern water border is steeped
in history, culture, and the identity of northerners—a fact often ignored or
overlooked by decision makers in the South. Furthermore, like many other
continental border flows, northern border waters can lead to both conflict
and cooperation, but the latter requires compromise and a reevaluation of
the role the NWP will play.
The fundamental disagreement between the United States and Canada
over the categorization of the NWP has existed for decades and remains a
point of contention. Old ideas about the NWP—namely, to protect it from
foreign shipping, indeed, from any non-Arctic state involvement—are also
slow to die.53 Like most U.S.-Canada disagreements, bilateral negotiations
are the usual modus operandi. Canada and the United States continue to
work together, via survey work on the continental shelves in the Arctic and
Atlantic, for instance, and extensive military cooperation via NORAD.
The insistence of the Canadian government that the NWP is “not predicted to become a viable, large-scale transit route in the near term” is easing
pressure to make a final determination of the status of the passage.54 The
search for energy sources and a number of other projects, like the open pit
Mary River mine project in the North, will require the NWP as a transportation route.55 Regardless of the classification of the NWP, issues of neglect
abound: basic navigational and hydrographic services are still lagging, and
regulations governing shipping in polar regions are insufficient generally.56
The difference now is that Canada and the United States are recognizing
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these capability gaps openly and, through the Arctic Council, forging a
more cooperative approach.
Canadian policy and the narrative of the NWP have shifted. Rather
than focusing solely on staking a claim to the passage based on woolly
adventure stories and ad hoc reactions to U.S. conduct there, the Canadian (and U.S.) emphasis is on responsible development—a phrase taken
from one of three declarations issued by the Inuit Circumpolar Council.57
This may mean that Canada has to consider the position of the United
States and the European Union, which require the right of transit passage
through international straits. Certain fundamental questions have yet to
be asked: Does changing the categorization of the NWP affect its “Canadianness”? Or has Canada finally embraced the notion that it will best serve
the NWP by protecting its marine species with the help of allies where it
can, allowing commercial activity that benefits Indigenous and non- Indigenous Canadians, and making it the world standard in polar safety and
navigability? If history is any guide, the collective narrative of the NWP
remains a work in progress.
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PART T WO

Constructing the Border:
Hydropolitics, Nationalism, and Megaprojects

Openings

Transboundary Power Flows
Matthew Evenden

Water and power have been central to the Canada-U.S. relationship. Before
the twentieth century, the system of rivers, lakes, and canals that tied eastern ports to the interior of the continent structured the geography of North
American political and economic development. While American settlement pressed westward along rivers like the Ohio, the Hudson, and the Potomac, Canadian westward development cleaved to the shores of boundary
waters like the St. Lawrence and the Great Lakes. Canals built on either
side of the border competed to improve rivers for navigation, overcoming
cataracts and falls and, with them, the barriers to commerce and settlement. After Canadian Confederation (1867), as Canadians moved into the
Northwest Territories to establish a settlement at Red River, they travelled
to their destination by rail through the United States and then north by
riverboat. At numerous points along the Canada-U.S. border, north–south
trending rivers facilitated cross-border interaction, trade, and communications. The coming of the railroad began to diminish the importance of
rivers as highways; yet, before the second industrial revolution, boundary
waters provided some of the most crucial sites and spaces of interaction,
where ships, goods, peoples, and ideas crossed and recrossed the line.1
Water began to take on a new significance after 1900 due to the expansion of irrigation agriculture in the West and water diversions and hydroelectricity in the East. Irrigation grew significantly in semiarid and arid
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sections of the western United States after 1840. Initially confined to valley
bottoms and small projects, the scale of development expanded in the late
nineteenth century. In 1902, the Reclamation Act transformed the U.S.
federal government into a major developer of projects and water control
infrastructure.2 In Canada, the pace of development was much slower and
less significant, confined primarily to fruit-farming regions of British Columbia’s interior and mixed farming districts of southern Alberta.3 Most
of the early irrigation projects in Canada either were peopled by immigrant American farmers or deployed the expertise of American engineers.4
Some exploited boundary waters. In the most southerly sections of Alberta
in the late nineteenth century, for example, immigrant Mormon farmers
originally from Utah took up land developed by the Alberta Irrigation
Company and drew water off the St. Mary and Milk Rivers, both of which
wended back and forth across the 49th parallel.5 Across the border in
Montana, American farmers irrigated crops with waters drawn from these
same rivers. As the downstream users, however, Montana farmers stood at
a disadvantage. They could use only what was left behind by irrigators upstream in Canada.6 The resulting conflict modelled a larger problem: how
to allocate shared waters for consumptive uses, where water taken out of a
river or lake would not be replaced for uses on the other side of the border.
In short, how could shared waters be developed, by whom, and for whom?
Irrigation agriculture raised one set of problems, urban water supply
another. On the Great Lakes, the rapid rise of Chicago in the second half
of the nineteenth century produced an intractable sanitation problem. The
city dumped its wastes into the diminutive Chicago River, which faithfully carried the growing volume of sewage and industrial waste to Lake
Michigan—from which the city also drew its water supply. To solve the
problem, the State of Illinois empowered a newly formed Chicago Sanitary District to reverse engineer the problem. Because Chicago sat a mere
sixteen kilometres from the watershed line between the Great Lakes and
the Mississippi basin, engineers determined that it would be possible to
divert water from Lake Michigan via a canal and control the outflow of
the Chicago River, causing it to reverse its flow toward the west and south.
These actions would effectively tip the polluted waters from Chicago into
the upper Mississippi Basin and separate them from the city’s water supply. Completed in 1900, the Chicago River diversion created controversy in
the downstream Mississippi jurisdictions, because of the introduction of
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pollutants to the river, but also raised concerns in the Great Lakes because
of the potential volume of flow that would now be withdrawn on an annual
basis, in perpetuity, and with unknown but potential effects on navigation
and water development downstream through the whole Great Lakes–St.
Lawrence system.7
In the same period, the expansion of hydroelectric technology in the
eastern United States and Canada suggested a new era of water relations on
boundary rivers and lakes. Hydroelectricity operates by turning flowing
water into controlled canals and penstocks that deliver the kinetic energy
of falling water into powerhouses, to be converted by turbines into electrical energy. The infrastructure required for hydro developments involves
the transformation and training of rivers with dams, the creation of reservoirs, and the regulation of flows. Given the abundant opportunities for
hydro development in the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence basin and the undesirable effects of water diversion on downstream users, both Canada and
the United States considered how best to manage this new technological
complex with a view to existing uses—e.g., transportation, tourism at
Niagara Falls—while also protecting national interests. To facilitate but
also manage the new technology, some kind of framework was needed to
structure the diversion and use of boundary waters and to accommodate
binational concerns.8
With a border stretching from the Pacific to the Atlantic and cutting
across a vast northern expanse, punctuated by some of the largest lakes
in the world and major continental flows like the St. Lawrence, the Yukon, and the Columbia, the volume of potential areas of common interest
or conflict was staggering. In its dealings with Mexico, the United States
had been less troubled. As the upstream nation on north–south flowing
rivers, the United States had pursued the Harmon doctrine, a simple and
self-serving legal principle that asserted territorial sovereignty and allowed
the upstream nation to divert and use waters as it saw fit.9 Pressed into
service on the Canada-U.S. border, such a doctrine would benefit Canada
perhaps more than the United States. Rivers flow south as well as north.
The Great Lakes presented more complex problems than rivers like the Rio
Grande or the Colorado. At a time of limited continental diplomacy, when
Britain retained its central role in negotiating Canadian foreign policy,
an International Waterways Commission (IWC) was established in 1903,
at the prompting of the United States, to investigate how best to manage
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boundary flows. Following several years of study and negotiation, which
involved the IWC morphing into the International Joint Commission
(IJC), a treaty was concluded in 1909 and subsequently ratified.10
The negotiators who framed the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909
could not have envisioned the scale and complexity of problems that hydroelectric development would bring. As Canada and the United States
began to transmit power across the border, most significantly from Canada to the United States, electrical systems grew in size and scale.11 Dams
were conceived as components of megaprojects—large-scale infrastructural investments that coordinated different water uses within the frame of
river basins. When rivers crossed borders, so did the impacts of dams, as
their reservoirs flooded valleys upstream and regulated water flows downstream.12 Power plants located on boundary waters also contributed to vast
and complex networks of power transmission, sometimes reaching far
from the border. During World War II, for example, as both countries laboured to develop sufficient electrical power to drive wartime production,
electricity transmission systems diverted power across the border and local
projects were made to interconnect with more spatially extensive grids.13
Thus, the particular and general contexts of boundary waters changed as
flows came to be managed according to system demands over distance. By
the mid-1960s, as Canadian provincial governments and power companies
sought new opportunities for power sales in the United States, the links
between Canadian hydro development and American markets grew more
significant. Not only did American demands affect boundary waters, but,
as U.S. utilities signed power contracts with Canadian utilities, they served
to underwrite new development schemes as well, often located in the middle North at a vast distance from Canadian metropolitan centres and the
U.S. border. North–south grids carried this power to market, while visions
of a national, east–west grid in Canada foundered.14
The growth of irrigation agriculture across North America in the
mid-twentieth century coincided with increased urban and industrial demands on water in the western states. Although some boundary waters
were affected by this general trend, the more significant process was growing water consumption, marked by aquifer depletion and growing conflict
over surface waters, sometimes at the local scale and sometimes across
state boundaries, though rarely across the Canada-U.S. border. Periods
of drought highlighted a looming problem, leading some to investigate
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new water conservation measures and others the promise of large water
diversions, carrying surface flows from various northern Canadian rivers through elaborate canal and pipeline networks to dry regions of the
western United States. With a breathtaking hubris about the capacity of
modern technology to transcend environmental and social constraints,
promoters conceived major manipulations of continental water systems.15
Water, from this perspective, was a valuable and transportable resource.
Where it flowed, and from whence, mattered only insofar as it affected
costs. Any potential undesirable social and environmental consequences
fell outside of the frame.
Promoters of water diversion did not anticipate the extent to which
diverse interests, both American and Canadian, would come together to
denounce their bold visions. Canadian and American politicians from the
Great Lakes region pressed back against the easy assumptions of massive
water diversions and sought to enhance safeguards against further withdrawals from the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes system. As Canadian and
American relations entered a new period of economic continentalization
after the signing of the Free Trade Agreement (1988) and, subsequently,
the 1994 North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the linkages
between trade and water came to be highly charged in Canadian politics.
Canadian water advocates argued that any trade in bulk water exports
to the United States from Canada would effectively open this resource to
commercial trade under the terms of NAFTA. Although this claim has
never been tested in practice or in the courts, the concern highlights both
the new national and continental frames of water politics and the confluence of environmental and economic nationalist politics in Canada since
the 1990s.16
As Canadians and Americans now face the challenges of climate
change and ponder the links between global processes and regional climate systems, water and power take on renewed significance at the border. As glaciers recede in the Rockies and water levels decline in the Great
Lakes, as the Ogallala Aquifer contracts with the years, how will the two
countries respond to new challenges? What new political and technological pressures will be brought to bear on Canadian-American waters, at
the boundary and beyond? What will the distribution be among different
water uses both within national borders and across them?
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The chapters that follow help us to consider the historical foundations
of these problems. In “Dam the Consequences: Hydropolitics, Nationalism, and the Niagara–St. Lawrence projects,” Daniel Macfarlane examines
the shared development projects that transformed the St. Lawrence River
and Niagara Falls in the mid-twentieth century, exploiting waters for hydroelectricity, building locks to assist navigation, and engineering Niagara
Falls to preserve the appearance of a visually impressive cascade. While
Macfarlane explains the political give-and-take that lay in the background
of these megaprojects and outlines the cooperation required to execute
them, he also notes how these binational endeavours bore different meanings north and south of the border. Despite the close relations that Canada
and the United States struck in the context of these binational projects,
Macfarlane underlines the different interests that both national parties understood to be in play and the different levels of significance that different
national communities attached to them.
Nationalist politics also inflect Frédéric Lasserre’s examination of the
history of water export schemes and the particular position of Quebec
politicians and companies in the debate. In chapter 5, “Quebec’s Water
Export Schemes: The Rise and Fall of a Resource Development Idea,” he
locates the origins of the water export idea in the mid-twentieth century,
when massive schemes were envisioned to construct canals linking northern Canadian rivers to American markets. Considered alongside the St.
Lawrence Seaway discussed by Macfarlane, it is not difficult to imagine
how or why technological optimists and promoters conceived of such gargantuan schemes. In a period of surging postwar growth, megaprojects
were viewed as achievable and desirable with a host of benefits. The sheer
cost of continental diversion schemes, not to mention a rising chorus of
nationalist criticism in Canada, headed off various incarnations of continental diversion, from the Great Recycling and Northern Development
(GRAND) Canal in the late 1950s to the North American Water and Power Alliance (NAWAPA) in the 1960s. Nevertheless, Lasserre reminds us
that this was not and may not be the end of the story. Quebec Premier
Robert Bourassa, who famously and proudly described himself as a conqueror of the North with respect to the James Bay hydroelectric projects,
eagerly explored the possibilities of bulk water export sales to the United
States in the mid-1980s.17 While Lasserre identifies some of the reasons
why these efforts failed, and elaborates on the range of ways in which
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subsequent governments both in Quebec and elsewhere have sought to
legislate against their possibility, he remains skeptical that renewed calls
for water exports might not emerge again.
While the revisitation of the water export debate remains a possibility, the renewal of some dimensions of the Canadian-American water relationship is a certainty. The Columbia River Treaty, for example (struck
in 1961 and amended with a protocol in 1964), lies today at the centre
of a growing debate over how to adjust, modify, or eliminate some of its
original terms—or, more seriously, how to cancel it. Created with a view
to coordinating the flows of the Columbia River in order to manage the
flood threat and optimize hydroelectricity at existing plants in the United
States, the treaty contained a revision clause, Article XIX, allowing either
signatory to exit the treaty after 2014, provided that ten years’ notice is
given. Jeremy Mouat’s chapter, “Engineering a Treaty: The Negotiation of
the Columbia River Treaty of 1961/1964,” does not attempt to outline the
likely outcome of this emerging negotiation, but rather provides the context to understand how the original treaty emerged and, by implication,
how its terms structure the current moment of reconsideration. Mouat
makes clear that the original negotiation was complicated first by binational disagreements over its terms and the identification and assignment
of so-called downstream benefits to Canada because of the improvements
to American flood protection and hydro generation downstream. He also
explains, however, the significant role of the Province of British Columbia
because of its constitutional authority over waters and resources, which
were necessarily implicated by the international treaty, and BC Premier
W.A.C. Bennett’s ambition to harness the treaty to his own megaproject
ambitions for the province’s northern Peace River. While the current goals
of Canadian and American negotiators and sub-national politicians differ dramatically from those of the formative days of the Columbia River
Treaty, Mouat’s analysis is nevertheless a timely reminder that cooperation
on transboundary rivers has been hard-earned in the past and has both
foreclosed other possibilities and come with costs as well as benefits.
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Dam the Consequences:
Hydropolitics, Nationalism, and
the Niagara–St. Lawrence Projects

Daniel Macfarlane
Introduction
For first-time visitors to Niagara Falls, it can be difficult to find the actual waterfall, at least when approaching from the eponymous Ontario
city. After running the gauntlet of Clifton Hill attractions, casinos, and
souvenir stands, one of the few roads descending the Niagara gorge (or
the incline railway tucked behind a hotel) still needs to be located. As the
falls come into view, tourists assume they have exchanged the artificial and
constructed for the natural and untouched; if only they knew that the great
cataract has been built and shaped to no less a degree than the surrounding tourist traps. Then again, given the banality of the carnivalesque at
this North American landmark—what with its tightrope walkers, erupting
mini-golf volcanoes, barrels going over the falls, and so on—perhaps this
should come as no surprise.
Indeed, the waterfalls at Niagara are themselves a type of infrastructure that was remade over the course of the twentieth century. The same
is true of the St. Lawrence River farther downstream. In fact, much of the
upper St. Lawrence is not even a river anymore, but a lake. The Niagara and
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St. Lawrence Rivers are both key transportation links in the Great Lakes–
St. Lawrence system, as well as the most prominent rivers that form—rather than cross—the border between Canada and the United States, and
between Ontario and New York. Both river systems are iconic cultural
waterscapes. The St. Lawrence River—which starts at Lake Ontario and
carries the waters of all the Great Lakes before emptying into the Atlantic
Ocean—was the historical water highway for the area that would become
the Canadian state. Niagara Falls, which is made up of the larger Horseshoe
Falls and the smaller American Falls, has in the past been held up as the
North American epitome of the natural sublime. And, of course, both waterways were modern centres of industrial and hydroelectric development.
Niagara and the St. Lawrence are connected physically and conceptually. Measures to physically alter Niagara Falls were part of the diplomatic negotiations, stretched over the first half of the twentieth century,
to build a St. Lawrence deep waterway. The 1950 Niagara Diversion Treaty
authorized bilateral engineering works—the International Niagara Control Works—that enabled huge amounts of water to be diverted and used
downstream at hydroelectric power stations, while also manipulating the
river and waterfalls in order to maintain their scenic appeal. The St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project, made legally possible by a 1954 diplomatic agreement, involved a deep-draft canal system stretching from Montreal
to Lake Erie in conjunction with a massive hydroelectric project.
The power aspects of both of these megaprojects were built mostly by
the same governments and planners in the 1950s (i.e., the Power Authority of the State of New York and the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario) utilizing many of the same engineers and workers. Moreover,
both water systems were intimately tied to wider ideas about national
development and the sublime, both natural and technological. Directly
contrasting these two projects allows for unique insights about the North
American manipulation of border waters in the early Cold War era. Niagara and the St. Lawrence developments up to the 1950s suggest shared
approaches to water, nature, and technology; at the same time, these
megaprojects simultaneously reveal important differences in Canadian
and American conceptions of these borders waters and the links between
national/regional identity and natural resources.1
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Negotiations
Canadian-American negotiations for the eventual St. Lawrence undertaking began in the late nineteenth century and continued episodically until
the project was built in the 1950s. A number of natural obstacles required
many pre-twentieth-century “improvements” to the navigability of waters
on, and connected to, the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence waterway, such as the
Welland Canal, to avoid Niagara Falls, and the Soulanges/Beauharnois,
Williamsburg, and Lachine Canals, to bypass rapids on the St. Lawrence
River. Since the St. Lawrence forms the border between New York and
Ontario, before running fully in Canadian territory through Quebec, as
of 1909 (the year of the Boundary Waters Treaty, which created the International Joint Commission) bilateral cooperation was legally necessary if
the St. Lawrence was to be turned into a deep-draft waterway. In the early
twentieth century, Canada and the United States bandied back and forth
proposals to further canalize the St. Lawrence. By the 1920s serious engineering studies were underway, and the idea of wedding a deep waterway
to a hydro project had been cemented.
Transnational talks about improving the St. Lawrence tended to also
include plans for comprehensive development of the connecting channels
of the Great Lakes, such as the Niagara River. Large-scale hydroelectric
production and distribution was born at Niagara Falls in the late 1800s.
The many power stations and factories operating by the time of the Boundary Waters Treaty diverted water away from the Horseshoe and American
Falls. The tailraces belched water down the sides of the gorge, and to those
who equated industrial power with beauty, these channelled plumes were
more attractive than the actual waterfall. At first, however, most of the
power produced on the Canadian side was exported across the border, because the companies tended to be American-owned, despite their Canadian-sounding names.
Before the end of the nineteenth century, worries had already been
raised about the aesthetic impact of the industry that crowded the shoreline to take advantage of the water power; of equal concern were the decreased water flows resulting from the diversions funnelled to the factories
and power station. The reduced water volume detracted from the visual appeal, as did the natural process of erosion that had for eons steadily caused
the falls to recede upstream. Both the American Burton Act (1906) and the
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4.1 St. Lawrence Seaway. Map by Eric Leinberger. Reproduced with permission of
University of British Columbia Press.

bilateral Boundary Waters Treaty put restrictions on the amount of water that could be diverted away from the falls. The latter limits were lifted
during World War I, but then reinstituted afterward—though not always
adhered to. In response to public worries about the scenic grandeur and
diversions, Canada and the United States formed the International Niagara Board of Control in 1923, followed by a Special International Niagara
Board in 1925. Based on the recommendations of the latter, the two countries signed the Niagara Convention and Protocol in 1929.2 It called for
remedial works that would disperse water to ensure an unbroken crest line
in all seasons while reducing erosion rates, and it permitted each country
experimental diversions of 10,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) from the Niagara River above the falls for seven years during the period from October 1 to March 31. However, the 1929 convention was not able to make it
through the U.S. Senate, for it granted too much to private power interests;
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indeed, the scenic aspect of the agreement had been included largely to
curry public favour for increasing diversions.
Was it the height, width, volume, colour, or lines that made Niagara
Falls such a spectacle? In 1931 the Special Niagara Board released a report
titled “Preservation and Improvement of the Scenic Beauty of the Niagara
Falls and Rapids.” The report’s sections on colour were fascinating, and
a special “telecolourimeter” was developed to test for the desired “greenish-blue” hue, which was considered superior to the whitish colour resulting from a thin flow over the precipice. The excessive mist and spray at the
Horseshoe Falls was considered a turnoff because it obscured the view and,
unsurprisingly, made people wet. The denuded bare rock at the flanks of
the falls was labelled as one of the greatest detriments to the visual appeal,
while erosion threatened to ruin the “symmetry” of the falls.
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4.2 Mosaic of Proposed Niagara Remedial Works, c. 1935. Courtesy of Library and
Archives Canada.

The report concluded that a sufficiently distributed volume of flow, or
at least the “impression of volume,” which would create an unbroken crest
line, was most important. The board therefore recommended that the riverbed above the falls be manipulated in order to apportion the volume of
water necessary to achieve the desired effect. Remedial works, in the form
of submerged weirs and excavations, would achieve that while allowing for
increased power diversions. This report, along with the 1929 convention,
would serve as the conceptual basis for subsequent attempts in the following decades to deal with the tension between beauty and power at Niagara;
the waterfalls were to be treated essentially as a tap, turned on and off according to aesthetic whims and power needs.
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At the same time, St. Lawrence Seaway discussions were heating up,
culminating in the Great Lakes Waterway Treaty. This treaty, signed in
July 1932, authorized a deep waterway from the head of the Great Lakes to
Montreal as well as hydro development in the St. Lawrence River. The treaty also dealt with a range of boundary water issues in the Great Lakes–St.
Lawrence basin, including Niagara Falls and other Great Lakes diversions
whose water could be utilized at Niagara, such as those at Chicago and
Long Lac–Ogoki.3 These were tit-for-tat; basically, Long Lac–Ogoki diversions into Lake Superior would make up for the water lost by the Chicago
diversion. The 1932 treaty, however, failed to pass the U.S. Congress due to
the range of interests opposed to the project. After all, why would railway
magnates, and the votes they held in their pocket, want government-subsidized competition?
The Niagara landscape was nonetheless altered in other ways. For example, in 1921 the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario (HEPCO) brought online the first turbine of a new power plant, Sir Adam Beck
No. 1 (the world’s largest hydroelectric plant when it was completed in
the 1930s). The plant diverted water via a canal starting above the falls
that required the flow of the Welland River to be reversed. In addition to
building a parkway and making other aesthetic improvements, Canada
also reconfigured Table Rock in the 1930s by blasting off a large overhanging section. At about the same time, in the United States the Roosevelt
administration decided to withdraw the still-unratified 1929 Niagara convention from Senate consideration and fold the Niagara issue into a new
comprehensive agreement to deal with all Great Lakes–St. Lawrence basin
navigation, power, and diversion issues.4 But Ontario Premier Mitch Hepburn was obstreperously opposed, wanting Niagara development separate
from the rest.
The onset of World War II changed the picture dramatically. Because
of the need for power created by the conflict, Hepburn reversed his opposition to St. Lawrence development.5 Roosevelt was now the more reluctant partner, because he would have to face the electorate in 1940. To help
compensate for this delay, Roosevelt consented to Ontario undertaking the
Long Lac–Ogoki diversions into the Great Lakes watershed and utilizing
up to 5,000 cfs of the resulting extra water for hydro production downstream at Niagara Falls stations.
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Canada and the United States decided to give a St. Lawrence agreement
another try, covering the same ground as in the previous 1932 St. Lawrence treaty and 1929 Niagara treaty. On March 19, 1941, Canada and the
United States entered into the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence Basin Agreement,
an executive agreement rather than a treaty. This agreement created the
Great Lakes–St. Lawrence Basin Commission to oversee construction of a
twenty-seven-foot waterway in conjunction with a hydro dam in the International Rapids section of the St. Lawrence River. In addition to stipulating
limits for the Chicago diversion and parameters for other diversions into
the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence watershed, Article IX of the 1941 agreement
provided for the construction of remedial works in the Niagara River, as
well as means of testing their utility and authorization for immediate diversions of 5,000 cfs per side. But the Canadian-American St. Lawrence
agreement also failed to receive the assent of Congress—a constant refrain
in the St. Lawrence story—largely because of the entrance of the United
States into World War II.
Nonetheless, the two countries agreed that the limits on the amount
of water diverted at Niagara Falls could be temporarily increased for wartime needs: 5,000 cfs for the United States (to be followed by another 7,500
cfs) and 3,000 cfs for Canada. By June 1941, diversion of the extra water
had begun, and subsequently, further withdrawals were allowed during
the war, rising to a total diversion of 54,000 cfs for Canada and 32,500 cfs
for the United States. In early January 1942, the two countries agreed to
split the cost of constructing remedial works above the falls, with HEPCO
as the responsible Canadian entity and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
handling the American share. These works took the form of a stone-filled
weir—a submerged dam—in the Chippawa–Grass Island Pool above the
falls, which raised the water level about a foot in order to facilitate greater
diversions while preventing an apparent loss of scenic beauty.6

Postwar Agreements
The wartime Niagara diversions continued indefinitely after the end of the
war. In 1948, Canada and the United States exchanged notes endorsing a
4,000 cfs diversion at the falls, and another 2,500 cfs diversion from Queenston to DeCew Falls during the non-navigation winter season. The two
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countries continued to deal with Niagara diversion issues separate from
the repeatedly stalled St. Lawrence issue, and a Niagara Diversion Treaty
was signed in February 1950. This Canadian-American accord called for
more comprehensive remedial works, to be approved by the International
Joint Commission (IJC), and virtually equalized water diversions while
restricting the flow of water over Niagara Falls to no less than 100,000 cfs
during daylight hours (during what it deemed the tourist season: 8:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m. from April to mid-September, and from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00
p.m. in the fall) and no less than 50,000 cfs during the remainder of the
year. This worked out to Canada and the United States collectively taking,
outside of tourist hours, three-quarters of the total 200,000 cfs flow of the
Niagara River that would otherwise plummet over the falls, and approximately half of the total flow during tourist hours.7
In the immediate postwar years a variety of economic and defence factors brought further pressure to bear on a St. Lawrence Seaway and Power
Project: the need for hydroelectricity for industrial and defence production,
the ability of a deep waterway to transport the recently discovered iron ore
deposits from the Ungava district in Labrador and northern Quebec, the
possibility of protected inland shipbuilding on the Great Lakes, and the
economic and trade stimulation that a seaway would bring. Additionally,
the United States proposed that a seaway could pay for itself through tolls,
which Canada eventually agreed to in 1947.
But the 1941 St. Lawrence agreement remained stalled in the U.S.
Congress. In 1949, with Ontario experiencing major power shortages, the
Liberal government of Louis St. Laurent realized that an “all-Canadian”
waterway might be feasible and would not need the permission of the United States because it would not substantially change boundary water levels.
But an all-Canadian seaway was viable only in conjunction with an Ontario–New York power dam. In 1948, both New York and Ontario had asked
their respective federal governments for permission to forward to the IJC a
“power priority plan” whereby the province and state would build a hydro
dam separate from a deep waterway system. This scheme had initially been
opposed by both President Harry Truman and Prime Minister St. Laurent.
But, since this Ontario–New York plan would accommodate the all-Canadian waterway approach, the Canadians reversed their position.
Ottawa began taking steps to condition public opinion on both sides
of the border for the possibility of an all-Canadian seaway coupled with an
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Ontario–New York power project. A waterway entirely in Canadian territory quickly resonated with Canadians and the idea continued to build momentum throughout the 1950s; in fact, the government’s campaign soon
boomeranged, for the St. Laurent government then felt strong pressure to
pursue a wholly Canadian waterway in order to satisfy popular opinion.
An all-Canadian seaway, however, clearly threatened important American
national security and economic interests. How could the leading country
in the world let Canada control who came into the American backyard?
Truman was opposed to the St. Lawrence project unless it proceeded as a
joint Canada-U.S. endeavour. The president also favoured federal, rather
than state (i.e., New York State), development of the hydro power.
The New York share of the hydro works, to be built by the Power Authority of the State of New York, needed a license from the U.S. Federal
Power Commission (FPC). But the commission refused to grant a license.
Although the FPC was supposedly free of partisan political influence, its
commissioners were presidential appointees. It was clear that the White
House was impacting the FPC’s decision, and would continue to do so. To
be fair, American interference was also partially the result of Washington’s
misreading of Canada’s intentions to proceed alone with the waterway—a
situation to which Ottawa had contributed by sending mixed messages about its commitment to proceed unilaterally. Since the hydroelectric
works were needed to make a Canadian waterway a reality, Ottawa was
essentially caught in a catch-22. The Canadian government tentatively left
the door open to American participation in the hopes that doing so would
allow the hydro aspect to commence. Dwight Eisenhower, who became
president in January 1953, was noncommittal about the seaway until several months into his term. The Eisenhower cabinet finally came out in favour
of American participation in May 1953, primarily for defence reasons. The
FPC—surprise, surprise—quickly approved a license for New York. However, sectional and regional interests then conspired to exploit the appeals
process so as to further hinder a start on the St. Lawrence project until
1954, when Congress finally approved American participation via the Wiley-Dondero Act.
In the end, Canada’s prime minister consented to American involvement, chiefly because of the likely negative ramifications for the Canadian-American relationship if Canada resisted. Through a 1954 bilateral St.
Lawrence agreement, Canada reluctantly acquiesced in the construction
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of a joint project—but not before it extracted certain concessions from the
United States during the ensuing negotiations, such as the placement of
the Iroquois lock and Ottawa’s right to later build an all-Canadian seaway
if it so desired.

Construction
The construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project wrought
huge changes in the St. Lawrence basin.8 But that probably goes without
saying, since an enormous river was being channelized and transformed
into a reservoir-cum-lake. In excess of 210 million cubic yards of earth and
rock—more than twice what was involved in building the Suez Canal—
were moved through extensive digging, cutting, blasting, and drilling,
using a plethora of specialized equipment and enormous machines. Approximately 110 kilometres of channels and locks were built and others rerouted, and even more kilometres of cofferdams and dikes were required.
The entire project was completed on schedule, which, given its magnitude,
was an amazing feat. Dubbed the “greatest construction show on earth,”9
the St. Lawrence project required three new dams: the Moses-Saunders
powerhouse, the Long Sault spillway dam, and the Iroquois control dam.
The third regulated water levels on Lake Ontario and the portion of the St.
Lawrence River to the west of Iroquois, while the Long Sault dam helped
control water levels at the eastern end of the newly created Lake St. Lawrence. The Moses-Saunders powerhouse, a gravity power dam with thirty-two generator units that generated a combined 1.8 megawatts, was a
bilateral project, with the Canadian and American halves bisected by the
international border. The seaway cost $470.3 million (Canada paid $336.5
million; the United States, $133.8 million). Including the cost of the power
phase, the bill for the entire project was over $1 billion.
In order to construct the new power dam, the International Rapids
section of the river had been dried out through extensive cofferdamming.
On July 1, 1958, some twenty thousand people gathered for “Inundation
Day” to witness the creation of Lake St. Lawrence. Some twenty thousand
acres of land on the Canadian side, along with another eighteen thousand
acres on the American shore, were inundated. Because of differing population densities, relatively few Americans were directly affected compared
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4.3 Lake St. Lawrence and Lost Villages. Map by author.

to the Canadian side. In addition to land in Ontario—where the seaway
displaced 6,500 people in nine communities (often referred to as the Lost
Villages) as well as farms and cottages—the seaway also submerged property in two Mohawk communities and southwestern Quebec.10 Over one
hundred kilometres of the main east–west highway and railway in Ontario had to be relocated, as did other infrastructure such as bridges and
power lines, especially in the Montreal area. So as not to create navigation
and other difficulties at the bottom of the new lake, everything had to be
moved, razed, or flattened, including trees and cemeteries.11 One would
not want to run a boat onto a submerged chimney or tree—or gravestone.
Since most of this rehabilitation work was in Ontario, HEPCO was responsible for compensating those who were relocated, which required an
enormous logistical and public relations effort. A number of people chose
to transport their houses via special vehicles to the new communities
created to house the displaced residents, Ingleside and Long Sault, or the
towns that were pushed north to accommodate the new shoreline, Iroquois
and Morrisburg. While many relocatees bought into the idea that they
were sacrificing for progress and benefitting in terms of material living
conditions, for others the relocation took an enormous psychological and
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4.4 Ingleside after inundation. Reproduced with permission of Lost Villages
Historical Society, Long Sault, Ontario.

emotional toll.12 Compensation for a sentimental attachment to a location,
or the omnipresent sound of the rapids, was a tricky business.
After U.S. Senate approval, the Niagara treaty came into force in October 1950. It was then referred to the IJC, which subsequently created
the International Niagara Falls Engineering Board. Studies by this board
showed that, without remedial works, the diversions authorized in the
1950 treaty would have a very negative impact on the scenic beauty of
the area: the Chippawa–Grass Island Pool level would drop by as much
as four feet, exposing areas of the riverbed, turning the American Falls
into an unsightly spectacle, and greatly marring the appearance of the
flanks of the Horseshoe Falls.13 In 1953 reports by the IJC and International Niagara Falls Engineering Board, the objectives remained basically
the same as they had been in the 1920s: to ensure the appearance of an
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4.5 Niagara waterscape. Niagara Falls hydroelectric waterscape showing the various
tunnels, conduits, reservoirs, and remedial works connected to hydroelectric
production. Map by Anders Sandberg and Rajiv Rawat.
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4.6 Horseshoe Falls showing rate of recession, crest fills, and flank excavation. Map
by author.

unbroken and satisfactory crest line while allowing for the diversion of
water for power production.14
The cost of the total Niagara remedial works was estimated at about
$17.5 million, but it ending up totalling around $12.5 million when finished in 1957.15 A 1,550-foot control structure extended in a straight line
from the Canadian shore, parallel to and about 225 feet downstream from
the weir built in the 1940s, eventually featuring eighteen sluices equipped
with control gates. The purpose of this structure was to control water levels
and spread out the water, for appearance and because flows concentrated in certain places caused more erosion damage. Excavation took place
along the flanks of the Horseshoe Falls (64,000 cubic yards of rock on the
Canadian flank; 24,000 cubic yards on the American flank) in order to
create a better distribution of flow and an unbroken crest line at all times.
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To compensate for erosion, crest fills (100 feet on the Canadian shore and
300 feet on the American side) were undertaken, parts of which would be
fenced and landscaped in order to provide prime public vantage points.16

Water, Technology, and Nationalism
The history of developments on both the St. Lawrence and Niagara is indicative of a North American confidence in the ability of technology to
control, tame, and exploit the natural environment, an impulse that took
on even more urgency as the Cold War dawned after 1945. Because of the
strategic security roles of the St. Lawrence and Niagara projects—both
created necessary electricity, and the seaway added additional continental security value—they represented state-building enterprises that served
as physical defences against the growing threat presented by the Soviet
Union. Fascination with the “technological sublime” was intimately intertwined with Cold War symbolism in Canadian and American attempts to
assert the nature of capitalist democracies as more progressive, modern,
and powerful than that of communist nations.17
Both states—along with their respective bureaucracies and experts—
displayed key characteristics of high modernism. High modernism is essentially the hubristic twentieth-century idea that governments and their
experts and bureaucracies had the infallible knowledge, technology, and
power necessary to control society and the environment and could do
so with such expertise that they need not fear any repercussions.18 As a
state-building exercise controlled by centralized bureaucracies with the
aim of reordering both the natural environment and society for the sake of
progress, the St. Lawrence and Niagara schemes certainly fit key elements
of high modernism. But the high modernist concept, generally applied to
nonauthoritarian states, needs to be contextualized and modified when
applied to historical Canadian and American subjects. A number of scholars have already done so in the Canadian context.19 I suggest that we see
in post–World War II North America what can be called negotiated high
modernism: in order to dominate and control both nature and society, Canadian and American governments had to repeatedly adapt, negotiate, and
legitimize themselves and their grand schemes to those they governed.20
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4.7 Moses and Beck power stations. Photo by author.

4.8 Robert Moses generating station. Photo by author.
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Niagara is a unique high modernist case because, rather than seeking
to visually dominate the natural setting, as did the St. Lawrence project,
the control works at and above the actual cataract were largely hidden
(to be sure, the downstream power projects were designed to invoke awe
from the general observer). Instead of making the technology obvious,
they were designed to be unseen. This can be partially explained pragmatically—Niagara Falls had to continue to look like itself, or at least some
idealized version of itself—and the states’ interest in Niagara’s beauty can
be boiled down to tourism dollars. But it also speaks to a different variant
of high modernism in which the desire to dominate was so pervasive that
technology was not so much imposed on nature; rather, nature itself was
controlled to become the technology and thus the beautiful and sublime.
The overarching goal was to create an uninterrupted “curtain of water”
over the precipice that displayed a pleasing consistency and colour. The
remedial works were intended to reduce “spray problems,” as excessive
mist was scaring visitors away from the tunnels behind Table Rock. All of
this speaks to the commodification of the Niagara experience, a process
intertwined with the other tourist trappings prevalent at Niagara Falls:
nature should be sanitized, made predictable and orderly, and packaged
for easy consumption.
It was a manufactured landscape, a hybrid of the real and artificial.
Ginger Strand calls Niagara an “in-between” landscape, which is compatible with other concepts that academics have provided for discussing
hybrid environments that blended the organic and industrial.21 The great
cataract was reduced to cubic feet per second and linear feet of crest line, a
schematic or blueprint where the beauty for the engineers lay in their precision and control over the waterfall. It was to be regulated and fine-tuned
to produce maximum beauty and maximum power. The water still flowed
over a rock cliff, and thus was natural, but it did not go over the precipice in
a natural way. It had been radically altered and modified to suit humanity’s
tastes. The majority of the Niagara River’s water was not even going over
the lip of the falls, but passing around to form a different type of waterfall
in the penstocks of the Niagara power plants farther down the gorge. There
was a transnational willingness to sacrifice the epitome of the sublime for
the sake of power and industry.
The creation of both the St. Lawrence and Niagara projects speaks to
transborder ideas about technology and environment, but also to the ways
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4.9 Partially submerged remains of a Lost Village in the St. Lawrence. Photo by
author.

that national identities were bound up in such ideas. The St. Lawrence
River was historically seen as a national, rather than a shared, river. This
view of the St. Lawrence as a primarily “Canadian” river manifested itself
in the attempts for an all-Canadian seaway. The St. Lawrence River holds
an exalted and iconic place in the Canadian national imagination, as the
river served as the crucible of Canadian settlement and development. The
meaning of the river was extended to the seaway. Canadian historiography
is replete with notions of the river narrative and aquatic symbolism—Canadians “consider water part of their natural identity,” because “rivers are
Canadian cultural icons; they have consistently communicated the idea
of Canada, its meta-narrative of nation-building and collective identity.”22
This is exemplified by the Laurentian thesis, forwarded most prominently
by Donald Creighton. In Creighton’s words, “the dream of the commercial
empire of the St. Lawrence runs like an obsession through the whole of
Canadian history. … The river was not only a great actuality; it was the
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central truth of a religion.”23 Put simply, the Laurentian thesis holds that
the St. Lawrence River was the dominant element in shaping the territorial,
political, economic, and cultural evolution of Canada.
A number of other prominent post–World War II historians, such as
W.L. Morton and J.M.S. Careless, also pointed to the pivotal role of the St.
Lawrence in Canada’s historical development, and many popular histories
from the era adopted similar themes and approaches.24 Historian Janice
Cavell argues that “no other interpretation of history has ever been so
widely and whole-heartedly accepted [in Canada] as Laurentianism once
was” at the height of its popularity, from the 1930s to the 1960s.25 It is no
coincidence that this was also the time period during which the seaway
was completed. The Laurentian thesis helped sustain the conception of the
St. Lawrence watershed as the defining and fundamental aspect of Canadian history and identity and, in turn, infused the notion of an all-Canadian
seaway with the same nationalist importance and symbolism.
The St. Lawrence could serve as both a bridge and a barrier between,
alternatively, English and French Canada, and Canada and the United
States.26 The sense of identity with, and ownership of, the St. Lawrence resulted in a fear of American encroachment on the river, particularly in
connection with the reaction of Canadian nationalists against their nation’s subservient role as a mere raw-material exporter to the United States.
St. Lawrence nationalism had seized Canadians. The St. Lawrence project
also fit neatly into the St. Laurent government’s nation-building agenda.
An all-Canadian project, along with other contemporary transportation
projects such as the Trans-Canada Highway, had nation-building parallels with the transcontinental railways.27 The seaway effectively served as
a conduit for many different expressions of Canadian nationalism, which
can be subsumed under the term “hydraulic nationalism.”28 Incidentally,
the seaway never came close to paying for itself, and when we consider
factors such as allowing invasive species into the Great Lakes, the seaway
should perhaps be characterized as a mistake. Granted, such assessments
are complicated, for the resulting hydroelectricity met expectations and
the project would have proven very useful had the feared World War III
actually occurred.
The desire to dominate the natural world has been well established in
American historiography,29 and various views of the link or dialectic between nationalism, identity, environment, and technology exist in modern
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Canadian history.30 Both Canadian and American identities have strong
ties to their respective landscapes and have environmentally determinist
forms of explanatory development paradigms: e.g., the frontier thesis in the
United States; the metropolitan-hinterland, staples, and aforementioned
Laurentian theses in Canada. Yet it has been suggested that Canadians
tend to see nature in more antagonistic terms. Some commentators argue
that this antagonism stems from the conception of Canada as a small population struggling against a vast, foreboding, cold, and hostile landscape,31
while other identifiable factors can also serve as partial explanations for
differing Canadian and American views of nature.32
The argument that “technological nationalism has characterized the
Canadian state’s rhetoric concerning identity” is extremely persuasive—
from the early Canadian staples trade to railroad building to the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project.33 Hydroelectricity in particular was seen
as a means of delivering Canada from its “‘hewer of wood’ servitude to
American industry and its bondage to American coal.”34 Technology was
historically seen by Canadian nationalists as the means by which the United States could dominate and control Canada. However, technology was a
“double-edged sword”; by the mid-twentieth century, Canadian access to
modern technology—which could be used to conquer the hostile environment—held out the potential for the nation to evolve independently of the
United States, rather than further integrating the two countries.35
Hydraulic and technological nationalism were apparent in both the
St. Lawrence and Niagara projects. Patrick McGreevy argues that Niagara
resonated with Canadian nationalists for various reasons (many of which
could equally apply to the St. Lawrence), including Niagara’s proximity to
the Canadian heartland, its connection to the St. Lawrence–Great Lakes
system, its sites of Canadian resistance to American encroachment in the
War of 1812, and uniquely Canadian views of the environment. Put another way, Niagara Falls was Canada’s front door and America’s back door;
again, this metaphor could apply to the St. Lawrence.36 However, Niagara
Falls was more strongly linked to the United States during the nineteenth
century, from the Grand Tour to Frederic Church’s iconic painting. In the
Canadian consciousness, Niagara Falls was traditionally conceived of as a
border water, and though the “better” part of it was in Canada (i.e., Horseshoe Falls), the Niagara River and falls were not seen as “Canadian” to the
same extent as the St. Lawrence.
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Public pressure seemed stronger on the American side for work to retain the visual quality of the cataract. This can be attributed to Niagara’s
past association with the American natural sublime, though the American side had been degraded by industry and electrochemical production
over the years to a greater extent than had the Canadian share. Granted,
support for remedial works was in many ways and for many interests a
convenient cover for supporting increased diversion for industrial development—the U.S. federal government and the State of New York were, like
the Canadian and Ontario governments, attracted most by the power they
could get from Niagara, though this tended to have nationalist motivations
for Canada and imperialist motivations for the United States.
Niagara Falls was a Canadian nationalist expression for many of the
reasons McGreevy suggests, and his back door/front door metaphor is quite
apt for describing the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence border; however, it was the
technological control of Niagara Falls for hydroelectric development that
resonated most strongly with Canadian nationalists, at least during the
early Cold War period. Just as was the case with the St. Lawrence, the hydro power of the Niagara River was a stronger nationalist expression than
was its natural beauty, for it represented the full usage of the nation’s natural birthright. Though the Niagara works were a joint undertaking with
the United States, this partnership was as much a result of practical necessity as of a desire to cooperate. For some Canadians, such technological
development and resource exploitation would allow for greater integration
with the United States; for others, it was the means by which to distance
Canada from reliance on the United States.

Conclusion
The Niagara and St. Lawrence rivers were replumbed to provide hydroelectricity, navigation, and scenic appeal. Both the federal and the state-provincial governments shared fundamental assumptions about the role of
the state in developing and exploiting water resources for the national
benefit. Waters running wasted to the sea were to be channelled and made
productive, and the state possessed the means to manipulate the environment in many ways. Such ideas also permeated the general public in both
countries, as few questioned the logic of the projects, even among those
relocated by the St. Lawrence project.
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Both of these projects required cooperation between the Canadian and
American federal governments, the Ontario and New York governments,
and the IJC. The Niagara and St. Lawrence projects are generally portrayed
as a testament to bilateral cooperation, which is true, though we should
not let the enormous level of integration that resulted from the planning
and execution of these massive megaprojects obscure the fact that, during
the first half of the twentieth century, their negotiations were defined more
by conflict. Moreover, we should not automatically assume that national
collaboration is a good thing; from a border river’s point of view, whether
or not cooperation is positive depends on the end goals. When it comes to
pollution and water quality, joint national action—such as the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreements of the 1970s—appears to have been mostly beneficial. But if the purpose is industrial development and the manipulation
of water quantity, which was the case with the St. Lawrence and Niagara
Rivers, then governmental cooperation appears to be ecologically detrimental, since cross-border coordination leads to the construction of works
with major environmental consequences. The St. Lawrence and Niagara
Rivers eluded large-scale development and environmental degradation
until the second half of the twentieth century precisely because they were
border waters; if these rivers had been wholly within one country, they
almost certainly would have been dammed and developed decades earlier.
Perhaps it is fair to say that, in the Canadian-American context, border
waters are more likely to escape—or at least forestall for a longer period—
the most catastrophic consequences of industrial exploitation. Put another
way, a lack of political cooperation across the border can lead to inadvertent environmental protection on the border.
Nonetheless, the completion of these power/navigation developments
further merged Canada and the United States as economic, defence, and
cultural allies. The building of both projects was intimately intertwined
with Cold War symbolism in Canadian and American attempts to assert
the superiority of the Western way of life. However, the historical development of these two megaprojects also reveals differing, even competing,
national conceptions of border waters. In both cases, water was perceived
as inherent to Canadian identity, and evolving technologies as the means
by which Canada could fully embrace its hydrological birthright.
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Quebec’s Water Export Schemes:
The Rise and Fall of a Resource
Development Idea

Frédéric Lasserre
For more than a century, Quebec has relied heavily on its freshwater resources for water-based transportation, pulp and paper production, and
hydropower. The second-largest Canadian province by area—and unique
in the Canadian confederation because of its French-speaking majority—
Quebec is bisected by the St. Lawrence River in the south and abuts James
Bay (the southern part of Hudson Bay) in the northwest. As a result of its
abundant water resources, Quebec leads all other provinces in hydroelectric power exports, including Newfoundland and Labrador with its massive Churchill Falls power project.1 Perhaps the most famous hydroelectric
developments in Quebec are those on the waters flowing to James Bay (the
so-called Project of the Century, in the 1970s), which have secured large
hydropower exports for the province. Former premier Robert Bourassa
authored a book, L’énergie du Nord: La force du Québec (1985), in which he
looked back with pride at the completion of the first phase of his government’s James Bay hydro project.2 This project paved the way for additional
hydro developments in the North. But most significantly, Bourassa turned
his attention beyond power, including a chapter that anticipated the export of water itself. Bourassa was influenced by the GRAND Canal model
first developed by Thomas Kierans in 1959.3 GRAND was one of several
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5.1 The GRAND Canal scheme. Map by author.

large-scale, long-distance Canadian water diversion schemes promoted by
the private sector and, at times, by provincial governments. Kierans expected that the United States would want to purchase this resource. Such
schemes have invariably been dismissed because of intense public opposition. More recently, however, Quebec has emerged as the centre of renewed
plans to divert fresh water into the heart of the continent. Advocates hope
to create a profitable market for this plentiful Quebec resource.4
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The idea of exporting water from Canada dates back to the late 1950s,
a period that saw a rise in intercontinental projects (such as the St. Lawrence, Niagara, and Columbia projects discussed in chapters 4 and 6 of
this volume).5 It stems from the engineer-bred reasoning that technology
is available to move water from where it flows to where it is needed to sustain economic growth, at a time when environmental impacts were not
considered a priority and when public money was considered abundant.
Canada and the United States were not alone in considering such schemes;
similar projects were being considered in the Soviet Union, China, and the
Middle East. The GRAND project was one among several that blossomed
during the 1960s. The North American Water and Power Alliance—which
proposed flooding most major valleys in the Rockies to build reservoirs
for water from northwestern Canada and then transferring the water via
canals to most regions of the western United States and northern Mexico—and the Alaska-California Subsea pipeline project were also proposed.
None of these megaprojects was ever built.
Abundant scholarly and popular literatures depict both the history of
water export ideas and the political debate these ideas generated, especially
when they concerned the waters of the Great Lakes.6 A few analysts and
advocacy groups remain anxious that American interests could someday
force Canada to sell its waters.7 The debate has subsided somewhat since
the enactment of a number of controls: ratification of the Great Lakes–
St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact in September 2008
(discussed in chapter 1 of this volume; new legislation controlling water
exports in all provinces except New Brunswick; and the May 2010 introduction (though not the passage) of Bill C-26 in the House of Commons.8
However, the debate over water exports is far from over. Contrary to
the view of doomsday prophets, the main proponent of water diversions is
no longer the United States with its potential appetite for water. Rather, the
locus is now Canada itself, and particularly Quebec. Though the provincial
government long championed water diversions for hydropower production
(as had British Columbia, Manitoba, and Newfoundland), it did not endeavour to export water, despite Premier Robert Bourassa’s advocacy of
the idea in 1985.9 But today Quebec’s business community and symbiotic
economic think-tanks are providing the main impetus for water export
proposals. Let us consider the history of these proposals to the present day,
and specifically how they evolved in the province.
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Power from the North: Quebec experimenting
with the water export idea
Quebec’s power is generated and distributed by a government-owned corporation, Hydro-Québec, which was founded in 1944. At first it competed
with private companies, but the provincial government used Hydro-Québec as a tool to foster electricity production so as to attract industries and
drive energy prices down. In 1963, the government decided to nationalize
the eleven remaining private companies that still controlled a substantial
share of the electricity generation and distribution business in Quebec,
creating a single Crown corporation that could enable the government
to wholly control its energy policy. After briefly considering the nuclear
option, the government—headed by Bourassa, a young and ambitious
economist—decided in 1971 to dam the La Grande River and divert three
northern rivers (Caniapiscau, Rupert, and Eastmain) so as to develop ten
thousand megawatts of power. This was the James Bay Project; it was fully
completed only in 2007.
Bourassa, leader of the provincial Liberal Party and premier of Quebec
from 1970 to 1976 and then again from 1985 to 1994, was proud that his
James Bay project could provide Quebec with energy autonomy. If opposed
to the independence stance put forth by the Parti Québécois, Bourassa was
nevertheless determined to increase Quebec’s autonomy in every way, voting for Bill 22 in 1974 to increase the prominence of the French language,
pleading for the (failed) Meech Lake Accord (1987–1990) that would have
granted greater autonomy to Quebec, and fostering economic tools that
could enhance Quebec’s economic independence. Seduced by Kierans’s
GRAND Canal proposal to divert water from James Bay to the American Southwest through a Great Lakes route (an idea first floated in 1959),
Bourassa, along with several major engineering companies, enthusiastically endorsed damming James Bay so as to turn it into a freshwater reservoir,
pumping the water over the Canadian shelf, and ultimately exporting it
to multiple destinations. The premise of the GRAND project is that freshwater runoff from natural precipitation would be collected in a dammed
James Bay by means of a series of outflow-only sea-level dikes constructed
across the northern end of the bay, cutting it off from the rest of Hudson
Bay. The stored fresh water would be pumped from the new freshwater reservoir in James Bay via a series of canals and pumping stations south to the
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Great Lakes and then to the U.S. Southwest. Several nuclear plants would
be needed to generate the power to haul the water above the Canadian
Shield to the Great Lakes and then to the Southwest.
This project was a natural extension of Bourassa’s economic approach
to divert Quebec’s northern rivers for hydropower production. His reasoning was that if fresh water could be exploited for power exported to the
United States and Ontario, why not export water, too—a natural resource
with which the province was richly endowed?10 What’s more, previous
large diversions in Quebec on the Eastmain and Caniapiscau Rivers had
met with little opposition.11 Enthusiasm for the project waned, however. Its
costs were astronomical in a time of rising public deficits and debt, while
the business community was suffering the financial shock of 1987.
In 1998, the Nova Group water export project from Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario, had been granted a license to export 600,000 cubic metres per year
of Lake Superior water to Asian markets. Confronted with a public outcry,
the federal government revoked the license. In 1999, the Quebec government under the Parti Québecois enacted a two-year ban on water export
projects.12 Over the next two years, an extended cabinet debate over water
exports oscillated between a temporary moratorium and a permanent ban.
The Quebec Ministry of International Relations studied scenarios in which
the province might become a major binational water player. Likewise, public researchers partnered with private industry to study the economic viability of water exports.13 The Ministry of Trade and Industry also left open
the door to water exports.14 But in the wake of the Nova Group controversy,
Ottawa lobbied the provinces to pass water export bans as part of a federal
framework to manage and regulate water. The Quebec government initially rebuffed what it considered a blatant infringement on its constitutional
rights over natural resources within Quebec’s borders.15 But advocates of
the ban prevailed, with a permanent ban on water exports. In 1999, the
province enforced a temporary moratorium on the exportation of water,
the Water Resources Preservation Act; then in December 2001, Environment Minister André Boisclair’s Bill 58 entrenched the ban on large-scale
diversion of water out of the province.16 Boisclair also elaborated Quebec’s
policy on water in 2002, which formalized for the first time a comprehensive resource management policy for water that integrated environmental
and social dimensions and departed from the previous view that water was
basically an economic natural resource to be exploited.17
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The saga over water exports continued in new forms, raising questions
about behind-closed-doors political struggles to revise this new ban on
water exports. In 2004, Quebec’s environment minister, Thomas Mulcair,
renewed the debate by publicly advocating for water export projects.18 Liberal Premier Jean Charest quickly disavowed Mulcair’s position, committing to Bill 58. This time, the business community showed little enthusiasm for the project.19 Note how the controversy transcended party politics
and loyalties: the Parti Québécois was in power in 1999, while the Liberals
ruled in 2004. Both periods resulted in deep divides within the ruling parties. Promoters of water exports were present in both major political parties and in both periods, but the issue was contentious throughout. As for
Mulcair, one may wonder why he endorsed the idea of water exports in the
first place: Was it his personal opinion? Or a trial balloon that his governing cabinet had asked him to float? His past position proved controversial
during the 2015 federal election when opponents, notably Justin Trudeau,
challenged him to clarify his present point of view.
The Liberal government never renewed the idea that water exports
could be beneficial for Quebec. To the contrary, on June 11, 2009, the National Assembly unanimously passed Bill 27—Loi affirmant le caractère
collectif des ressources en eau et visant à renforcer leur protection (An act
to affirm the collective nature of water resources and provide for increased
water resource protection)—a permanent ban on water exports.20 As of
2016, among the parties represented in the National Assembly, three major
political parties (the Liberal Party, the Parti Québecois, and Québec Solidaire) oppose water export schemes officially; the Coalition Avenir Québec,
while not advocating water exports, stresses instead the need to protect the
resource. Of the political parties in Quebec, only the Quebec Conservative
Party (zero MPs and 0.39 percent of the vote in the 2014 provincial general
election) advocates water exports. In the short term, a revival and political endorsement of such schemes thus seems unlikely. In the long term,
though, one might expect the business community—which supported
Bourassa’s export ideas in 1985 and renewed its interest later—to continue
evaluating both the economic and political possibilities.
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Strong Lobbying by the Business Community

Water Tanker Exports: Saving the Water-Poor Is Not
Profitable
To backtrack from the previous section, let us return to 1996 and a different angle on water exports: this was a time when government and industry
were strategizing to revive a weak economy. As a result, Quebec business
projects engaged with water exports received a big boost. In October 1996,
the provincial government, led by Lucien Bouchard, held the Summit on
the Economy and Employment in an effort to develop new economic options for growth. The summit included representatives from the social,
NGO, and business communities. Proponents of water exports at the summit reasoned as follows: water is an increasingly scarce resource globally
but abundant in Quebec; water is one of the natural resources—and provincial assets—the government should develop, just like forest resources
and hydropower; and the sale of water could quickly be taken advantage of
and developed. Several businesspeople—including Jean Coutu, the founder of a very successful drugstore distribution empire, the oil company
Ultramar, and engineering firm Navtech—envisioned a future in which
Quebeckers would be “the Arabs of water.”21 This group based its plans on
estimates that the global population will reach ten billion by 2020, the fact
that 15 percent of the world’s countries already lacked water, and Quebec’s
boast that it contains 16 percent of the planet’s freshwater resources (a major error: in fact it has no more than 3 percent).
Coutu was the most active booster of the economic promise in exporting water. Using the summit’s framework, Coutu strategized with several
firms about how, exactly, to capitalize on the province’s abundant water
resources, focusing primarily on export revenues and job creation. The
oil company Ultramar envisioned increased revenues for its outgoing oil
tankers if the ships could carry large quantities of water. Ship design firm
Navtech and shipbuilding firm Davie also proposed designing a removable coating that could prevent oil from contaminating fresh water, or a
specialized polyvalent ship designed to carry bulk water.22 Optimism ran
high, and these stakeholders considered shipments to be possible as early
as December 1997 or January 1998. Coutu asserted that
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Time has come to take advantage of Quebec’s immense freshwater resources by exporting it to countries that face scarcity.
. . . The next century will be that of water, which will be worth
as much as oil. Quebec holds more potable water than Saudi
Arabia holds oil, and could develop ways to organize its export
on a large scale, by tanker ships or another way.23
Coutu’s message was twofold: first, Quebec was richly endowed with a precious natural resource that was at least the economic equal of hydropower;
and second, sharing this resource with the world would be a moral act of
compassion (by contrast, locking it up was utterly selfish).
The project faced a number of obstacles. One was a reluctance to invest
in costly public projects at a time when proponents of government austerity and privatization were ascendant. The public debate emerged first
in the Symposium on Water Management in Quebec, organized by the
INRS-Eau and held in Montreal in December 1997.24 Then, concern ran
high among opinions on water issues. Reportedly, major cities, including
Montreal, were planning to privatize municipal water services, and much
ado was made about water issues at public hearings during the Beauchamp
Commission (1998–2000)25 that would eventually lead to the National Policy on Water written by Boisclair. The commission’s final report lambasted
the idea of massive water exports.
However, and this point is often overlooked by water export advocates,
it was not so much public resistance that led to the project’s demise. To
the contrary, public opinion was rather favourable in 1996: the idea of exporting another abundant natural resource was considered at first by the
public—just as it had been by Premier Bourassa in the past—a good thing
inasmuch as it could foster Quebec’s economic autonomy and strengthen
its relative economic and political status within Canada. A strong connection between nationalism, identity, water, and hydroelectricity emerged
in Quebec, something not witnessed in other parts of Canada where hydropower was not seen by the public as a way to transcend the potential
for cultural endangerment. Hydropower was a political tool with which
to assert Quebec’s financial, economic, and political status; water exports
could be considered just another way of taking advantage of the province’s
natural resources.
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What caused the demise of the water export idea was the advent of
environmental concerns, as illustrated in the forestry policy scandals triggered by the film L’Erreur boréale (1999), which denounced clearcutting
practices, and the poor economics of the project. When the working group
on water exports first convened around Coutu in mid-December 1996,
there were no completed market studies. As such studies unfolded, difficult
questions soon emerged. Would there be buyers? Would exported water be
cheaper than water produced from desalination plants? Would potential
buyers be eager to buy water over a long period so as to turn investments
into a profit?26 The Coutu working group predicted revenues of about
$2.6 billion annually and claimed that Quebec indeed had a firm order.27
The claim about an order was never verified and was probably wrong.28
Straightforward cost-benefit analyses were negative as well. It turned out
that water shipped by tankers from Sept-Îles would be more expensive
than water produced from desalting plants at the destination.29 While
visiting Montreal in September 1997, Egypt’s minister of water resources,
Mahmud Abu-Zeid, commented on water export schemes from Quebec:
Ever since I arrived in Montreal, I have been asked if we are
going to import water from here. But Egypt has many other opportunities, all much cheaper than importing water from as far
away as Canada. Transportation costs would prove prohibitive.
I have no idea where this idea could have come from.30
The Egyptian minister emphasized that a cubic metre of water cost about
$0.70 in Egypt, whereas the most optimistic forecast for Quebec’s water
exports was $3.25 per cubic metre—a highly unfavourable comparison. A
few days before the Symposium on Water, the daily La Presse published the
opinions of several foreign water experts on Quebec’s project. Jean Margat
in particular asserted, regarding drinking water, that
For many countries, . . . the problem is not a scarcity issue, but
a financial problem to purify and distribute this potable water. Where would these countries find money to buy imported
water? It would thus first be necessary to assess they have the
means to pay. Otherwise, exports will be gifts.31
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Unable to prove that tankers could export water at an affordable cost, and
unable to find customers willing and able to pay such premiums, export
advocates lost public and private support. In the end, it was economics
rather than conservation that killed these projects.

Renewal of the Export Scheme to the United
States
For advocates of water exports, the United States was the only remaining
potential customer. In the late 1990s, public fear of water exports to the
U.S. had abated, but from 1998 to 2004, the economic think tank Institut
Économique de Montreal (IEM) floated a debate over the opportunities
in water exports from Quebec.32 The federal government’s efforts to ban
water exports were pointless, explained Marcel Boyer, as the resource was
provincially managed.33 The argument in favour of water exports revolved
around three main points:
(1)

Water was abundant in Quebec, so export could be very
profitable when water scarcity was increasing elsewhere;
exporting just 10 percent of Quebec’s water would generate $65 billion in revenue.

(2) Quebec was richly endowed and, therefore, had a duty to
share a vital resource.
(3) Several water export schemes were working well around
the world, a trend Quebec should follow.34
Boyer did not detail specific plans but suggested, as an example, intercepting flood water from rivers flowing toward James Bay—an idea reminiscent of the GRAND project—and turning them south above the Canadian
Shield. Boyer estimated that exporting that water to the United States, at
about 800 m³/sec, could generate $0.65 per cubic metre and $16 billion in
revenue. In general, Quebec could dedicate 10 percent of its renewed water to export.35 The paper made no mention of a cost-benefit analysis or
market study. Nor did it mention that extracting 10 percent of the renewed
water would require construction of a grid of aqueducts and pipes. The
paper also did not indicate that local impacts could be much greater than
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10 percent of the flowing water. What’s more, Boyer was unable to quote
any international example to support his proposal. For example, of existing water export schemes from Lesotho to South Africa, France to Spain,
and Turkey to Israel, the Lesotho–South Africa water diversion is the only
demonstrable success. By contrast, desalination projects have proven economically viable. France’s export project from the Rhone to Spain finally
collapsed in 2009 after facing intense opposition both in France and in
Spain,36 while the 2004 Memorandum of Understanding for the export of
water from Turkey to Israel was first put on ice by Israel in 2006, before
being cancelled by Turkey in 2010.37 In 2008, at the time the IEM published
its report, sufficient information existed to suggest that chances of success
were low for both the Turkish and the French water projects. There is definitely no trend toward development of commercial water export schemes
in the world; however, there definitely is a trend toward building desalting
plants, hundreds of them.38 Most recent or future projects for water diversions are still domestic, as in Quebec, China, and India, for instance.39
And yet water export hopes live in the present. In 2009, Pierre Gingras,
an engineer retired from Hydro-Québec, again advocated harnessing the
three rivers flowing northwest into James Bay, then diverting them into the
Ottawa River and indirectly to the United States; he argued that added flow
through the Ottawa River could compensate for diversions from the Great
Lakes (Figure 2).40 His diversion scheme thus does not include a direct
pipeline between western Quebec and the American Midwest, but rather works as a water swap between the Great Lakes and the Ottawa River.
Gingras estimated the project would cost $15 billion but would generate $2
billion in power and $7.5 billion in revenues from the selling of the water
itself. While Gingras demonstrated the technical feasibility of the concept,
he included no credible cost-benefit analysis or market study.
Odette Nadon, a lawyer for the law consulting group BCF, also advocated in 2010 for the right to export water on a commercial basis. She
mentioned that she already represented business customers exporting water from Quebec for irrigation purposes, but did not disclose which firms
these were. Doubts were raised as to the credibility of her assertions, since
water for irrigation implies very large volumes, which could not easily
leave Quebec unnoticed.41
These three proposals contend that enough demand exists in the
United States to recover costs and offer a profitable investment. But the
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5.2 Quebec water diversions. Map by author.

proposals never prove this hypothesis, instead simply asserting as a matter
of fact that there is substantial U.S. interest. If cities and industries in the
West are indeed eager to pay such sums for a cubic metre, their actual
share of Western water consumption is meager. Agriculture absorbs about
80 percent of the region’s water—water that is heavily subsidized for farmers (who pay a few cents per cubic metre). So how can export proponents
assume that U.S. farmers—the major consumers of water—would buy Canadian water priced at, say, eighty-five cents per cubic metre? This lack of
a credible analysis for the marketing of bulk water helps explain why the
Quebec government paid little attention to the proposal. The National Assembly unanimously voted in favour of Bill 27 in 2009. The new law, titled
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An Act to affirm the collective nature of water resources and provide for increased water resource protection, provides for both surface and groundwater withdrawal projects being subject to conditional authorization by the
government. Water cannot be appropriated and thus exported or pumped
without the government’s approval.
For Quebec, the economics of water export do not justify large public
or private investments. Apart from their severe environmental impacts and
public disapproval, water is simply too heavy and not valuable enough to
profitably export. Debt-battling governments are no longer willing to invest
in such unpopular and costly projects, even when important constituencies
might profit in the interim (for example, through construction contracts).
Even in the United States, the Western States Water Council (WSWC) reckons that the era of large-scale water diversions is over, even from its neighbour Canada, because they are too expensive to build and operate.42

Conclusion
In Canada, the public continues to worry about water diversions to the
United States. But such diversions already exist in Canada, and in Quebec. The extent of negative impacts on the environment is disputed. Even
among biologists, the conservation concept of minimum ecological flow is
controversial.43 Water does remain in Canada for each of these diversions,
but this is not the point; Canadians collectively forget that their daily comfort and economic activity depend on major river diversions. For a long
time, Quebeckers thought water exports could be beneficial, though that
view has waned over the last fifteen years, bringing Quebeckers closer to
other Canadians on the issue of water export schemes. It is therefore a contradiction to protest water transfers to the United States on environmental
grounds while refusing to assess—and possibly to consider phasing out—
transfers within Canada.44 In the end, however, environmental reasons
were not the only barrier to water export projects from Canada. Economic
barriers loomed just as large. Hence, the water export projects never materialized. In the short term, at least, water exports from Quebec will not be
the solution to water scarcity problems in other parts of North America.
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Engineering a Treaty:
The Negotiation of the Columbia
River Treaty of 1961/1964

Jeremy Mouat
The Columbia River Treaty first came to my attention in the mid-1990s.1
A regional power utility in British Columbia, West Kootenay Power, had
commissioned me to write its centennial history. As I did the research
for that book I came to appreciate the treaty’s significance. The creation
of the Columbia Basin Trust in 1995, with its mandate to return some of
the treaty’s financial benefits to that part of the province it had affected
most, underlined the treaty’s continuing relevance in southeastern British
Columbia. However, the orthodox view of the treaty—dominated by Neil
Swainson’s Conflict over the Columbia2—seemed unsatisfactory because
it appeared to give the treaty an inexorable logic. Swainson’s book failed
to take seriously other possible outcomes or to do justice to the raucous
debate that accompanied the treaty’s negotiation and signing. Contemporary accounts of the treaty in newspapers and journal articles contrasted
sharply with Swainson’s reasoned prose. All of this piqued my interest, but
I was working to a deadline and scrambled to finish the “treaty chapter.”
Some years later an American colleague encouraged me to give a paper
on the treaty, and I began to reexamine the agreement more systematically.
I was struck by the fact that the Columbia River had attracted a great deal
of attention from American scholars, whose work offered much detail on
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the river’s history as well as suggesting its important role in the American
imagination.3 This led me to question why Canadian scholars were less
interested in the river than their American counterparts. I also came to appreciate that this greater American interest had had a very real impact on
the Columbia’s history. Long before Canadians imagined harnessing the
Columbia River’s hydroelectric potential, American engineers had devoted
thousands of pages to that project—attention that led to a series of dams
on the river. Canadian disinterest in the potential benefits of hydroelectricity, as Matthew Evenden has pointed out, reflected an unwillingness on
the part of both governments and private industry to take decisive action:
“Whereas large U.S. federal projects rose on the Columbia and Tennessee
Rivers in the late 1930s with importance for American wartime production, in Canada public and private utilities sought to follow rather than
promote demand.” This timidity would have important consequences
when war came: “Canada’s major power systems were in a poor position to
meet surges in wartime demand.”4
Such a perspective sees the Columbia River receiving the same neglect
as other rivers in Canada. However, I want to argue that the Columbia
River Treaty’s convoluted negotiation and the manner in which the treaty
came to define the river made the Columbia unique, or, at least in some
important respects, unlike many other rivers in Canada and shared transborder water basins. For example, Canadian interest in developing the
Columbia River came long after American facilities had been planned and
built along its length south of the border. This meant that any Canadian
project would have to accommodate existing American installations on
the Columbia. In addition to this constraint, the Canadian position in the
treaty negotiations was weakened by significant political differences. As
will be seen, the federal government of Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent
disagreed with BC Premier W.A.C. Bennett’s plans for the Columbia River
and prevented him from realizing them. When the Progressive Conservatives assumed power in Ottawa under John Diefenbaker, a very different
set of actors assumed key roles, although relations with Premier Bennett
did not improve. Personal animosity also affected the work of the International Joint Commission (IJC). The head of the Canadian section of the
IJC from 1950 to 1962, General A.G.L. McNaughton, argued powerfully in
defence of Canadian interests—a position that was not well received by his
American counterpart, Len Jordan.
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One consequence of these circumstances was that the “Treaty between
Canada and the United States of America relating to Cooperative Development of the Water Resources of the Columbia River Basin”—the treaty’s
formal title—was negotiated and signed not once but twice, first in early
1961 and then again in 1964. Much controversy and political squabbling
accompanied the treaty’s negotiation, which was why a second signing was
necessary. While both the United States and Canada appeared satisfied
with the original treaty that President Eisenhower and Prime Minister
Diefenbaker signed at the White House in January 1961, British Columbia’s premier made it clear that he found aspects of the treaty objectionable.
Without his acquiescence the projects envisioned by the treaty could not
proceed. The 1964 revision to the treaty accommodated Bennett’s objections and enabled the construction of the four treaty dams, three in BC
and one in Washington State.5
The treaty has assumed a new significance as its renegotiation or termination becomes possible. (Article XIX gives either signatory the right to
terminate the treaty with ten years’ notice, as of 2014.) The signatories to
the treaty showed little concern for the Indigenous peoples of the Columbia
Basin or for the environmental impacts of ongoing dam construction and
flow regulation. The political landscape has changed fundamentally since
then, which will loom large in any substantive renegotiation of the treaty.6
This chapter will look backward rather than forward, however, exploring
two related questions: Why was the Columbia River Treaty necessary? And
why was the negotiation of the treaty and the treaty itself so controversial?
•••
To begin by stating the obvious: the border between Canada and the United States meant that a treaty was necessary. The Columbia River flows from
British Columbia through Washington and Oregon before entering the
Pacific Ocean. Because the river crosses the border between Canada and
the United States, efforts to manage the river required a degree of consensus between the two countries. A legal structure was already in place for
achieving this: early in the twentieth century the Boundary Waters Treaty
established an institutional framework for managing bodies of water that
defined or crossed the border between the two countries, although the
plans to “develop” the Columbia came after that treaty was signed, in 1909.
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That is not the whole story, of course. The Columbia River Treaty is
part of the much larger narrative of global electrification as well as widespread acceptance of the idea that hydroelectric development was a public
good. If dams were to be built on the Columbia River to enable such development, engineers, utilities, and governments had to conceive of the river
as an organic machine, to use Richard White’s memorable phrase.7
The controversy surrounding the treaty arose in part from the changing relationship between the United States and Canada through the 1940s,
’50s, and ’60s. The two nations had drawn closer during World War II, but
the postwar boom led to some tensions—tensions heightened by the 1957
federal election that brought John Diefenbaker and the Progressive Conservatives to power in Ottawa.8 By the early 1960s the growing American
presence in the country created unease among a significant proportion of
the Canadian public. This mood coloured attitudes toward both the treaty
negotiations and the treaty itself. In addition, tensions between the provincial and federal governments led to considerable acrimony between members of Diefenbaker’s cabinet and BC’s Social Credit government.
As these comments suggest, the Columbia River Treaty was a product of
its time. It did more than implement a rational development scheme, as its
formal title suggested. The “Cooperative Development of the Water Resources of the Columbia River Basin” initiated by the treaty was the culmination
of longstanding American plans for the Columbia. Canadians had shown
little to no interest in the river, at least in the river conceived as a whole.9
Since the 1920s, American engineers had been studying the Columbia
River closely. This interest reflected the river’s obvious power potential as
well as the possibility of irrigation, inherent in a vast river system like the
Columbia’s. It was also part of a larger strategy initiated by the federal government in the mid-1920s. The American government directed the Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) in 1926 to estimate the cost of surveying the
country’s navigable rivers “with a view to the formulation of general plans
for the most effective improvement of such streams for the purposes of
navigation and the prosecution of such improvement in combination with
the most efficient development of the potential water power, the control of
floods, and the needs of irrigation.”10 These instructions were contained in
House Document Number 308; consequently, the reports on the various
rivers were known as 308 reports.
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The 308 report on the Columbia River appeared in 1934.11 In its nearly
two thousand pages, the two-volume study outlined, as its subtitle indicated, “A General Plan for the Improvement of the Columbia River and Minor
Tributaries for the Purposes of Navigation and Efficient Development of Its
Water Power, the Control of Floods, and the Needs of Irrigation.” Another investigation soon followed, commissioned by the National Resources
Committee and undertaken by the Pacific Northwest Regional Planning
Commission. This second study dealt “with immediate and urgent problems in the Columbia Basin and particularly with the policies and organization which should be provided for planning, construction, and operation
of certain public works in that area.”12
These immediate and urgent problems had arisen because the federal
government was building major dams on the main stem of the Columbia—the Bonneville and the Grand Coulee—and the former project was
nearing completion. After considerable debate, the plans for the Columbia
River articulated in the 308 report and specified by the Pacific Northwest
Regional Planning Commission culminated in the Bonneville Project Act
of 1937. This federal legislation in turn led to the creation of the Bonneville
Power Administration (BPA).13 (It is worth noting that a quarter century would elapse before a Canadian entity with similar jurisdiction to the
BPA emerged to deal with power development on the Canadian section of
the Columbia River. By then the Columbia River Treaty had already been
signed.)14 Then in 1943, Congress directed the USACE to review “the 308
Report submitted in 1932 and assess it in the light of the completed dams
and the newly formed Bonneville Power Administration.”15
That report—filling an impressive eight volumes—took five years to
prepare. It included a series of appendices, the first of which, Appendix A,
bore the title “Columbia River Basin in Canada.” It concluded that coordinated development of the river had to extend to the whole basin; it could
not just happen on the American side:
Substantial storage ultimately must be developed in Canada if
economic utilization of the Columbia River water resource is
to be accomplished. Therefore, provision must be made in the
projects now planned so that they may be able to use the added
dependable flow from such storage when it becomes available.16
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One final document that should be added to this list of American studies of the Columbia River is a reminder of the larger context in which
these documents were undertaken. Not only was this period, from the
mid-1940s through to the mid-1960s, one of incredible growth but also
one of considerable tension. The long shadow of the Cold War—as well as
the conflict that had preceded it—was directly tied to developments along
the Columbia.
The ample hydroelectric power produced by dams such as Grand Coulee had enabled remarkable industrial growth in the Pacific Northwest
during World War II. Quite apart from the wartime production of ships
and aircraft, an energy-intensive aluminum industry had developed. This
rapid industrialization did not simply come to a halt with the end of the
war. One can argue that a kind of path dependency dictated that growth
must follow growth, a trajectory encouraged by Cold War anxieties.17
Such anxieties underlay the 1952 report of the President’s Materials Policy
Commission, published with the ringing title “Resources for Freedom,”
although usually known simply as the Paley report, after the commission’s
chair. The Paley report included a brief but telling reference to the Columbia River Basin. Under the heading “Untapped Hydro Potential in Canada,” the report’s authors noted that
A significant part of the potential hydroelectric power development in Canada is on the Columbia River and its tributaries
in British Columbia. This can best be developed in cooperation
with the United States. . . . Only by coordinating the operations
of storage reservoirs with the operations of downstream plants
can maximum power production be realized.”18
The official river studies undertaken by the American government
demonstrate its ongoing interest in the Columbia over a number of
years. A clear sense of what was needed for optimum use of the Columbia River system emerged from these studies. And in this conception of
the river-as-system, the underdevelopment on the Canadian side was a
problem, because it prevented maximum efficient use of the river’s potential hydroelectric generation.19
Dams on the Canadian section of the Columbia would solve this “problem.” The huge reservoirs created by these dams could hold vast quantities
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6.1 The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers prepared this graphic representation of the
rivers of the Columbia Basin in March 1948 for the revised 308 report, submitted
to Congress in 1950. The diagram reflects the care and detail with which the
American side were studying the Columbia River. A copy survives in the the Elmer
K. Nelson Papers, held in the Water Resources Collections and Archives at the
University of California – Riverside, in Riverside, California.

of water and consequently make the downstream American dams much
more efficient and thus more profitable. The river’s natural flow resembled
a roller coaster ride, peaking in the summer with the snow melt and with
much-reduced flow during the rest of the year. Existing American dams
on the river’s main stem could not stabilize this flow effectively; during the
peak summer period, vast amounts of water spilled over the dams without
generating power. In 1966, two senior BPA officials described the financial
impact, pointing out that the administration had lost $47.5 million dollars
between 1958 and 1962. During the same period, the amount of water that
spilled over the dams would have earned close to $150 million dollars in
power sales, had that water spun turbines and the electricity been sold.20
This meant a loss of close to $50 million versus a potential revenue of $150
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million: that was the difference Canadian water storage could make. In
addition, further advantages could be achieved in terms of the seasonal rhythms of energy consumption. The BPA came to appreciate that its
abundant summer energy—when snow melt typically caused the highest
flows in the Columbia and when domestic energy use was relatively modest—could be wheeled south to urban centres in California to meet the
soaring consumption of air conditioning there.21
Events during World War II encouraged a much closer alliance between
Canada and the United States, in terms of both a common defence strategy
and coordinated war economies. As part of the discussions to achieve the
latter, government officials in both countries undertook an inventory of
strategic materials, a decade before the Paley report.22 Canadian officials
were now well aware of the significance of the American studies of the Columbia. For example, when civil servants in Ottawa compiled a chronology
of events relevant to the Columbia River Treaty, the first significant event
they listed was the U.S. Congress committee’s 1943 resolution asking the
USACE to undertake a comprehensive survey of the Columbia.23 Nor can it
have been a coincidence that within a year of that resolution, the American
and Canadian governments asked the IJC “to determine whether a greater
use than is now being made of the waters of the Columbia River system
would be feasible and advantageous. . . . It is desired that the [International
Joint] Commission shall determine whether in its judgment further development of the water resources of the river basin would be practicable and
in the public interest.”24 Given the exhaustive American studies of the Columbia, this exercise had a foregone conclusion. If one looked at American
development on the main stem of the Columbia and studied the data from
power generation, it was plain that greater use of the waters was feasible.
In the first instance, however, the major benefit of this “greater use” would
be more efficient generation of power in the American facilities along the
main stem of the Columbia.
The IJC responded to the joint American-Canadian request to study
the Columbia’s further development by establishing the International Columbia River Engineering Board. The board’s study of the river turned into
a fifteen-year project, with its final report presented to the IJC in 1959.25
In the intervening years, another proposal to develop the Columbia was
referred to the IJC. After a devastating Columbia River flood in 1948,
the American government proposed an upstream dam on the Kootenay
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River, in Libby, Montana, which would help to avert similar flooding in
the future. This proposal went to the IJC in early 1951, but the dam—which
would flood parts of both Montana and British Columbia—raised some
difficult issues. No one questioned the potential benefits of the Libby Dam,
but the very prospect of these benefits raised the thorny question of fair
compensation. For example, if flooding land in British Columbia gave
certain advantages to American residents living downstream, in terms of
flood protection and/or energy supply, what formula could be used to determine these downstream benefits? What could be considered reasonable
compensation for those who would have lost their homes and even their
livelihoods? The issue of downstream benefits would cause much heated
discussion during the lengthy negotiations surrounding the development
of the Columbia River. In the short term, however, difficulties in resolving
the issue led to the shelving of the Libby proposal in 1953.26
The 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty did more than create the IJC as a
body to adjudicate issues relating to those waters. It also specified the right
of the upstream riparian (literally, the occupant of the riverside) to control
the waters of rivers, a clause inserted into the treaty at the insistence of the
American negotiators and over the objections of Canada.27 This became
significant when General McNaughton, the chair of the Canadian section
of the IJC, proposed diverting rivers in the Columbia River Basin before
they crossed into the United States.
A number of Americans viewed this possibility with alarm, as such
diversions would undermine the American plans for the Columbia, predicated on maximizing upstream storage in Canada and then coordinating
that storage with electrical generation in the U.S. system.28 McNaughton’s
proposal and the American reaction stimulated a flurry of legal papers,
debating the finer points of international river law, in particular the meaning of that clause in the Boundary Waters Treaty.29 Part of the problem,
however, was not matters of principle but ill will between McNaughton
and his counterpart, Len Jordan, chair of the American section of the IJC.
Two things smoothed the way through the subsequent impasse: Jordan’s
departure as American section head and the American side’s willingness
to accept the principle of downstream benefits.30
The tensions were not restricted to the IJC negotiations, however. The
relationship between the provincial government in British Columbia and
Canada’s federal government in Ottawa was also strained. As with the
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tensions at the IJC, those between levels of government reflected matters of
principle as well as the politics of personality. The principle was jurisdictional: water resources were (mostly) within provincial jurisdiction. The
personality was the larger-than-life W.A.C. Bennett, who with his Social
Credit party ruled British Columbia from 1952. Such was the force of Bennett’s personality that his views tended to be indistinguishable from those
of the provincial government. Bennett’s plans and strategies arguably had
the greatest impact on the precise terms of the Columbia River Treaty in
its final (1964) version. Given the significance of his role, some discussion
of his actions is warranted.31
Prior to entering politics, Bennett had been a hardware merchant
in the BC interior—a background that influenced his politics in several
important ways. He was dedicated to the province’s growth and worked
assiduously to expand the province’s infrastructure, notably its roads,
railways, and electrical supply. He was particularly anxious to bring the
putative benefits of development to the province’s interior.32 Bennett was
suspicious of the motives and actions of BC’s urban business elite and,
in keeping with Social Credit ideology, opposed too heavy a reliance on
debt financing. Although he declared the province debt-free in the summer of 1959, Bennett (his own minister of finance) had simply changed
financing techniques, turning from direct to indirect debt financing.
Nonetheless, the move underscored the Bennett government’s fundamental aversion to debt.33
Bennett was keen to see dams on the Canadian portion of the Columbia River. For example, he had welcomed a proposal made in 1954 by the
Kaiser Aluminum Corporation, under which the company would build
a dam on the Arrow Lakes on the Columbia River, just north of the 49th
parallel. This would provide power for Kaiser’s operations south of the
border, although the company would also return 20 percent of the power
generated to the province. Although Bennett enthusiastically supported
the scheme, others argued that
it would be economic folly for Canada to accept [the proffered
Kaiser deal], since the very cheap power generated downstream in the United States as a result of the Canadian storage
would be used by the corporation to manufacture aluminum
which, being produced within the protective tariff walls of
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the United States, would therefore be highly competitive with
the Canadian aluminum manufactured at Kitimat, British
Columbia. … In the broader context of the economy of British Columbia and of Canada as a whole. … [the Kaiser plan]
would expose British Columbia’s aluminum industry to damaging competition and would affect Canada’s export trade. In
this light the price offered by the Kaiser Corporation for the
benefits that would be conferred downstream by Canadian
storage seemed less than adequate.34
Despite Bennett’s enthusiasm, the federal government effectively killed
the project when it enacted the International River Improvements Act in
the summer of 1955. Under its terms, dams on international rivers—rivers over which the federal government had constitutional authority—required federal approval. However, the failure of the Kaiser proposal did
not dampen American interest in development on the Canadian section of
the Columbia River.35
The Columbia was not the only river in which Bennett was interested.
He was also anxious to see projects go ahead along the Peace River. In
1956 a Swedish industrialist, Axel Wenner-Gren, became interested in the
possibilities of northern British Columbia and was assured of provincial
government support. Two years later, Wenner-Gren formed the Peace River Power Development Company to inaugurate a large hydroelectric development in northeastern BC.36 However, the company soon encountered
a major stumbling block. The vast hydroelectric potential of the northern
river system could only be realized if the company could find a guaranteed
market for the considerable energy that it hoped to generate. Long-term
energy contracts had to be in place—tangible evidence for would-be investors of the plan’s financial feasibility—if the company hoped to raise the
capital necessary for construction. The private utility, BC Electric, along
with its parent company, the BC Power Corporation, was the province’s
leading energy company and thus the obvious customer for Peace River
power. Although quite interested in the Peace River project (and represented on the board of the Peace River Power Development Company), BC
Electric had plans in place for the future. When pushed by Bennett, the
company flatly refused to sign any long-term contract to purchase Peace
River power. But the premier was not easily dissuaded from his plans for
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northern development. Increasingly he had come to see the Peace River
power project as key to his government’s development strategy. The project dovetailed perfectly with his vision of the province’s future as well as
providing a lever with which to apply pressure on the federal and U.S. governments as the Columbia River talks continued.37 Bennett invented what
he would call his “two river policy,” that is, a commitment to develop both
the Columbia and the Peace.
As Bennett pursued his plans for Peace River development, the federal government became more interested in pushing ahead with Columbia
River development. Part of the reason was the election of a new government in Ottawa. The federal Liberals—who had been in power for over
twenty years—were defeated and the federal Conservatives under John
Diefenbaker came to power. The Conservatives were keen to push ahead
with Columbia River development, and Diefenbaker’s first Throne Speech,
in October 1957, underlined the new government’s commitment to the
project. Although the pace of discussions on the Columbia accelerated,
this does not appear to have been a direct consequence of increased political pressure but rather to have been due to the fact that the American
section finally accepted the principle of downstream benefits. When this
concession was made in late January 1959, the American and Canadian
governments asked the IJC to determine how to apportion those benefits.38
In March of the same year the International Columbia River Engineering
Board produced its long-awaited report, Water Resources of the Columbia
River Basin: Report to the International Joint Commission, and at the end
of the year the IJC submitted its report, Principles for Determining and Apportioning Benefits from Cooperative Use of Storage of Waters and Electrical
Interconnection within the Columbia River System, to the Canadian and
American governments. The stage was set for the formal negotiation of the
Columbia River Treaty.
On January 25, 1960, Prime Minister Diefenbaker announced in the
House of Commons that “negotiations between Canada and the United
States for the co-operative development of the Columbia River system are
to commence in Ottawa on Thursday, 11 February.”39 In just under a year,
on January 17, 1961, Diefenbaker and Eisenhower formally signed the treaty. Never one for understatement, Diefenbaker proclaimed his hope that
“in the years ahead this day will be looked back on as one that represents
the greatest advance that has ever been made in international relations
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6.2: The four treaty dams on the Columbia River. Map by Jason Glatz.
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between countries.”40 This turned out to be wishful thinking. For the next
three years, the treaty—and indeed the larger issue of Canadian-American
relations—provoked bitter public controversy in Canada.
The negotiators of the Columbia River Treaty had the International
Columbia River Engineering Board’s Water Resources of the Columbia
River Basin report to assist them in their discussions. This very extensive
report outlined three possible development schemes, two of which proposed diverting the headwaters of the Kootenay River north into the Columbia (the Copper Creek diversion and the Dorr diversion), and a third
that instead proposed constructing the Libby Dam farther south on the
Kootenay River, with no diversion of its waters into the Columbia. The negotiators ultimately settled on a scheme that would involve no diversion of
the Kootenay, but included construction of the Libby Dam as well as three
dams in Canada. These were to be built at Mica, Duncan Lake, and—most
controversially—a High Dam for the Arrow lakes. The provisions in the
treaty signed on January 17, 1961, were criticized for several reasons. The
treaty’s fundamental flaw was Premier Bennett’s refusal to accept its terms.
Diefenbaker signed the Columbia River Treaty in the final days of the
Eisenhower administration, likely to avoid having to deal with the newly
elected president, John F. Kennedy.41 Premier Bennett had conveyed his
misgivings about the treaty to Ottawa prior to this staged event, yet the
federal government assumed that it had the province’s support. Cabinet
ministers and senior civil servants from British Columbia who had participated in the Canada-BC Policy Liaison Committee had not objected to the
terms of the treaty.42 Bennett, however, was concerned about the financing
of the treaty dams and just days before the formal treaty signing he conveyed these concerns to Donald Fleming, the federal minister of finance.
Fleming’s reply to Bennett suggests his consternation:
The Treaty with the United States, as you are aware, has now
been signed by the Prime Minister of Canada and the President of the United States of America. The negotiations and the
signing of the Treaty were both carried through with the full
knowledge and approval of your Government at every stage.
The only occasion on which doubt ever arose as to the readiness
of British Columbia to carry out the Columbia River Treaty as
negotiated was on the occasion of the reference made by you
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last December to the British Columbia Energy Board of certain
questions involving a comparison of engineering and economic
aspects of the Columbia and Peace River projects. At the meeting of the Policy Liaison Committee early in January our representatives expressed their concern that this might involve doubt
and delay on the part of British Columbia in proceeding with
the Columbia River development. Your representatives on the
Committee assured us that this was not the case, and that on
the contrary the reference was designed to hasten the taking of
effective action by British Columbia under the proposed Treaty.
On the basis of these assurances, the Treaty negotiations were
concluded and the Treaty was signed, as above stated, with the
full knowledge and approval of your Government.
In the light of these circumstances, for you to write as you
now have, expressing doubts as to the feasibility of the Columbia River development “from engineering and financial standpoints,” is a most extraordinary development, and must necessarily raise again our doubts as to British Columbia’s intentions
which we had thought were set at rest by the assurances of the
British Columbia members of the Policy Liaison Committee. I
do hope that we will not now be met by delaying action on the
part of British Columbia.43
A shrewd political strategist, Bennett had won a significant advantage in
the ongoing debate over the Columbia. He knew that the signatures of
the Canadian prime minister and the U.S. president on the treaty would
amount to very little if his government refused to accept its conditions. The
federal government could negotiate any treaty it liked, but no dams could
be built on BC’s rivers without the approval of the provincial government.
Following the treaty’s signing, the U.S. Senate quickly ratified the treaty,
with only one vote opposing it.44 Approval of the treaty in Canada would
take far longer and prove much more contentious.
Bennett’s next move caught everyone by surprise (including members
of his cabinet). In one of his most controversial and unexpected acts, the
premier announced in the provincial legislature on August 1, 1961, that
he intended to take over both BC Electric and Wenner-Gren’s Peace River
Power Development Company and to subsequently create the provincially
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owned electrical utility BC Hydro. This move meant that he could control
the long-term energy contracts in the province. Thus, Bennett could ensure that both the Columbia and the Peace developments could proceed
simultaneously—his own “two river policy.”
Controversy raged over the government takeover of BC Electric, but
Bennett continued to participate in the Columbia River negotiations. He
had no objections to a Columbia River treaty; in fact, it was essential to his
two river policy. His concern was with the treaty’s bearing on his overall
energy strategy: he wanted to ensure that it did not hinder the development of the Peace. In particular, Bennett was anxious that any power entitlements to emerge from the treaty’s downstream benefits would be sold
south of the border. This was essential if Peace River power was to have a
market in the province, although it ran counter to the federal government’s
view, which was that it made more sense to receive power rather than
money for the downstream benefits.45 Bennett was also concerned with
the treaty’s financial arrangements, that is, how much money was to flow
into his government’s purse. As far as Bennett was concerned, any money
earned by BC’s rivers belonged to the province. Not only did he expect the
money from the sale of the Columbia’s downstream benefits, he also had
definite ideas about the price. The instability of the federal government
helped Bennett to achieve most of what he was after.
Bennett’s relationship with the federal government became quite
stormy in the wake of his refusal to accept the treaty. The two cabinet ministers in the federal government who were considered BC representatives—
Davie Fulton and Howard Green—became particularly hostile toward
Bennett.46 When Bennett gave a widely publicized speech in Prince George
in September 1961, which was highly critical of the treaty, Davie Fulton
replied in a speech of his own a week later.47 Two months later, Fulton was
in Prince George himself and gave an equally controversial speech, linking
Bennett’s actions to comments reportedly made by the U.S. secretary of
state, Stewart Udall. These speeches were becoming major news stories.
For example, the New York Times carried a story on Fulton’s speech, reprinting his allegations.48
A federal election in June 1962 ended Diefenbaker’s majority in the
House of Commons, putting the federal government in a much weaker position in its dispute with British Columbia. Diefenbaker decided to reverse
the longstanding federal prohibition on the export of electrical power, a
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key BC demand in its argument with Ottawa. Diefenbaker also demoted Davie Fulton, removing him from the justice portfolio. In response,
Fulton decided to quit federal politics and return to British Columbia,
where he took charge of the provincial Conservative party and led it in an
electoral battle against Bennett’s Social Credit government.49 The federal
Liberals seized on the growing weakness of the Diefenbaker government,
pressing it on the Columbia River Treaty. When Fulton announced he was
leaving federal politics in late 1962, for example, Liberal leader Lester B.
Pearson tried unsuccessfully to force a special debate on the treaty in the
House of Commons.50
In late December 1962, American officials made another offer to Canada, intended to move the treaty process forward. Several weeks later, in
a report entitled “Memorandum on Implications of Treaty Delay,” senior
federal civil servants in Ottawa urged the government to act, warning that,
in their view, “failure to ratify the Columbia River Treaty in the near future
would not only involve the loss of the downstream benefits, which are a
major and very economic resource in themselves, but could also mean the
loss of the immense renewable resource that the Treaty makes economically feasible on the Columbia River in Canada.”51 At precisely the same time,
a widely circulated report appeared in a Vancouver newspaper, arguing in
favour of the treaty.52 Momentum seemed to be building behind the treaty
talks. The federal minister of justice, Donald Fleming, continued to work
with Premier Bennett in hopes of resolving the latter’s misgivings but the
Diefenbaker cabinet could not come to any agreement on the issue.53
A second federal election, in the spring of 1963, saw the end of Diefenbaker’s Conservative government. Pearson and the Liberals formed a minority government, one that was to prove a good deal more durable than
Diefenbaker’s. Unlike their predecessors, the Liberals had little interest in
continuing what they regarded as a pointless fight with the BC government, and Pearson was committed to improving relations with the United States. Shortly after taking office, Pearson and key federal officials met
with President Kennedy and others in Hyannis Port, with Canada’s ratification of the Columbia River Treaty assuming a prominent role in their
discussions.54 Two months later, in July 1963, the public announcement
came that Ottawa had come to terms with British Columbia. Bennett had
got what he wanted.55
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6.3 Cartoon of Lyndon Johnson, W.A.C. Bennett, and Lester B. Pearson, published
in the Vancouver Sun on September 16, 1964. Reproduced with permission of
Stephen Norris.

In September 1963, Bennett and his Social Credit government were
reelected in British Columbia. Bennett confidently began serious discussions with the new federal government in Ottawa over possible changes to
the Columbia River Treaty. Soon talks were underway with the Americans
as well. The Canadian side was led by Paul Martin, Pearson’s minister of
external affairs and a skilled negotiator, who worked closely with several
senior BC cabinet ministers.56 The result of these discussions was a protocol—in effect, a revised treaty—signed early in 1964 by Prime Minister
Pearson and President Lyndon Johnson, with the enthusiastic support of
Bennett and his government.
The treaty’s signing meant that the province would receive cash for
the downstream benefits—at least, the first thirty years’ worth of those
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benefits. This amounted to nearly $255 million, money that would be used
to pay for the construction of the three treaty dams in British Columbia. It
was good news for the American side as well: not only could the river now
be managed as a unit, as the several studies had suggested, but also the
treaty dams meant an impressive increase in potential water storage and,
with that increase, a more efficient use of the main stem’s many turbines.
Additionally, the long sought after Libby Dam would be built in Montana
and the Pacific Intertie would be built down to Los Angeles, carrying much
of the power that would have gone north to Canada had the downstream
benefit not been sold.57
With an election a couple of months away, President Johnson was happy to travel north in September 1964 for a ceremonial event at the Peace
Arch, on the border between Seattle and Vancouver, where he handed over
a replica cheque to the Canadian side. In an ensuing newspaper cartoon
(Figure 6.3) a limousine is being driven at speed by Phil Gaglardi, Bennett’s minister of highways and a man famous for the number of speeding
tickets that he accumulated while in office (hence his nickname, “Flying
Phil”). The signatories to the treaty—the U.S. president and the Canadian
prime minister—sit on either side of Premier Bennett in the back of the
limousine. LBJ and Pearson hang on for dear life while Bennett expansively outlines his future plans. The view of the treaty implicit in the cartoon—that is, Bennett in charge and expansively waxing on about future
plans—is deeply flawed. Bennett was far more a political opportunist than
he was a dynamic visionary. His willingness to cut a deal with the Kaiser
company for a dam on the Columbia in 1954 indicates just how limited his
vision of development was, to say nothing of his encouragement of Wenner-Gren’s plans in the North; his refusal to agree to the original terms
of the 1961 treaty was duplicitous; and as Charles Luce recalled, Bennett
tried to cut a deal with the BPA without the knowledge or consent of the
federal government.58
Not everyone was pleased with the treaty’s ratification. Popular media—newspapers, magazines, radio, and TV—had followed the story from
the mid-1950s, with much of the coverage questioning the benefits that the
treaty would bring to Canada. Many came to regard the treaty as a sellout
to American interests, a view reflecting the growing public concern over
the American presence in Canada. The report of the 1957 Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects catalogued the growing dominance
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of the Canadian economy by the United States, adding considerable weight
to such attitudes.59 Four years later—in 1961, the year that the Columbia
River Treaty was signed—anti-Americanism was palpable in Canada. For
example, when Harvard University Press published Hugh Aitken’s American Capital and Canadian Resources that year, it was noted on the book’s
dust jacket that “many Canadian industries are virtually controlled by the
United States. This fact . . . has led to considerable resentment in Canada.”60
A report commissioned by the Canadian and American governments, detailing “Principles for Partnership” between them, was greeted with outrage in Canada when it appeared in 1965.61 This was the context in which
Canadians examined the Columbia River Treaty.
Opposition to the treaty came from many quarters, although it was
nearly unanimous in the Kootenays. That region would feel its impact
most heavily, in the short as well as the long term, with the most obvious—
and controversial—result being the plan to flood the Arrow Valley. Richie
Deane, an electrical engineer first with West Kootenay Power and then
with Cominco, led a spirited attack against what would be the cause of this
flooding: the High Arrow dam. Deane presented a thoughtful critique to
the House of Commons’s External Affairs Committee when it considered
the final version of the treaty in the spring of 1964. Deane was only one of
the indignant witnesses who spoke at these perfunctory hearings, where
various concerned citizens registered their opposition to the treaty.62 By
that time, however, the negotiations were effectively over; the federal government was unwilling to alter the terms of a document that had been
so long in the making. Kootenay residents were left with no choice but
to live with the treaty’s consequences, even though their views had rarely been taken into account during the lengthy process that culminated in
the final agreement of 1964.63 Only the lone voice of Bert Herridge, the
region’s member of Parliament in the House of Commons, reminded the
federal government of the extent of local opposition to the treaty. Since the
creation of the Columbia Basin Trust, some of the financial benefits that
the province derived from the treaty are now being returned to the people
living in the region.64
•••
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In 1974, various participants in the negotiation of the Columbia River
Treaty spoke publicly about that experience at Simon Fraser University, as
part of an interdisciplinary course in Canadian-American relations. Their
presentations, noted the course’s coordinator, “were greeted [by students]
with a very mixed reception ranging from howls of derision to lavish
praise.”65 The following year, CBC Television broadcast a documentary on
the treaty, “The Reckoning.” Its partisan nationalist account also provoked
a passionate response, particularly from Hugh Keenleyside and Ray Williston, who threatened the CBC with legal proceedings.66 Since then, tensions have subsided and few remain interested in the treaty itself.67
Fifty years after the event, a triumphalist narrative has come to describe the treaty, seeing it as the best possible outcome and as benefitting
both countries—a moment when self-interest was set aside in the interest
of mutual benefit. In a similar vein, commemorative events held in 2009
around the centenary of the Boundary Waters Treaty characterized that
treaty and the work of the IJC as examples of the amicable relations and effective dispute resolutions that two good neighbours had developed.68 Science too has been coopted, reflected in the ongoing work of the IJC-sponsored Transboundary Hydrographic Data Harmonization Task Force.69
While the amicable relationship between Canada and the United States is
unquestionably a positive development, airbrushing some difficult questions from the historical account serves no useful purpose.
The signing of the treaty meant that other options were no longer
possible. Arguably the most significant such option was the creation of a
national electric grid within Canada, a key feature of the national development program articulated by the Diefenbaker government.70 As its advocates noted, sound reasons existed for establishing such a grid, although
the more limited goals of some provincial governments—notably British
Columbia—raised obstacles that ultimately ended any hope for such a national project.71 Indeed one could argue that the Columbia River Treaty
contributed to the erosion of the idea of a centralized state structure in
Canada. Ironically, the BC government began to advocate for a national
grid in February 2016, in part to justify its commitment to further hydroelectric development on the Peace River.
The treaty undermined the pursuit of economic development tied to
cheap power, such as that pursued in Quebec and Ontario with their public utilities. It was also at odds with the more general assumptions that
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informed the postwar province-building projects in Alberta and Saskatchewan.72 Such strategies took a more rational approach to the provincial
state and how best to promote its growth. Bennett’s plan of development,
by contrast, was simply to encourage dam construction. Apart from the
considerable environmental damage done to the Athabasca-Peace watershed and the impact of the Bennett Dam on First Nations in British Columbia and Alberta, Bennett’s two river policy achieved very little beyond
stimulating pulp mill construction in northeastern British Columbia.73
This was a far more modest achievement than the benefits Bennett had
claimed for the policy. By contrast, the treaty ensured that American industry in the Pacific Northwest would continue to receive cheap Columbia
River power.74
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PART THRE E

Challenging the Border:
Ecological Agents of Change

Openings

Border Ecologies in Boundary Waters
James W. Feldman

Borders mean different things in different places. Along the line that divides
the United States from Mexico, the border brings to mind armed patrols,
tunnels and fences, illegal immigration, and one of the thorniest modern
political issues. In the Quetico-Superior country—a 199-mile/320-kilometre stretch between the state of Minnesota and the province of Ontario,
the border means something else entirely: old-growth forests, world-class
fishing, and the northern lights; voyageurs and portages rather than coyotes and maquiladoras. While there are three formal border crossings and
customs stations along the line that divides the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area Wilderness (also known as the BWCA, a unit of the United States
Forest Service) in Minnesota from Quetico Provincial Park in Ontario, in
most places one could simply walk—or paddle—across the border. This region of pristine lakes and boreal forests contains a hydrological boundary
as well as an international one: the Laurentian Divide. Water north of the
divide flows into the Arctic Ocean; water to the south flows to the Atlantic.
At one point, the international border and the hydrological border overlap: the Height-of-Land portage, where modern-day canoe travellers carry
their gear eighty rods (1,320 feet/402 metres) between North and South
Lakes, straddling the border as they go. The occasional small metal obelisk
marks the location of the international border, while a weather-beaten sign
denotes the hydrological one.
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There is not, however, much of an ecological border here. The BWCA
includes 1,086,953 acres, while the Quetico contains 1,180,000 acres. The
two parks together create one of the largest protected areas in the eastern
half of North America. Both parks rest on top of the basalts and granites of the Canadian Shield—some of the oldest exposed rock formations
in the world, created in the heart of the Earth 2.7 billion years ago. The
rocky shorelines and sharp cliffs created by the ancient bedrock frame a
landscape of dense boreal forest and deep, cold lakes. The northern boreal forests, containing a community of pine, fir, aspen, maple, and spruce,
provide a home for a rich diversity of wildlife. Both parks include some
of the most significant remnant stands of old growth in the Great Lakes
Basin. The BWCA provided the last shelter in the continental United States
for grey wolves, although that population has now recovered and spread
to other Great Lakes states. The water quality along the border is so high
that many wilderness visitors to the BWCA and Quetico take their drinking water straight from the lakes, without boiling or filtering—a rarity in
North America and a sign of the ecological health of the region.
Elemental ecological forces such as wind, fire, and water pay no heed
to the international border, of course. Neither do more anthropogenic
(though still ecological) agents such as mercury or invasive species. And
yet the way that Canadians and Americans manage these ecological forces
must acknowledge the border. One contiguous ecosystem in two countries:
the perfect place to consider how ecological agents blur the lines on the
map and how the lines on the map often shape the environment—creating
unique border ecologies in the process. The two chapters in this section
reveal these complicated dynamics and border ecologies.
While the Quetico and the Boundary Waters together protect over two
million acres of a remarkably healthy and wild ecosystem, the human construct of the border still makes a significant difference. Patterns of visitor
use and impact in the two parks reveal the ecological and social impact
of the border. Over a quarter million people visit the BWCA each year,
making it the most heavily visited wilderness area in the United States.
To manage the large number of visitors, regulations require that campers
stay in designated campsites, each one findable on a map and equipped
with a fire grate and a primitive fibreglass latrine. Evidence of past use at
these sites is often quite extensive—log seating areas around the fire grate,
clearly defined tent pads, limited supplies of firewood, occasional trash in
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the fire pits. Across the border, however, the Quetico receives one-tenth of
the annual visitation of the Boundary Waters. Wilderness travellers find
their own spots to spend the night and may camp anywhere they choose.
Signs of visitor use are still present—the same places still get used—but the
impact of this use is far lighter than that south of the border.
The heavier use in the Boundary Waters has both social and ecological consequences. In short, the two places simply feel different. Activists,
scholars, and wilderness travellers have long struggled to define the “wilderness experience”: an alchemy of isolation, natural beauty, antimodernity, and ecological health. The BWCA is simply more crowded. A 2012 study
of visitor use patterns found that travellers encountered an average of 8.6
other groups per day, up from 4.1 and 4.2 in 1969 and 1991, respectively.
Trail crews maintain the portages—the trails between lakes—regularly in
the BWCA; portages in the Quetico are notoriously overgrown, hard to
find, and harder to cross. Most visitors perceive crowding as a serious social threat to wilderness values. The ecological impacts of high visitor use
in wilderness areas include vegetation trampling, the creation of pathways
for invasive species, and wildlife disturbance, among other issues. In the
BWCA, scholars have demonstrated a clear link between portage travel
and the spread of invasive species. Species of concern include plants (such
as purple loosestrife, oxeye daisy, and hawkweed) and animals (such as
earthworms and gypsy moths). Visitors carry seeds and insects in their
footwear and equipment, and the trampling along trails alters soil characteristics and damages native species, creating the conditions for exotic
species to gain a foothold in a region otherwise known for its ecological
health. The worms and insects, in particular, have the capacity to move
beyond the portage trails and dramatically alter forest composition.1
The differences between the BWCA and the Quetico derive from modern management decisions, but also from different histories of use and
industry. For nearly 150 years, the Boundary Waters area has been more
accessible and more influenced by industrial development. Rich deposits
of iron drew Euro-American settlers to northeastern Minnesota as early as
the 1870s. The town of Ely, Minnesota—the closest town to the BWCA—
grew into a rough-and-tumble mining town in the early twentieth century.
Intensive logging began in the area in the 1880s, as well, and continued
through the mid-twentieth century. The creation of Superior National
Forest brought federal administration to the area. The U.S. Forest Service
Openings : Border Ecologies in Boundary Waters
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designated parts of the forest as a roadless area in 1926—among the earliest
American steps toward wilderness management and a recognition of the
region’s growing recreational appeal. Although the Quetico had a similar
history of logging, it is much farther away from urban population centres
and has never had the same kind of recreational or industrial pressures.
The first road into the Quetico region was not built until 1954. The differential patterns of visitor use on opposite sides of the border today have a
deep historical precedent.2
In other ways, the human construct of the international border barely
matters. Consider, for example, the “Boundary Waters–Canadian Derecho” of 1999—also called the “Boundary Waters Blowdown.” On July 4,
a ferociously powerful windstorm gathered over the North American
Great Plains and began moving east. The term “derecho,” derived from the
Spanish word for straight, indicates straight-line winds as opposed to rotational ones. When the storm reached the boundary waters, winds blasting
at over one hundred miles per hour ripped through both the BWCA and
the Quetico, flattening trees over 500,000 acres in Minnesota and 288,000
acres in Ontario—an area more than five times greater than that affected
by the eruption of Mount St. Helens in 1980. The derecho knocked down
tens of millions of trees across both sides of the border, with some areas
losing virtually every single tree. Bluffs and high areas were particularly
hard hit; the more wind-resistant stands along the shores of the region’s
larger lakes fared slightly better. The derecho paid no attention to the international border. Indeed, after leaving canoe country, the storm proceeded through Ontario and Quebec before turning south toward Maine and
northern New England.3
The forest fires that followed the blowdown disregarded the border,
as well. The dead and drying trees in the area altered fire behaviour and
fire management planning. Fire suppression throughout the 1900s elevated
fuel loads on the forest floor; the trees felled by the blowdown added to the
problem, elevating the risk of particularly hot fires that could potentially
damage the region’s thin topsoil and retard forest regeneration. For the
first time ever in designated wilderness areas, American authorities conducted prescribed burns to help mitigate the risk of major conflagrations.
Fires of historic proportions have burned on both sides of the border in
the years since the 1999 derecho. The two largest fires in the region since
1918 both burned in the blowdown area: the Ham Lake Fire of 2007, which
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straddled the border and burned 76,000 acres, and the Pagami Creek Fire
of 2011, which burned over 100,000 acres inside the BWCA.4
Management response to the fires in the blowdown, however, has had
to acknowledge the border. Management authorities in Minnesota and
Ontario use a series of compacts and international agreements to coordinate fire management. The Great Lakes Forest Fire Compact includes the
fire management agencies of Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario,
and Manitoba. The compact allows the agencies to coordinate planning,
share personnel and equipment, and respond effectively to cross-border
fires. Other agreements detail procedures for border crossings during fire
emergencies and the management of air space over the border. A separate
border agreement between Minnesota, Ontario, and several American
federal agencies creates a “common border”—an area ten miles on either
side of the border—in which air and ground resources can be shared. The
necessities of fire management make the border into an instrument of cooperation rather than division. Following an ecological lead, fire management authorities acknowledge the border by blurring it.5
All of these issues—border ecologies, invasive species, blowdowns, fire
management—take on new meaning in light of the threats and challenges
posed by climate change. The Quetico-Superior country lies close to another border: the boundary between the conifer-dominated boreal biome
to the north and the deciduous forest biome to the south. Scholars forecasting the ecological impact of climate change have speculated that plant
communities will shift radically in response to changing rainfall and temperature patterns. This might be particularly true for the Quetico-Superior
region, where, some scholars have noted, the vegetation “is particularly
sensitive to climate change, with little inertia.”6 This might mean a shift
to a grassland/savannah ecosystem or temperate hardwood forest and an
end to the ecological conditions that currently define the region. Climate
change raises all sorts of complicated questions about causality, turning
upside down long-held notions of just what kinds of ecological change are
“natural” and which are anthropogenic. Might the 1999 derecho, for example, have had its origins in new weather patterns influenced by rising
levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere? Border ecologies—changing
ecosystems and changing social systems embedded within each other, all
buffeted by a changing climate—provide the context for the two chapters
in this section.
Openings : Border Ecologies in Boundary Waters
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The environmental historian Joseph Taylor powerfully explores these
contested border ecologies in his chapter, “Lines That Don’t Divide: Telling
Tales about Animals, Chemicals, and People in the Salish Sea.” He traces
the emergence of a new biocultural region—the Salish Sea—located in the
coastal networks and ecosystems between British Columbia and Washington. Chemicals flowing into the water on both sides of the border have altered natural and human communities, in the process creating a place with
new social and ecological characteristics. The tendency of mercury, PCBs,
and other persistent organic pollutants to bioaccumulate has reshaped the
bodies of both fish and human residents of the region. Cultural practices
and social divides have pushed the hazards associated with these pollutants toward some groups and away from others, in ways that often follow
preexisting sociopolitical lines. Taylor reveals the “contingent significance
of borders”—the borders between countries, between social groups, and
between humans and nature.
In “Resiliency and Collapse: Lake Trout, Sea Lamprey, and Fisheries Management in Lake Superior,” the environmental historian Nancy
Langston explores the complexities of a single case study in border ecology: the collapse and recovery of the Lake Superior lake trout fishery. For
years, fisheries managers have blamed the invasive sea lamprey for the collapse of the fishery. The lamprey made an easy target; the voracious and
invasive parasite travelled up the St. Lawrence River, latched onto the sides
of juvenile and adult trout, and sucked out their insides. And yet, Langston
shows, the story was never this simple. Lake trout proved remarkably
resilient for nearly 150 years, weathering “multiple stressors at multiple
scales”: changing land-use patterns (deforestation and agricultural development); intensifying pressure from a commercial fishery that grew more
mechanized and market-based; paper mills that treated Lake Superior as a
dumping ground for industrial byproducts. Determining the cause of the
lake trout collapse means reconciling all of these factors, none of which remained constant. The border confounded many of these variables as well,
precluding an effective management response. Regulations on fishing and
chemical dumping varied from state to state and country to country; so
did the intensity of logging and land-use change. It is the special task of
environmental historians, Langston suggests, to piece together these constantly changing variables into a plausible narrative, one that explains why
trout “were resilient for so long—until suddenly they weren’t.”
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The environmental historian Paul Sutter recently challenged the field
to explore more deeply the implications and origins of what he labels “hybridity”: the recognition of the complex interconnections between nature
and culture that shape the material world. The exploration of this concept
has come to define the modern field of environmental history. Borders
of all kinds—be they ecological, political, social, international—provide
perfect places to study the past and future of hybrid landscapes. If, as Sutter suggests, “all environments are hybrid,” then border environments
are especially so.7 Both Taylor and Langston add to our understanding
of hybridity along the border—Taylor by documenting the creation of a
new and hybrid space from several different pasts and environments, and
Langston by exploring the many different social and ecological causes necessary to understand a single episode of the environmental past. Taylor
and Langston together demonstrate that the most consistent variable in
border ecologies is change itself. Ecosystems shift and move in response
to both natural and anthropocentric forces; the human systems built upon
and embedded within those ecosystems struggle to catch up. The borders
themselves serve as agents of division in some times and places, and agents
of cooperation in others. In all cases, the meaning of the border—and of
border ecologies—constantly evolves.
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Lines That Don’t Divide: Telling
Tales about Animals, Chemicals,
and People in the Salish Sea

Joseph E. Taylor III
Chucho. Bird flying south: you think he sees that line? Rattlesnake, javelin—whatever you got—halfway across that line
they don’t start thinking different. So why should a man?
—Lone Star (1996)
We border our worlds to establish order—my side of the room, your side of
the backseat, our province, your country—but boundary making is never
a simple exercise. Among the many brilliant things about John Sayles’s film
Lone Star is its deft exposure of the psychic and material porosity of the
lines we draw. Chucho’s speech reminds us that nature has its own geographies, from the dust and mould that spread relentlessly from my bunkmate’s side of the dorm to the exotic species that vex environmental managers around the world. Nature reveals the limits of our spatial projects.
In fact, the more we try to keep each other at bay, the more nature draws
us together. Conservative Montana farmers built fences to demarcate
their private property, but rolling tumbleweeds forced them to establish
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socialistic “weed districts” and coerce collective responses to keep their
fields clean. Similarly, every nation subjects immigrants to health examinations to keep out the sick, but the mutability of pathogens also compels
every nation to collaborate in a global disease-tracking system. We try
to separate yours from mine to keep out that which is unwanted, but the
only constant is transgression, from the 1832 cholera epidemic that swept
the globe to the Fukushima-Daiichi-radiated bluefin tuna that arrived off
California less than a year after the 2011 Tōhoku tsunami. Neither our national borders nor our cultural containers succeed very well at containing
nature’s dynamism.1
The globalized economy exposes daily the problematic nature of
modern borders. Planes and ships carry cargo from every corner of the
planet—everything from Afghani-raised poppies to Zimbabwean-mined
platinum—to a world of eager consumers. Most of this is intended freight,
but there are always stowaways ranging from migrant labourers to insects
and pathogens, that are less welcome yet ubiquitous. Our insatiable appetites have so accelerated species transfers that North America now hosts a
remarkably cosmopolitan ecology. The tales we tell about such invasions
are telling. When we discuss starlings and kudzu, we tend to dwell on human agency, even if only to illustrate the limits of customs agents. Nature
is a tag-along companion, the undocumented alien slipping in off-manifest
in bilges, bodies, and holds. Just in 2012, Pacific Northwesterners learned
about infectious salmon anemia spreading from farmed to wild salmon,
whooping cough spreading from British Columbia to Washington and Oregon, and debris from tsunami-plagued Japan washing onto North American beaches from Alaska to California. Nature matters in these tales, but
it resembles Dr. Frankenstein’s monster: a horrifyingly unnatural beast
unleashed by human caprice.2
Although this plot can unnerve, it is familiar and reliable, even comfortable, because the moral of the story is always that somebody behaved
badly. But how do we narrate when nature takes the lead, when humans are
merely supporting players and the most disturbing monsters are largely a
consequence of natural processes? Hollywood offers a few such tales. In the
movie Contagion, for example, pathogenic mutations unleash a super-virulent influenza epidemic that rapidly outpaces humans to devastate the
world. The camera dwells on individual experiences, but biological processes drive this viral plot. Life history, bioaccumulation, and migration
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similarly frame movies such as Andromeda Strain, Minamata, and World
War Z. Like the Frankensteinian narrative, these nature-propelled dramas
illustrate the contingent significance of borders. Social spaces matter, but
their meanings shift when nature crosses a line. In the case of Contagion
and World War Z, human borders not only fail to keep citizens safe; they
actually stymie the state’s ability to comprehend natural threats. In such
cases the only rational form of boundary making is individual quarantine.
Characters literally wall themselves off from the rest of humanity, yet the
underlying, almost too-subtle lesson is that isolation is impossible.3
This applies equally to the lines we draw between ourselves and nature.
Although in the late nineteenth century the germ theory of disease led
medical professionals to reimagine human bodies as separate ecosystems,
the hermetic body never fully displaced the older view of bodily health
as entwined with its environments. Twentieth-century researchers such as
Macfarlane Burnet and Rene Dubos drew links between parasites, disease,
and ecology, while environmental advocates such as Rachel Carson, Lois
Gibbs, and Sandra Steingraber highlighted the linkages between chemicals, morbidity, and extinction. Clusters of rare cancers, birth defects,
and chronic diseases kept epidemiologists focused on the role of place in
human health. Horrors such as HIV and Ebola made most of the world
more conscious of how zoonosis has shaped human history. Every major
epidemic from Justinian’s Plague to smallpox, measles, anthrax, yellow fever, the Spanish flu, and West Nile virus began when a pathogen jumped
from an animal to us. The demarcations between humans, other species,
and the environment seem less and less clear. One particularly instructive
way to trace this blurred reality is via the ecology of chemicals along the
northwestern edge of North America.4
The waterscape abutting southwestern British Columbia and northwestern Washington State was once known as the Puget Sound, Strait of
Juan de Fuca, or Strait of Georgia (Figure 1). Now it is called the Salish Sea,
a vast inland sea studded with rocky islands, complex currents, charismatic fauna, spectacular scenery, and very large cities. In most ways the Salish
Sea is a seamless ecology teeming with life, yet as Emma S. Norman and
Alice Cohen illustrate elsewhere in this volume, it has always lapped up
against a complicated social geography. Native peoples dominated the region for millennia. Most groups spoke dialects of the Salish language, and
all relied primarily on marine and riverine resources, especially the Pacific
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7.1 Salish Sea basin. The “Salish Sea” is the official geographical term now applied
to a waterscape whose individual components are also called the Strait of Georgia,
Strait of Juan de Fuca, and Puget Sound. Map by author.
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salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) and whales that plied these waters. Residents
interacted both peacefully, via marriage and trade, and violently, through
war and slave raiding, but sovereignty rarely reached beyond the village.
Europeans overlaid but did not erase this fractured world. Even during
the hegemony of the Hudson’s Bay Company in the 1820s and 1830s, or
after Great Britain and the United States formally divided the continent
at the 49th parallel in 1846, Aboriginal seasonal movements continued to
bare the porosity of corporate and state space. No single sovereign has ever
ruled the Salish Sea, and British Columbia’s ongoing land claims process
with First Nations groups in the province reminds us that the modern state
has not yet perfected its title to the region.5
This social dynamism depended heavily upon a setting of ecological
continuity, but food chains became ever less reliable over the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. The Salish Sea had never been a pristine wilderness. Indigenous peoples harvested vast amounts of nature for millennia,
but with little change to the sea’s ecology or chemistry. Nineteenth-century
farmers, fishers, loggers, and miners accelerated the rate of extraction, especially by denuding forests, silting spawning beds, and blocking streams.
Lumber mills, tanneries, and coal mines dumped their wastes into rivers
and bays in a giant circle from Port Townsend to Olympia, Seattle, New
Westminster, Powell River, Campbell River, Courtenay, Ladysmith, and
Victoria. Sawdust leachates altered water chemistry and, in large depositions, absorbed all the suspended oxygen, while tannins toxified the water.
Still, resettlement’s ecological impact on the sea was slight until the end
of the century, when industrialization and urbanization transformed the
Salish Sea ecosystem in ways similar to what Nancy Langston describes
for Lake Superior in the next chapter. In the 1880s, railroads solidified the
line between water and land by filling marshes, tidal flats, and river banks
with rock and dirt. Towns expanded the hardscape with ports, levees, and
pavement. Population growth and industrial development substantially
deepened the ecological impact. Every urban centre poured raw sewage
into the sea. Petroleum facilities on Burrard Inlet in 1908 and in Seattle
in 1911 disposed wastes similarly, as did ships, shipyards, and steel mills.
By 1930 the Salish Sea had suffered significant habitat loss and diminished
oxygen content. The main contributors then intensified with World War II
and the Cold War.6
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The distinguishing ecological theme of the twentieth century was not
simply the Salish Sea’s increasingly polluted state but the changing nature
of the things flushed into it. Petroleum- and electrical-based energy used
an array of new chemicals that refineries routinely dumped into the sea,
including benzene, toluene, and xylene. The widespread practice of burning domestic and industrial wastes released mercury into the air. Pulp and
paper mills poured chlorine and heavy metals into the water. Electrical
transformers leaked PCB-laden coolants in the Puyallup, Duwamish,
Snohomish, and Fraser Rivers and Burrard Inlet. From the 1930s to the
1970s all these chemicals—plus PCDDs, PCDFs, PVCs, and an array of
organochlorines such as DDT and 2,4-D—entered the ecosystem in ever
increasing amounts. A key period in the watershed was the early 1970s,
when federal, state, and provincial regulatory agencies began to rein in
pollution. Halting the production and distribution of toxins was a critical
turning point, but the chemicals were not easily erased. All would continue
to seep into and remain in the sea for decades. The sediment became a kind
of safety deposit box of horrors. Moreover, even as the production and release of some compounds abated, new flame-retardant PBDEs, introduced
during the 1970s as part of consumer safety legislation, entered the sea in
ever increasing amounts through the air and water. Researchers also discovered a much vaster category of unregulated “nonpoint source pollution”
as chemicals washed into the sea from urban streets, suburban yards, and
rural farms. Most chemicals had structures and modes of action similar to
dioxin—a particularly awful carcinogen—and their resilience to decay led
all to be dubbed “persistent organic pollutants.”7
To this point the narrative resembles the Frankenstein plot. In our
heedless pursuit of progress, humans have unleashed new, sometimes
frightening, forms of nature, fouling nests and wreaking unintended
consequences. The plot is so familiar—especially because of those 1950s
sci-fi flicks featuring ants and blobs—that we can ignore the details and
still accurately predict the outcome: giant women, toxic avengers, Ninja
Turtles, and the residents of Hinkley, California, whom Erin Brockovich
rescued. We focus on the human victims, but some of the things that were
flushed down the toilet—birth control pills, steroids, and other artificial
hormones with endocrine-disrupting properties—mutated the sea itself.
Biologists have begun to detect broad changes in water chemistry. During
winter holidays the sea around sewer outfalls tastes more like vanilla and
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cinnamon, and the entire Pacific is more caffeinated these days. Salmon
farms transmit epizootics and heavy metals to wild fish. Similar to the
effect that Langston describes for trifluoromethyl-4-nitrophenol on larval
lampreys in Lake Superior, the endocrine-disrupting properties of PCBs
and mercury may have changed reproductive rates and sex ratios in bottom fish in heavily industrialized areas such as the Duwamish River and
Hylebos Waterway. Make no mistake: there be monsters here, but this narrative is more complex and devastating than Godzilla redux.8
What makes the Salish Sea’s chemical history so disturbing is that its
environmental processes were utterly natural. Ecosystems are the sum of
acts of production and consumption. Sunlight is the foundation of nutrient
flows, and food chains are how they cycle. This is life, pure and simple,
but the effect on the sea was anything but simple or pure. When chlorine,
mercury, PCBs, and PBDEs settled into sediments, microphytes and algae broke down and absorbed these chemicals. This began many cycles of
uptake. Anaerobic organisms in the sediment transformed mercury into
methylmercury, a more toxic form of the element easier for other organisms to absorb. Those microorganisms were in turn consumed by plankton
floating in the current, which were eaten by small fish and shellfish. At each
step predators became prey. Smaller-bodied species fed larger, higher-trophic species such as bottom fish, maturing salmon, and marine mammals,
while decomposers recycled nutrients and persistent organic pollutants
at every level of the ecosystem. Most of the pollutants had anthropogenic origins, but their journey through the Salish Sea was utterly natural,
as was the tendency for larger-bodied, longer-lived species to metabolize
them—called “bioaccumulation” or “biomagnification”—in ever greater
concentrations than smaller-bodied, shorter-lived species. The same process that coloured the flesh of salmon by consuming carotene-laden krill
and shrimp, and made longer-lived, fattier chinooks (O. tshawytscha) and
sockeyes (O. nerka) redder than shorter-lived, leaner pinks (O. gorbuscha)
and chums (O. keta), also turned these high-trophic predators into toxic-waste sites.9
By the early 2000s, wildlife biologists had a fairly clear picture of what
bioaccumulation was doing at the top of the Salish Sea food chains. It was
not a pretty sight. Adult chinook bore significant loads of PCBs and PBDEs
back to spawning grounds and hatcheries, and persistent organic pollutants accumulated in the blubber and hair of Steller sea lions and harbour
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seals at even higher levels. Organochlorines were linked to cancer rates in
California sea lions in British Columbia. Resident killer whales “exceeded
the health-effects threshold for PCBs in blubber and, most notably, the four
juvenile whales exceeded the threshold by factors of 2-3.6.” The impact on
juvenile orcas was particularly devastating. Lactating orcas were managing
to lower their toxic levels by transferring pollutants to their calves through
maternal milk. Although researchers focused on those apex species most
likely to harbour pollutants in high concentrations, they knew this was a
systemic problem that affected every link in the sea’s many food chains.
And just as the ecosystem did not stop at the 49th parallel, neither did it
stop at the water’s edge. Biologists traced additional chemical pathways to
surf scoters grazing in the nearshore environs of the Salish Sea, to grizzly bears eating adult salmon and excreting the nutrients and pollutants
across the forest, and to American dippers feeding on the spawned-out
carcasses of salmon in the upper Fraser River basin.10
Humans were ultimately linked to both ends of these food chains.
Salmon eaters were made aware of their connectedness to the sea through
a pair of scientific studies in 2004 that documented high concentrations
of PCBs and PBDEs in farmed salmon. As in other tales of bioaccumulation, this was about toxins naturally concentrating as they moved up the
trophic ladder. The researchers noted that farmed salmon, because they
were fed processed bottom fish, functionally ate at a higher trophic level
than wild salmon, which preyed on smaller-bodied fish. From an ecological perspective, there was little surprise in finding that farmed-salmon
flesh contained higher concentrations of PCBs and PBDEs than did that of
wild salmon, but there was a surprise: the single highest PBDE score came
from a wild salmon (Figure 2). The data point seemed anomalous until
researchers learned that it came from a large-bodied, long-lived chinook
whose subpopulation matures in the Salish Sea; unlike most wild salmon,
which spend the ocean part of their lives far out in the Pacific, these chinooks remain locavores and pay a price.11
The research on PCBs and PBDEs also illustrates how humans inhabit
the highest trophic level in the Salish Sea’s persistent organic pollutant ecosystem. Every human bioaccumulates, but we do not all consume toxins
equally. Although most Salish Sea residents eat salmon, they do not all
eat the same species of salmon. Wealthy residents consume fresh sockeye
and chinook shipped from the nonindustrialized, far less toxic Skeena,
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7.2 PBDEs in salmon. In 2004, researchers published studies on the
bioaccumulation rates of persistent organic pollutants in farmed and wild salmon.
The above graph illustrates PBDE accumulation, with wild salmon (black bars)
mostly scoring at the low end. The higher uptake values among wholesale- and
supermarket-supplied farmed salmon (grey and white bars respectively) was
unsurprising, but the two exceptions involving Pacific Northwest runs, especially
the BC chinook at the far left-hand edge of the graph, underscored the polluted
state of Northwest waters. Reproduced with permission of Ronald A. Hites and
American Chemical Society.

Copper, and Bristol Bay watersheds. Middling Northwesterners tend to
dine on coho and chinook caught by local trollers and anglers or on Atlantic and steelhead salmon farmed in Washington and British Columbia.
The poor eat pink and chum canned in northern British Columbia and
western Alaska or bottom fish and crab harvested from urban piers. Thus,
the middle class and poor most often consume local nature, and the poor
eat more local fish per capita than any other segment of society. This is not
a good thing. Bioaccumulation operates the same way in humans as it does
in birds, fish, pinnipeds, and cetaceans. Toxins accrete in adipose tissues,
especially the buttocks and breasts, and females can pass concentrated
doses of these chemicals to nursing infants. Mammalian babies, it turns
out, are the apex consumers of the Salish Sea’s toxic ecology. The biological
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mechanisms that led nursing juvenile orcas to have above-average levels of
toxins are the same ones that place poor kids in Seattle—whose mothers
consume high amounts of locally caught fish—at a higher risk for toxic
contamination and cognitive delays. In this respect, the Salish Sea differs
little from other heavily industrialized environments such as Lake Superior, New York’s East River, Baden-Württemberg in Germany, and Zhejiang
in China, but at this point even places like Arctic Canada suffer from persistent organic pollutants.12
Because toxic ecologies exist pretty much everywhere, so do their environmental and social consequences. The intellectual and geopolitical
borders that run through the Salish Sea offer a rare opportunity to consider the physical and cultural obstacles that thwart our ability to think
ecologically. The sea that captures modern imaginations is decidedly not
the world that Aboriginal peoples inhabited two centuries ago, yet its
timeless beauty and bounty are why people continue to invoke regional
identities that ignore the 49th parallel. Although the imperialistic ambitions of the Hudson’s Bay Company and American jingoists lost favour,
environmentalists and entrepreneurs suggested transnational spaces that
were, each in its own way, as imperialistic and blinkered. In 1975, Ernest
Callenbach’s Ecotopia included the Salish Sea in an imagined nation that
would encompass the entire northern Pacific coast. Underlying his fantasy,
and repeated even more expansively in Joel Garreau’s The Nine Nations of
North America (1981) and Colin Woodard’s American Nations (2011), is a
belief that local nature nurtures unique environmental sensitivity. The Salish Sea’s history of persistent organic pollutants complicates such claims,
but it has not stopped Washington and British Columbia entrepreneurs
from asserting their own kindredness with nature and each other in the
“Cascadia” campaign that claims the Pacific Northwest is a natural bioregion and economy that is artificially divided by two nation states. In the
words of a Canadian booster, Cascadia “is a spectacular array of natural
and built environments, with wilderness coexisting in relative harmony
with sophisticated urban centres.”13
The coinage of “Salish Sea” is thus the latest in a long genealogy of
regionalisms. First proposed in the late 1980s by Bert Webber, a Canadian-born marine biologist who spent his professional career at Western
Washington University, “Salish Sea” slowly grew more popular among activists, artists, bureaucrats, and scientists. By early 2010, state, provincial,
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and federal geographical naming boards had approved the term. Like previous ideas, “Salish Sea” conflates nature and culture too tidily. In honouring
the Salishan-speaking people who had long resided around the edges of the
sea, Webber memorialized the dominant language but homogenized the
region’s fractured political and linguistic geography, which included many
independent groups, ten distinct dialects, and three Wakashan-speaking
peoples (Kwakwaka’wakw, Nuu-chah-nulth, and Makah) who were effectively defined out of the modern “Salish Sea.” Webber hoped his neologism might even erase memory of the old Georgia Strait, Puget Sound,
and Strait of Juan de Fuca. His aim was “to restore the damaged waters by
raising awareness that this is one shared ecosystem spanning the border
between Canada and the United States.” This was probably the most radical element of Webber’s agenda, and a marked departure from previous
coinages, both because it lacked an entrepreneurial edge and because it
gained official sanction. Nevertheless, some reactions to the new name revealed that the most formidable obstacles to ecosystemic management are
not the geopolitical lines on maps but the boundaries inside people’s heads.
One Canadian academic readily lumped “Salish Sea” together with “Cascadia” as another act of American “cultural imperialism,” ignoring both
Webber’s Canadian nativity and the BC business community’s support
of the Cascadia campaign. The critic bristled, “It’s just another one of the
American efforts to erase the border. . . . It’s a silly idea. We have beautiful
[geographical] names.” One is tempted to add, “and really ugly sediment
chemistry,” but as historian Carl Abbott observes, the international border
has indeed grown less porous over the course of the twentieth century.14
The “Salish Sea” is thus less a resurrection of ancient geography than a
thoroughly modern construct, yet the sea’s environmental past is the single
most important reason for embracing the new label, provided, of course,
that the messiness of the past informs residents’ understanding of the present ecosystem. This is not a given. Environmentalists who care about this
waterscape, for example, like to wax poetic about the beauty of the sea and
its magnificent breaching whales and salmon runs. These are charismatic environmental emblems, mythic both in their place in regional culture
and in their historical emptiness. They capture the imagination, but they
are rather timeless in a bad way. Only by moving past the superficiality of
this imagery can residents grasp the ecosystemic implications. They must
drill down to the blubber and fat, linger on the ickiness of their chemical
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compositions, to see how biology and chemistry link sea to land and fish
to mammals and birds in historically contingent ways. Only then will residents develop the sort of holistic vision of humans and nature necessary to
comprehend the true extent of the Salish Sea’s persistent organic pollutant
ecoystem. Historically grounded perspectives of the Salish Sea are imperative. Some local environmentalists promote locavorism—the ideal of eating locally to minimize the carbon footprint of consumption—but they
seem unaware that the urban poor have long consumed local nature, and
that this has not been good for them. Persistent organic pollutants no longer affect just the poor, however. Toxic fish are actually a remarkably democratic problem. Research has detected growing amounts of heavy metals
in salmon that spawn in remote Alaska lakes. Thus, even well-educated
consumers who avoid toxins by frequenting upscale stores and restaurants
unwittingly eat tainted fish. DNA testing has also revealed that many vendors mislabel fish products, and the environmental labelling programs of
the Marine Stewardship Council, Blue Ocean Institute, and Monterey Bay
Aquarium are less than fully reliable.15
Such shortcomings may be a good thing. If fewer Salish Sea residents
regard upscale consumption as an ecological refuge, perhaps more of them
will work to make the sea an ecology that they, or at least their children and
grandchildren, can consume without fear. Right now the sea is studded
with signs along urban shores warning residents not to consume locally
(see Figure 3). The signs offer several key lessons. First, usually written in
multiple languages to inform the sea’s many immigrants, the signs underscore the socioeconomy of locavorism. It is ultimately the poor and marginalized who most regularly consume the sea. Second, the signs remind
us of the devastating effects of locavorism. Dangers range from immediate
poisoning to delayed cancers to inherited birth defects. The poor and marginalized run a higher risk of suffering these fates, but society as a whole
pays in the form of higher costs for medical, educational, and social services. Third, the signs reveal an uneven geography of concern. Even though
the Georgia Strait’s history of persistent organic pollutants mirrors that of
the Puget Sound, and even though poor immigrant and First Nations fishers rely heavily on those polluted waters, the British Columbia government
has been slower to erect warning signs. Finally, the signs reveal the limits
of conceptualizing environmental and social problems. The public and
media lean on predictable metaphors. They liken environmental monsters
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7.3 Warning sign, 2015. The chemical legacy of 150 years of industrialization
emerges in signs alerting residents not to eat fish from the Salish Sea. The above
warning, posted at a popular park on the lower Duwamish River, is given in nine
languages: English, Spanish, Korean, Chinese, Vietnamese, Russian, Laotian,
Cambodian, and Somali. There is a marked difference between the United States
and Canada in the frequency of these warnings. Photo by Matthew W. Klingle.
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to Frankenstein, and victims to H.G. Wells’s Morlocks, but the biological
and ecological processes that cycle persistent organic pollutants through
the Salish Sea and back to us are more subtle and complex than the monster and mutant tales can convey.16
The Salish Sea’s toxic ecosystem reveals how easily and thoroughly
nature transgresses governmental and cultural borders. Geopolitically,
an increasing number of governments claim the sea as if it can be parsed
into American, Canadian, and tribal space, while corporations and environmental groups regularly cross international boundaries to shape
environmental policies. Norman and Cohen argue in chapter 2 that this
fragmentation opens possibilities for a broader array of voices to shape
environmental management, but those voices are not all equal. Moreover,
adding more will not necessarily make management more responsive.
The sea is a transnational space. Its sovereignty, though, is still exercised
through territoriality—and governments, all governments, jealously guard
their powers. The Salish Sea is thus, as always, a seamless ecology deeply
fractured by an ever growing array of social and political geographies that
might actually make regulatory coordination more difficult. The nature of
this place also poses challenges to its intellectual boundaries. Environmental scientists, even when they seek “an integrated analysis of the marine
social-ecological system,” still speak of “natural and human drivers” as
though these can be teased apart. The persistent organic pollutant ecology of salmon, seals, and people plays havoc with such distinctions. The
United States and Canada, Nature and Culture; the Salish Sea merges our
comfortable antonyms in a world of hybrids that cannot and ought not be
segregated. Heavy metals and chemicals course through orca and human
bodies via the same natural processes. To separate the natural from the
cultural in apex predators, or any other species, does violence to the tangle
of social and ecological systems that link species and countries. This is a
messy world, one requiring messy explanations. Its human residents, and
indeed all humans, will do better by nature and themselves to acknowledge the limits of the lines they draw. Intellectual and political borders get
in the way of understanding. As Chucho says in Lone Star, no other animal
thinks differently when it crosses our lines. Neither do persistent organic
pollutants. Why should we?17
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Resiliency and Collapse: Lake
Trout, Sea Lamprey, and Fisheries
Management in Lake Superior

Nancy Langston
Just as quick as they began to clear the country up the fish began to disappear.
—John Barret Van Vlack, Georgian Bay fisher, 18941
Lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush)—voracious predators at the top of Great
Lakes food chains—sustained a tribal and commercial fishery in Lake Superior for centuries. Even after other fish populations crashed under commercial fishing pressure, pollution, and habitat loss, lake trout appeared
surprisingly resilient. But in the mid-twentieth century, their populations
fell off the edge of a cliff (see Figure 1). In 1944, the commercial catch of
lake trout in Wisconsin alone totalled more than six million pounds; a
decade later, only a few fish were caught, and by 1956, lake trout had vanished from most of the Great Lakes. Having been top predators, the loss
of lake trout had rippling effects. Populations of rough fish such as alewives and smelt exploded when their predators vanished, and zooplankton
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8.1 Lean lake trout harvests, 1920–1980. Data courtesy of R.E. Hecky et al., Global
Great Lakes.

populations dropped sharply.2 When commercial and tribal fisheries shut
down, leaving local economies with little to support them, the social effects
were devastating.
Why did lake trout crash so suddenly? For decades, fisheries biologists
have placed most of the blame on the sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus),
which the U.S. Geological Survey calls “a marine invader from the Atlantic
Ocean” that “quickly devastated the fish communities of the Great Lakes.”3
The historical narrative offered by fisheries biologists is that sea lamprey
invaded the upper Great Lakes after modifications to the Welland Canal
allowed marine organisms to make their way upstream past Niagara Falls.
Sea lampreys sucked the fluids from lake trout, soon devastating their populations. Eventually, chemists and fisheries biologists managed to restore
lake trout with the help of TFM, a synthetic chemical that kills developing
lampreys without hurting too many young lake trout.4
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This story has satisfied many folks, perhaps because it essentially takes
the blame off people. Yes, people did modify the Welland Canal in this
story and open the Pandora’s box of invasive species. But they did not intend to do this, and anyway, scientists saved the day. The problem is that
the evidence supporting this story is equivocal at best. Sea lampreys did
indeed parasitize a lot of lake trout, but it is not clear that the sea lamprey
really were non-native invaders that snuck into the upper Great Lakes and
then wiped out their hosts. Nor is it clear that lake trout would have been
fine if only the sea lamprey had not shown up. Intensive harvests, toxic
chemicals, and loss of habitat had already stressed fish populations in the
Great Lakes before the lamprey invaded. Most frustrating for the sea lamprey hypothesis, controlling sea lamprey populations has failed to restore
breeding populations of lake trout in most of the Great Lakes. This chapter
argues that while sea lamprey were an important factor in the collapse of
lake trout populations, focusing on them alone ignores the larger context
of ecological change and restoration in the Great Lakes.

Lake Trout
Lake trout, a huge freshwater char, were once present in enormous populations within the Great Lakes. Slow growing, they typically become sexually
mature at seven to ten years of age, making their populations vulnerable
to overfishing. In the Lake Superior basin, biologists identify two different
subspecies of lake trout—the lean lake trout and the siscowet lake trout—
and two additional varieties (humpers and hybrids). Both varieties are
fond of eating other fish, particularly whitefish. This puts them near the
top of the food chain in Lake Superior, making them vulnerable to chemical bioaccumulation. Toxic chemicals found at very low levels in water
become concentrated by orders of magnitude as they make their way up
food chains.
Historically, siscowet lake trout made up most of the lake trout biomass in Lake Superior. Siscowet prefer very cold, very deep water; they
live their entire lives in waters colder than 4°C, and as adults, they spend
much of their lives at depths greater than 150 metres. Their fat content is
extremely high—from 30 percent to 90 percent by weight—which means
they are well adapted for the coldest depths of Lake Superior.5 Lean lake
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trout have much lower fat content than the siscowet and tend to be smaller,
live shorter lives, and spawn in shallower waters.
Early records note that, like whitefish and coaster brook trout, lean
lake trout and siscowet could spawn in rivers (siscowet also spawned on
offshore reefs). Unlike coaster brook trout, whose populations declined after logging and dam-building reduced their access to good stream spawning habitat, lake trout populations were resilient enough to adapt to the loss
of tributary spawning habitat.6 Lean lake trout spawned in shallow, nearshore habitat less than thirty metres deep, preferring spawning reefs that
were washed clean of sediments by flowing lake currents. Both lean and
siscowet subspecies returned to spawn at the place where they were born.

Lake Superior Overview
Lake Superior lies at the head of the Great Lakes Basin, which contains
about 21 percent of all the fresh surface water on the planet (Figure 2).
Water from the Great Lakes provided power, transportation, and a convenient sewer for late-nineteenth-century industrialization.7 While few of
those factories or cities were located in the Lake Superior portion of the
basin, the effects of local pollution discharges were intensified by the fact
that in Lake Superior, only about 0.5 percent of the lake’s water turns over
each year. A drop of water that enters Lake Superior takes, on average, 191
years to leave the lake.8
Lake Superior is a big, deep lake. Its surface area is the largest of any
freshwater lake in the world: 82,103 square kilometres—which, Wikipedia
helpfully tells us, is approximately the size of South Carolina. At its deepest, the lake is 406 metres deep with an average depth of 147 metres. For
comparison, Lake Erie, the shallowest Great Lake, averages only 19 metres
deep.9 Lake Superior is big enough to swallow all the other Great Lakes,
with room left over for three additional Lake Eries. Put another way, there
is enough water in Lake Superior to cover all of North and South America
in a foot of water. The Canadian Shield’s thin soils and high resistance
of rocks to weathering helps Lake Superior to remain clear, biologically
unproductive, and slow to accumulate sediments.10
Lake Superior is also very cold, with an average annual temperature
of 4°C (39°F). Cold waters shape its ecology in profound ways. Like a few
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8.2 Lake Superior basin. Map by Jason Glatz.

other cold, deep lakes, Lake Superior is ultra-oligotrophic, meaning that it
is quite low in productivity (i.e., aquatic plant and algae production) and
high in dissolved oxygen. In the summer, surface temperatures rise while
temperatures below 200 metres remain at 4°C, and this variation in temperature stratifies the lake into three distinct layers: the epilimnion (the
uppermost, warmest layer); the metalimnion or thermocline (the middle
layer, which may change depth during the day); and the hypolimnion (the
deepest, coldest layer). Twice each year the water column reaches a uniform temperature from top to bottom and the waters mix.11
In most lakes, fish rarely use the hypolimnion, because when organic
matter decays, oxygen gets depleted down in the deepest layers of the lakes.
However, in large, oligotrophic, stratified lakes such as Lake Superior, low
nutrient levels mean that populations of algae (and the animals that feed
on them) remain low, so the water remains clear and dissolved oxygen
levels remain high all the way down to the bottom. Lake Superior’s coldness and lack of productivity means that siscowet lake trout, which need
substantial concentrations of oxygen, can thrive in the hypolimnion, so
deep that fishermen find it hard to reach them, giving the fish a measure
8 | Resiliency and Collapse
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of resiliency even when fishing pressures are quite high. But the particular ecological conditions that make Lake Superior excellent habitat for
lake trout—cold, clear, and clean—also make it vulnerable to tipping over
thresholds of sudden environmental change, such as a warming climate.
If conditions warm, lake levels decrease, or nutrient levels increase, the
hypolimnion may become depleted of oxygen, depriving cold-water fish of
necessary habitat. Lake trout fisheries are therefore sensitive to anything
that increases temperature or inputs of organic matter.12
Considering its enormous surface area, the lake’s watershed is relatively
small, which has historically helped minimize the contaminants that wash
off the land into the water. But fewer sources of contaminants from the
watershed have not always meant better water quality for fish, for two main
reasons. First, the long retention time of Lake Superior means that a drop
of water (and an associated contaminant) that enters the lake may remain
there, on average, for nearly two centuries.13 Second, the cold temperatures
of the lake and the structure of the lake bed mean that once contaminants
enter Lake Superior, they may stick around near the shore for a long time,
where fish can easily encounter them. In the spring, the nearshore waters
of Lake Superior heat up more quickly than the deeper offshore waters. Because warm water is less dense than cold water, a thermal bar forms at the
convergence of the nearshore water and the colder, denser, offshore water.
This early-season concentration of nutrients promotes primary production
in the nearshore area, accelerating the establishment of warm, eutrophic
conditions along the shoreline. The thermal bar also acts as a barrier, concentrating floating debris, warm water discharges, and pollutants within
the nearshore area.14
Because of Lake Superior’s geographic position on the Canadian
Shield, lake depths sharply increase quite close to shorelines. This means
that shallow, nearshore habitat (which is required by lean lake trout) is rare
on the lake. Unlike Lake Erie, for example, where most of the lake is shallow, warm, and productive, only 20 percent of Lake Superior’s area consists of nearshore open water habitat (technically defined as areas where
the water is less than 80 metres deep). In the nearshore, waves and current
scour sediment from the substrate, maintaining good spawning and nursery habitat for many fish species while also providing excellent habitat for
many aquatic invertebrates.15 The relatively small area of nearshore habitat
in Lake Superior means that fish that spawn in the nearshore habitat—such
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as lean lake trout—are particularly vulnerable to toxics held close to shore
by the thermal bar in spring.
Why does all this biophysical detail matter? While fishermen often
paid close attention to the physical details that helped them catch fish,
regulators and planners in the basin often ignored biophysical complexity. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, towns such as Port
Arthur (now Thunder Bay) were not oblivious to the potential problems
of urban development and pulp mill pollution in the lake. They knew that
their drinking water usually came from the lake, and they also knew that
the commercial fishing industry might collapse if pulp mill waste killed
too many spawning fish. Early pollution discussions, however, tended to
assume that the lake was one homogenous body of water. If you dumped a
few gallons of toxics near the shoreline, surely that would quickly be diluted by the vast quantity of water in the lake.16
Yet Lake Superior’s enormous size, which made planners hope that
dilution might be the solution to pollution, actually worked against them.
Lake Superior is large enough and cold enough that when thermal bars
form, they hold pollution close to the nearshore; it concentrates there and
makes its way into sediments or into the water column and, from there,
eventually into the bodies of large predatorial fish—and of those who eat
them. Fish also refuse to distribute themselves uniformly throughout the
lake. They experience the lake as a complex set of interconnected ecosystems. During certain periods of spawning and fry development, they take
refuge in the same places where pollution gets concentrated. Pulp mills
and towns tried to manage pollution as simply and cheaply as possible,
but their models did not account for the complexity of nearshore habitats,
limnological conditions, bumpy shore bottoms, shoals that catch currents
carrying sediments, or fish with minds of their own.

Watershed Changes
Changes to Lake Superior watersheds began long before industrialization
intensified in the late nineteenth century. After the glaciers retreated, forests developed along the shores of the lake. These forests were neither stable nor uniform; they ebbed and flowed with fires, insect outbreaks, windstorms, and human pressures. Between twenty-five and ten thousand years
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ago, the Wisconsin glaciation shaped the physical geography of soils that
still serve as a key template for today’s forests. When the glaciers retreated, cold lingered, and forests were slow to move in. About seven thousand
years ago, as the climate warmed, people, pines, and hardwoods migrated
into the region. Three thousand years ago, the climate cooled again and
precipitation increased, leading to rippling changes in basin forests; hemlock invaded pine stands on rich, loamy soils in the southern portion of the
watershed, while pines, aspen, and birch persisted on sandier soils and a
boreal forest covered the northern shore.
As people came, they changed the watershed. Changes on the land had
significant impacts on aquatic habitat, especially in the nearshore environments where lean lake trout spent most of their lives. While quantifying
these land-use effects on fish populations is difficult, if not impossible, it is
important to recognize that they were key stressors in fish changes.
Mining was one of the key ways that people—both Indigenous and of
European ancestry—made a living along the shores of Lake Superior. Copper ore–refining processes required huge amounts of water for the stamping mills. Water was returned to the lake contaminated with particles of
copper-bearing tailings that filled bays, harbours, and inland lakes. By
1882, stamp mills were dumping about 500,000 tons of stamp sands into
local waterways each year. The Keweenaw Peninsula near Hancock and
Houghton was soon deforested to fuel the copper smelters and remained
bare for three-quarters of a century.17
Iron mining changed fish habitat as well. In the mid-1840s, the first of
the iron ranges in the Great Lakes drainage basin came into production
near Marquette, Michigan. Iron tailings were often less toxic than copper
tailings, but the refining process added significant quantities of mercury
to the watershed, soon becoming an important source of mercury in the
lake. Some iron mines were vast open pits, while others were deep shaft
mines; both led to significant changes in fish habitats. Miners sliced off forests and the soils that sustained them to create the open pit mines, leading
to increased runoff and siltation in tributary streams. Deep shaft mining
pumped groundwater to keep the mines dry, lowering the water table and
creating silt-filled runoff. Timber shored up shaft tunnels in deep mines,
while the smelting furnaces demanded timber. By 1903, for example, the
iron furnaces of the Upper Peninsula consumed thirty acres of hardwood
forest a day, every day of the year.18 Mining-related runoff led to increased
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siltation that covered spawning beds, raised water temperatures, and
changed river flows.
Loggers on the American shores of Lake Superior between 1890 and
1910 created new disturbances, the scale of which dwarfed that of earlier
ones. By 1898, the federal forester Filbert Roth estimated that only 13 percent of the white pine was still standing. Roth wrote that deforestation had
made “decided changes in drainage and soil moisture,” diminishing the
flow of larger rivers. Swamps had dried up, while hardwood thickets replaced wetland forests.19 Log drives scraped streambeds clean, spring dams
destroyed riparian habitat, and dams for logging blocked the passage of
fish upstream for spawning. Sawmills dumped vast quantities of sawdust
and wood scrap into nearshore estuaries and rivers. The sawdust floated
on the surface and then became waterlogged and sank, clogging harbours,
covering spawning and feeding grounds for fish, and filling in the critical
nearshore estuarine habitat. Large quantities of sawdust on the shallow
bottoms could consume enough oxygen to kill fish.20
As forests fell, farms briefly replaced them. The geologist Faith Fitzpatrick’s research suggests that, along the clay plain of Wisconsin’s south
shore, erosion from farming dwarfed the contribution from logging. Nutrients bound to sediments moved off the farmland into the estuaries and
streams, lowering levels of the oxygen critical to fish reproduction and
adulthood. Clear bottoms became smothered with silt, which harmed
spawning of cold-water fisheries (and later offered a perfect habitat for developing sea lampreys).21 Many contemporary observers were concerned
that stream flow seemed to change after logging and farming, with floods
and erosion becoming more common, as well as late summer drought.22
On the Canadian shore, except for isolated logging of white pine along
the north shore for shipbuilding, and near Thunder Bay for paper-industry
development, relatively little logging took place until World War I.23 After
the war, the Canadian government encouraged industry partnerships to
develop towns around enormous pulp mills on the shores of Lake Superior.
Government and industry partnership infused funds into the region to
develop the tremendous fibre resources of the boreal forests, particularly
the long, thin fibres of black spruce. The Anglo population in northern
Ontario soared, drawn by company-built towns with inexpensive housing
and good jobs in the mills.
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Pulp mill development depended on abundant sources of cheap water.
Water was critical for transportation, pulp processing, and power to run
the mills. Entire rivers were diverted from one watershed to another, in
part to provide hydropower for the pulp industry (see chapter 4 in this
volume). Above all, water was essential for disposal of toxic effluents. As
early as 1894, contemporary observers expressed concern about pulp mill
pollution, noting that the Alpena Sulphite Fiber Company produced acid
waste that drained directly into the local river; according to Casper Alpern, a local fish dealer, that waste was “poison to the fish.”24 Yet to planners, as mentioned earlier, Lake Superior seemed like a reasonable place
to dump toxic wastes from the mills. Dilution is the solution to pollution,
experts reasoned. Their models predicted that Lake Superior could handle the effluents from pulp production, including high levels of mercury,
PCBs, and phenolic acids from the natural plant chemicals, which were
unnaturally concentrated in pulp processing.25 Moreover, while urban
planners worried about human health and drinking water, they believed
that bacterial diseases were most significant. It seemed much cheaper to
filter and treat bacterially contaminated waste for human use with chlorine (which harmed fish) and hope that the natural waters would dilute
most pollution.26
For a generation, pulp and paper towns boomed along the Canadian
shore. Marathon, Terrace Bay, and Thunder Bay all relied on an industry
made possible by the perception that pulp and paper production made the
best use of boreal forests, that logging increased water yield from forests,
that lake water was best devoted to industrial development, and that pollution would be so diluted by the abundance of water in Lake Superior that it
could not harm fisheries or human health.

Fishing
People had begun fishing in the Lake Superior basin as soon as the glaciers
had retreated.27 By 3000 to 2000 BCE, Indigenous peoples had adapted a
broad range of fishing technologies to the conditions they found in the
Great Lakes, using spears, gaffs, hooks and lines, and weirs in Lake Superior. In the lower Great Lakes, they had begun using nets about 2,500
BP, but in Lake Superior, net fishing did not begin for at least another two
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thousand years (sometime between 300 and 200 BP).28 Well into the twentieth century, these core technologies remained at the heart of the fishery:
what changed, however, were the new national and global markets that
drove expansion of harvests.
From the 1600s to the 1800s, French exploration, the fur trade, and
wars created market pressures that led to intense extraction first of beaver
and then of fish.29 When beavers were removed from much of the watershed, stream patterns changed, wetlands eroded, and nearshore fish habitat diminished.30 The fur trade created new markets for fisheries, with the
American Fur Company establishing a commercial fishing industry on
Lake Superior in the 1830s. The goal was not to feed the traders themselves,
but to replace corporate income that had diminished as the beaver were
depleted. In 1837, the company shipped two thousand barrels of combined
lake trout and whitefish; in 1838, four thousand barrels were shipped, and
in 1839, five thousand were shipped. For comparison, this means a peak
harvest of about one million pounds—which is a lot of fish. In fact, it is
slightly less than a sixth of the highest yield between 1941 and 1950 of lake
trout and whitefish combined, an average yield of 5.8 million pounds.31
How many lake trout did Lake Superior support before the advent of
land-use change and commercial fishing? And when did those populations
change? It is impossible to state with certainty the pre-nineteenth-century fishing populations of lake trout in Lake Superior. Descriptive archival
records stress their abundance—but people exaggerate, particularly when
they are writing home about the natural wealth they have stumbled upon.
While these anecdotal records can suggest presence or absence and also
give a sense of abundance or rarity, they cannot help us identify or quantify the specific declines that followed specific land-use changes.
Fishing catch records provide quantitative data about change over
time, but they too have problems.32 Fish hauls reflect effort and technology,
not just the number of fish swimming in the lake. The catch data show relatively low catches of lake trout and whitefish between 1872 and 1893, which
tells us less about the populations of fish than about the size of the fishing
industry. Catch per unit effort is a more useful measure, because it adjusts
for the number of fishermen and the efficiency of their gear, but it still
offers only an estimate of the fish that swim under the surface. Fishermen,
like travellers, may lie about catches for reasons of their own. Nevertheless,
we can use available data to get a sense of changes in fishing effort and
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production over time and, from that, a proxy estimate of changes in fish
populations.33
In Lake Superior, 4.4 million pounds of lake trout were caught in 1885;
this amount had risen to 5.8 million pounds by 1899.34 In 1880, $1.5 million
was invested in Great Lakes fishing, while a decade later, $5.9 million was
invested. But the ratio between capital invested and returned plummeted,
suggesting that fish populations were being depleted. In 1880, for every
dollar of capital invested, the harvest yielded $1.23; by 1890, the return had
dropped to $0.46.35 The key point from these records is that, while we do
not know much about the pre-commercial fishing populations of lake trout
in Lake Superior, we do know that well before sea lamprey were noticed in
Lake Superior, intensive fishing combined with habitat loss and pollution
had already led to a drop in lake trout populations.
Does this matter? As Ray Hilborn and Ulrike Hilborn argue in Overfishing, population declines are an unavoidable function of fisheries.36 But
lower populations can still be sustainable over a long time, provided that
harvests are not greater than recruitment (i.e., the number of young fish
that make it to a certain age, usually the age at which a fish can be harvested). So, were lean and siscowet lake trout populations sustainable under
the fishing pressures they experienced? They might have been, had additional ecological stressors—invading lamprey, habitat loss, sedimentation,
toxic pollution—not also come into play as factors. But unpredictable ecological stressors are always part of complex systems. Historically, fisheries
managers have tried to calculate the maximum sustainable yield, or the
highest possible rate of fishing that a population can withstand. But, as
modern fisheries biologists are increasingly arguing, under fluctuating environmental conditions and multiple stressors, it is risky to maximize fish
harvests. What seems to work when environmental conditions are stable
can make populations vulnerable to collapse when a new stressor (such as
lamprey) enters the picture.37
As fishing pressures, habitat loss, and pollution increased throughout
the Great Lakes, people noted the collapse of one fish population after
another. By the 1870s, native fish communities in much of Michigan, for
example, were in sharp decline, from a combination of overharvest, pollution, dams, and habitat destruction. Unable to implement harvest regulations, the state responded by creating hatcheries, hoping that culturing and
stocking large numbers of fry (young fish) would solve the larger ecological
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problems. For reasons that historian Joseph Taylor enumerates in Making Salmon, this did not work. Margaret Bogue’s study, Fishing the Great
Lakes, explores in great detail the political responses to overfishing in the
Great Lakes. Bogue shows how wholesale fish dealers such as A. Booth and
Company quickly monopolized the industry. Fishermen squeezed by declining harvests and predatory pricing used ever more intense technologies
to catch ever declining fish. Governments tended to blame the fishermen
for dwindling fish populations, while fishermen tended to blame habitat
destruction. When governments did try to respond to clear signs that fish
populations were collapsing, their measures were ineffective because jurisdictions were fragmented across two nations, several tribes, three states,
and one province.

Sea Lamprey
When the sea lamprey came, the lake trout went away. Or at least that is
what the data on Wisconsin and Michigan commercial trout fishing suggest. But of course the story is more complicated.
Sea lampreys attach to lake trout near their hearts and suck their bodily fluids. Adult siscowet, which can survive parasitism at higher rates than
can the lean lake trout, may have gaping, oozing wounds from numerous
lampreys.
Where did these lamprey come from? Sea lamprey had been recorded
in Lake Ontario by the 1830s. Many biologists believe that sea lamprey
found in Lake Ontario represent relict populations from the last Pleistocene glaciation. Analysis of mitochondrial DNA supports the hypothesis
that sea lamprey are native to Lake Ontario.38 However, it was not until
the 1890s that sea lamprey in that lake threatened commercial fish populations.39 In 1894, investigators reported that lamprey were often found on
Lake Ontario whitefish—and that these were not native freshwater lamprey
typically found in creeks. Waldman and colleagues argue that sea lamprey
populations in Lake Ontario may have remained rare because of cold temperatures and lack of good habitat for ammocoetes, that is, silty bottoms.
Deforestation, industrial development, and pollution that followed the
opening of the Welland Canal led to warming water temperatures and silty
streams: favourable conditions for sea lamprey populations to expand.40
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Niagara Falls had once blocked the movements of fish from Lake
Ontario into Lake Erie and from there into the upper Great Lakes. When
modifications to the Welland Canal were completed in 1919, ocean fish
(including sea lamprey) could more easily migrate up into the upper Great
Lakes when searching for new tributary streams for spawning. Over the
next twenty-five years, sea lamprey moved into Lake Superior, using its
many tributary streams for spawning and juvenile habitat.41 When sea
lamprey began to devastate Lake Superior lake trout, the Welland Canal
was a convenient target for blame.42
Yet this story is too simple. Decades before the 1919 Welland Canal
modifications that allowed free passage of oceanic fish into the upper Great
Lakes, biologists were already noticing that some lamprey were not only
present but also already attacking fish. Yet lamprey populations remained
low. For example, the biologist Samuel Wilmot noted in 1893 that lamprey in Lake Huron and Georgian Bay were attacking whitefish and other
fish. In 1915—still four years before the canal modifications—the zoologist
B.A. Bensley described two different species of lamprey in Georgian Bay:
one freshwater species, long known as native to the upper Great Lakes,
and another new species similar to what is now known as the sea lamprey. Bensley called this new species the “lake lamprey” and described it
as a “dwarfed fresh water representative of the marine lamprey.”43 These
records suggest that the Welland Canal modifications alone do not explain
why sea lamprey suddenly became a problem.
Sea lamprey populations quickly exploded in Lake Superior—not just
because the Welland Canal allowed their passage, but because habitat
changes due to logging, farming, and mining created favourable habitat.
To understand this, we need to understand a little bit about sea lamprey
development and a little bit about habitat changes in the watershed. Sea
lamprey require three distinct but interconnected habitats. Spawning
adults need clear brooks with fast water and sand or gravel bottoms.
These brooks must be connected by free-flowing streams to larval habitat,
which typically consist of slow-moving water in medium to large streams,
where the larvae spend up to six years buried in soft silt and sediments.
During development, they require silty conditions—conditions that were
once fairly rare in most Lake Superior tributaries, but that became much
more prevalent after deforestation and farming caused massive erosion.44
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Increased water temperatures caused in part by deforestation also led to
increased lamprey hatching and growth rates.45
Lamprey, in other words, cannot mature in cold, clear waters, but they
thrive in slow, sediment-laden streams—habitats that were once rare in the
Lake Superior watershed. But a century of logging, mining, and farming
had turned many of the lake’s once clear and cold tributaries into silty,
warmer, shallower streams, making them excellent lamprey habitat. Lamprey triggered a sudden threshold change. Like the proverbial straw that
broke the camel’s back, they were not the sole cause of lake trout crashes,
but they were the final stressor that pushed the populations over the edge
of a cliff.46

Lake Trout Recovery
Serious attempts to control sea lamprey began in 1950, with the installation of mechanical barriers that blocked spawning runs. Electrical barriers
across 132 Great Lakes tributaries had been installed by 1960. However,
these barrier control measures were not perfect, and enough sea lamprey
snuck through them to continue hammering the lake trout.
In 1958, a chemical lampricide (and potent endocrine disruptor) named
3-trifluoromethyl-4-nitrophenol (TFM) was developed that killed larval
lamprey in streams without killing adult trout. That is, at the concentrations needed to kill lamprey, TFM did not kill lake trout, but the chemical
did kill many stream invertebrates that were essential for maintaining the
health of fish populations. In an attempt to control lamprey ammocoetes without devastating macroinvertebrates, fisheries biologists developed
treatment protocols that called for tributary streams to be poisoned every
three to five years, giving the invertebrates some time to recover before the
lamprey recovered.
In the 1970s, sea lamprey populations in treated areas were found to
be severely skewed in sex ratio, with few males. In the 1990s, researchers
discovered that TFM was an estrogen agonist that affected male lamprey
development. Few studies have been done on its hormonal effects on other species, so we simply do not know how treatment of tributary streams
might or might not be contributing to the continued decline of the endangered coaster trout and other fish that require tributary habitat. There is no
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question but that chemical control was necessary for lake trout recovery.
Yet chemical control alone was not sufficient. A combination of hatcheries,
barriers, habitat restoration, toxic-waste reductions, and fishing restrictions were important factors in the recovery.47
Even with coordinated recovery efforts focusing on sea lamprey control, breeding populations of lake trout have not been restored to any of the
Great Lakes other than Lake Superior. Contamination from out-of-basin
sources may partly explain this failure to breed. Recent research has established a connection between dioxin levels, larvae mortality, and lake trout
decline in Lake Ontario. Dioxins are byproducts of industrial processes;
they typically form during the burning of chlorine-containing waste products or during herbicide production.48
Lake trout are extremely sensitive to early-life-stage mortality associated with dioxin exposure.49 At 30 parts per trillion (ppt), dioxin will begin to kill some lake trout larvae. At 100 ppt, no lake trout larvae survive.
Measurable levels of dioxins first showed up in Lake Ontario in the 1930s,
and between 1950 and 1975, levels were above 100 ppt. This meant 100
percent mortality of larvae. Only hatchery fish could survive in the lake,
and they did not survive for long.50 In Lake Superior, dioxin levels never
reached those found in Lake Ontario, which may be part of the reason why
breeding lake trout populations did manage to survive.51
Dioxins are not the only contaminants that affect lake trout. In the early 1980s, biologists discovered that Lake Superior lake trout were contaminated with high levels of the detritus of industrial civilization, including
PCBs, DDT and its metabolites, toxaphene, and dioxins. Pollution had not
been diluted into the deep lake, but instead had become concentrated in the
fish that people were eating. Grassroots fury at governments and corporations eventually led to a set of regulatory reforms that banned or strictly
limited persistent organic pollutants, and a gratifyingly rapid response was
seen in the levels of contaminants measured in fish tissue. Those contamination levels, however, soon levelled off well above zero, even decades after
bans were instituted. For example, phenolic compounds from resins, dyes,
pulp mills, and petrochemical plants continue to be ubiquitous pollutants
in lakes and rivers (TFM, the lampricide, is a phenolic compound as well).
Fish exposed to phenols may show changes in thyroid and sex hormones,
leading to growth and sexual maturation problems as well as immune
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system changes. But no studies have yet assessed the impacts these common pollutants may have had on entire populations.52
Because siscowet have such high fat levels, they tend to accumulate
higher levels of many toxic compounds than other fish, and these compounds can suppress growth and reproduction of individual fish. Ironically, the toxic chemicals also suppressed commercial fishing, which may
have given the siscowet additional respite from human pressures. In Wisconsin, siscowet thrived in the St. Louis River estuary (near Duluth and
Superior) where, from the 1910s on, pulp mills and oil refineries released
wastes that accumulated in siscowet fat and gave the fish a bad taste. Freed
from fishing pressure, these populations thrived even in the face of sea
lamprey invasions, when the lean lake trout that were being heavily fished
collapsed. Similarly, decades later, in the 1980s, Canada banned the sale of
siscowet when they were found to be high in PCBs.53 Even with continued
sea lamprey predation, siscowet stocks began to recover while those of the
lean lake trout continued to decline, suggesting that fishing had been a
significant factor in the population crash.
Siscowet lake trout were the fish upon which the first commercial fishery in Lake Superior was built. Yet they survived environmental change
better than the other varieties, for reasons that are not yet entirely clear.54
Their use of the greatest depths in Lake Superior made them less vulnerable to harvest pressures. Additionally, they rarely spawn in the nearshore
habitats, so they are less affected by habitat loss and pollution during their
most vulnerable life stages. When they do survive lamprey parasitism,
siscowet and lean lake trout have different responses (called sub-lethal responses): siscowet mount an immune response, which drains their lipid
reserves but allows them to combat parasitism; lean lake trout are more
likely to show an overt stress response. Siscowet show higher lamprey
wounding rates than do leans, possibly because leans are more likely to
die from parasitism; siscowet are more likely to survive, yet with reduced
fecundity and growth.55

Climate Change and Lake Superior
Climate change is adding an additional set of stressors to Lake Superior’s
ecosystems. Since 1980, Lake Superior’s water temperatures have been
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warming at twice the rate of increases in air temperature. Ice cover is diminishing significantly; total ice cover on the lake has shrunk by about 20
percent over the past thirty-seven years.56 Decreased ice cover affects lake
trout habitat and reproduction. For example, many salmonids have higher
reproductive success under ice cover, so reduced ice cover may be leading to changing fish populations. Decreased ice cover also leads to greater
evaporation, which in turn lowers water levels.
Total precipitation in the Lake Superior basin may not change over the
next century, but models predict that summers may be drier and hotter,
while spring storms may intensify. By 2100, summer temperatures there
may resemble current summer temperatures in central Kansas, 1,440 kilometres (896 miles) south. More intense early-season rains could increase
runoff in the spring and lower water in the summer, while also increasing
sediment and nutrient loads in tributaries and the nearshore environment.
What does this mean for lake trout? Not surprisingly, it could be bad
news for the fish. Increased water temperatures and increased runoff in
Lake Superior may tip the lake over from being an oligotrophic lake with
abundant oxygen in the hypolimnion to becoming a more nutrient-rich
lake. More nutrients might sound like a good thing for many fish, but this
is not necessarily true for lake trout. Lake trout, as discussed above, have
thrived in Lake Superior because the depths—the hypolimnion—remain
rich in oxygen even in the hottest months of the summer. These depths
offer lake trout critical refugia from predation and fishing pressure, and
they are probably a significant element in lake trout’s historic resiliency
to environmental change. But if air temperatures continue to warm and
water temperatures continue to increase at twice the rate of air temperatures, algal blooms are likely to increase and the lower levels of the lake
will become depleted of oxygen, thus triggering a dramatic loss of habitat
for lake trout.
While lake trout do not thrive in warming temperatures, sea lamprey
do. When water temperatures warm, sea lamprey feed faster, develop into
adults more quickly, and lay more eggs. Other invasive species, such as
zebra mussels, also like the warming temperatures; further, they can move
toxics that were bound to sediments back up into the water column and,
from there, into fish.
Climate change and endocrine-disrupting chemicals may magnify each other’s effects. Researchers in Australia found that sub-lethal
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concentrations of two pesticides can significantly reduce the tolerance of
some freshwater fish to increasing water temperatures—a finding with disturbing implications for lake trout and other cold-water fish.57

Conclusion
Why does it matter to historians why one fish in one lake nearly vanished?
Environmental history is filled with similar stories. The important thing
about lake trout is that they were resilient for so long—until suddenly they
were not. They managed to persist through deforestation and its associated
siltation, through intensive commercial fishing harvests and unrestricted
pollution. Moreover, people in the basin had plenty of warning that this
last great fishery might collapse if fishing restrictions were not implemented and enforced. Lake Superior lies at the top of a Great Lakes Basin filled
with examples of fisheries that had already collapsed in lakes that had become too polluted to support much aquatic life.
Yet, as Bogue shows, the political chaos of different jurisdictions
meant that few effective actions were taken to regulate the catch, protect
spawning habitat, or clean up the nearshore environment.58 On the land,
the chaos of local, state, federal, and provincial laws and policies may have
benefitted forests, for it probably shaped an increased ecological diversity
in the recovered forests. But in the water, that political fragmentation had
very different effects, leading to a regulatory paralysis that thwarted effective action to prevent the collapse of the lake’s fisheries.
Into this context swam the sea lamprey, an easy target for blame. But
the lamprey never entirely explained the collapse of lake trout. First, the
timing was off. Lamprey had been in Lake Ontario long before lake trout
populations began to drop, and the lamprey arriving in Lake Erie initially had little effect on lake trout. Similarly, commercial fishing pressures
alone do not explain the collapse, because other fish that crashed at the
same time were not being commercially fished. For example, populations
of four-horned sculpin and burbot also declined sharply, and they are
generally not netted by commercial fishermen. Finally, efforts to remove
sea lamprey and reduce overfishing did not lead to recovery of breeding
populations, except in Lake Superior. Hatcheries still stock all the lake
trout that swim in the other Great Lakes, where they are either quickly
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caught by fishermen or sucked dry by the sea lampreys that have escaped
chemical control.
Why then have biologists and agencies placed so much emphasis on
lamprey? Perhaps because it has proven to be much easier to coordinate
lamprey control efforts across political boundaries than to coordinate
regulations on fishing effort or gear. Sea lamprey were an easy scapegoat,
but as Taylor argues, “there has also been an evolving awareness in fisheries management over the last half century of the dynamic relationship
between fish and habitat, and the conception of relevant habitat has expanded to include much greater sensitivity to chemicals and whole watershed factors. The most obvious example of this evolving awareness is the
increased concern for non-point-source pollution, something that simply
was not in the lexicon before the 1980s or 1990s.”59
One key lesson of this history is that, while terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems are interconnected in Lake Superior’s watershed, their management is rarely integrated. Events within the basin helped to destroy
the lake trout, but processes originating far outside the basin had perhaps
even more of an impact. Yes, pulp mills dumped toxic waste over spawning
grounds, but the pollutants that blew in from coal plants and industrial
agriculture thousands of miles away may have had greater effects on fish.
Local fishermen took too many fish, but market domination by A. Booth
and Company continued excessive fishing harvests even after fish populations had begun to dwindle. Local towns never managed to control dumping, and slicing up the basin into multiple jurisdictions, each with different
political priorities, made effective regulations elusive. Lake trout populations, resilient as they had been for decades, eventually crashed because
of multiple stressors at multiple scales. Lamprey may have pushed the fish
over the cliff, but land-use change, pollutants, and overfishing had already
dragged them right to the edge.
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PART FOU R

Reflections in the Water

Openings

The Lakes at Night
Jerry Dennis

Late one night, standing on the deck of a two-masted schooner sailing
across the top of Lake Huron, I had an encounter with history. The Malabar
was a replica of schooners that had worked the lakes by the thousands in
the nineteenth century. That was part of the history I sensed. Another part
of it was personal history, memories brought vividly to mind while seeing
new places—or old places in new ways. That night it was possible to imagine that the Great Lakes had not changed in hundreds, maybe thousands,
of years. I saw what the First Peoples must have seen: the lake calmed to
mirror flatness, the stars as bright on the water as they were in the sky,
water extending in every direction to the horizon. I sensed the wash of
time and an old longing rose in me: to engage more fully with the world, to
get beneath the surface, to try to understand a place I cared deeply about.
The Great Lakes have always been a powerful presence in my family.
As a young man, my mother’s father worked as a lifesaver at the U.S. Life
Saving Station on South Manitou Island, in northern Lake Michigan. Later, he raised his family a short walk from the lake in Leelanau County, the
“little finger” of Michigan’s mitten, and told his children stories of shipwrecks and storms. He died a few months before I was born, but I grew
up hearing his stories from my mother as we walked the beaches or fished
the lake or climbed the dunes at Empire and Sleeping Bear. As a family we
made regular excursions north, across the Mackinac Bridge connecting
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Lakes Michigan and Huron, across the Upper Peninsula to the wildest lake
of all, Lake Superior. Every summer we went farther north yet, across the
border into Ontario at Sault Ste. Marie, and into the bush to fish rivers and
lakes in country that in those days was still wilderness. On the way home
we would stop along the rocky, wave-battered shore of Superior to fish for
coaster brook trout and pick wild blueberries.
But even after a lifetime on the lakes, I didn’t truly understand them
until that journey from Michigan to Maine on the schooner Malabar. Our
trip up the northern quarter of Lake Michigan and across the lengths of
Huron, Erie, and Ontario was not a casual tour, but a job. I was one of five
crewmen who had been assigned to deliver the schooner to its new owner
in Bar Harbor, and I went along not as a writer but as a volunteer deckhand.
As such, I hauled sails, sweated lines, pumped the bilge, secured dock lines,
and piloted the yawl boat to nudge the Malabar into its dockages. I took
my turn cooking and washing dishes; repairing toilets and motors; helping
to dismantle the rigging and step the masts for the Erie Canal, and then
to raise the mast and re-rig in Albany before we descended the Hudson
River to the Atlantic. I stood watch at all hours of the day and night, in all
weather, on fresh water, brackish, and salt, and took the helm during the
worst storm I have ever experienced.
During all those weeks, I never lost sight of the lakes themselves. They
wouldn’t allow it. The Great Lakes are like five beautiful and charismatic
sisters: willful, tempestuous, frequently charming, ultimately unfathomable. I had set out to know them, but it was an impossible task. Knowing
a small place is hard enough—you can spend a lifetime getting to know a
woodland pond or a patch of woods. The Great Lakes are beyond our capabilities. They’re too big, too varied; they sprawl across too large a swath
of the continent.
For centuries the Great Lakes were the main trade route to the interior
of North America. For that reason, and because they are surrounded by
lands flush with resources, they were central in transforming the United
States and Canada into industrial and economic giants. Yet the lakes remain among the least appreciated of North America’s major geographic
features. No longer am I surprised to meet people who don’t know that the
lakes are too large to see across or that they contain most of the surface fresh
water on the continent. I am constantly surprised, however, by the number
of people I meet who assume that the water is there to be ransacked.
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Maybe the lakes are too great for their own good. If they were contained entirely within a single province or state, they would be easier to defend. Instead, they overlap two provinces, eight states, and more than two
hundred tribal governments and thus are constantly snarled in legislative
complexities that make them vulnerable. And because they contain such
an enormous volume of water—nearly a fifth of all the liquid fresh water
on the surface of the Earth—many assume that they’re inexhaustible. With
that much water, the thinking goes, there should be plenty for everyone.
That could possibly be true if the lakes were merely storage containers.
But they are vital ecosystems supporting complex communities of animals
and plants—some of them found no place else, all of them dependent upon
a consistent supply of clean water. Some of those communities are human:
about forty million of us live around the lakes, drawing our drinking water from them, bathing in them, fishing from them, boating upon them.
Many of our cities sacrificed their environmental health to build the United States and Canada and have since been abandoned for their troubles.
Go to Gary or East Chicago or Hamilton to see what the steel mills and petroleum distilleries have wrought. The best hopes for those and dozens of
other cities are the lakes themselves. Once they were highways for shipping
and dumping grounds for waste, but the current renaissance of waterfronts
in Toronto, Milwaukee, Duluth, Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, and many other
cities makes it clear that we’ve entered a new stage in our relationship. The
Great Lakes are no longer merely useful. They have become determinants
and indicators of the quality of our lives.
I thought of many of these things that night on the Malabar. I thought
also of the borders we were crossing. National borders lay north, south, and
east of us; anyone who travels on or around the lakes must negotiate customs and security checkpoints at many places between the two countries.
But those borders are porous. Fish and wildlife don’t recognize them. Neither do the storms that sweep the lakes or the winter ice that clogs the shipping channels. Earlier in the night we had passed over a pair of oil pipes on
the bottom of the Straits of Mackinac that for sixty years have transported
a constant flow of petroleum from Canada, across Michigan, and back to
Canada at Sarnia. Those pipes are the subject of much concern because
they are old and insufficiently inspected and barely regulated; many of us
worry that they will rupture, pumping millions of gallons of crude oil into
the lakes and creating a catastrophe on both sides of the border.
Openings : The Lakes at Night
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I was on that journey in part to observe and document the hazards
of petroleum transport and other environmental concerns. Already I had
spent years talking to people and observing the consequences of our misuse of the Great Lakes: invasive species, chemical and petroleum spills,
faulty municipal sewage plants, agricultural runoff of fertilizers and pesticides, degraded shorelines—the list was long and getting longer. And I was
starting to lose heart.
But those hours of night watch on the Malabar gave me a break from
worry. Alone, surrounded by starlight, with the water spread out to the
horizon, it was possible to imagine that we had never introduced zebra
mussels into the water or pumped crude oil through it in deteriorating
pipes. I wasn’t sticking my head in the sand—just the opposite. I was opening my eyes and seeing more clearly than I ever had the beauty and singularity that make the lakes a natural wonder of the world and a place worth
defending at all costs. The history of the Great Lakes and my personal history were joined for just a moment—and I was lucky to be transformed by
the encounter while the lakes remained unchanged.
•••
The chapters that follow are very different from those that make up the
rest of this volume. The title of the section, “Reflections in the Water,” suggests the introspective and meditative tone of many of the pieces as well as
their subject. That water figures so prominently is notable not only because
the political border dividing the United States and Canada is such a waterlogged one, but because water is so often a central and transformative
element for those who grow up near it. It is a theme that runs through
Western literature from The Odyssey to Huckleberry Finn to Life of Pi. I
suspect it is a prominent theme as well in the personal histories of many of
the people who devote themselves to environmental studies and the natural sciences.
The contributors to this section are a varied and well-travelled group.
All, in one way or another, have committed a significant portion of their
careers to studying aspects of the border between Canada and the United
States. But their studies have not been limited to analytic research. They
have been to the places they study; have waded in and gotten muddy; have
hiked, sailed, canoed, kayaked, bicycled, and fished there. I would argue
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that those immersive activities have carried them deeper into their subjects
than scholastic work alone could take them.
Such personal and immersive connections with the land are central
to the long tradition of nature writing, a genre that the essayist Edward
Hoagland defined as “biology with love.”1 Writers and thinkers as varied as
Montaigne, Gilbert White, Darwin, Thoreau, Rachel Carson, Aldo Leopold, Annie Dillard, Barry Lopez, and E.O. Wilson have demonstrated that
writing creatively about a place makes that place immediate to readers. A
narrative that includes a deeply felt personal connection draws the reader
even closer. Done well, such writing engages us, stimulating our imaginations to see, hear, scent, and feel the place as vividly as if we had actually
been there. The same process is at work in fiction when a character “comes
alive” for the reader. Precise and evocative language and carefully chosen
images inspire emotional responses that many readers find more convincing than even the most carefully crafted dialectic treatments.
It should surprise no one that writing about experiencing a place is
markedly different than writing about the place from a purely academic or scientific point of view. It’s personal, and it should be. There’s room
for personal pronouns and the active voice. There’s room also for humour,
metaphor, and imagination. In my own experience—being a writer trained
in literary arts, and having earned my living for many years writing about
personal encounters in nature for a popular audience—those techniques
are completely natural. They’re the tools I reach for reflexively. So it always
interests me to work with scholars who have been trained to eliminate the
personal and imaginative from their work. It is equally interesting to see
how eager many of them are to break those strictures and make their writing more vivid, lively, and interesting. I’m confident that those qualities are
appreciated by readers of every kind.
What follows are the reflections of seven very different writers remembering the very different waters that have wound through their lives. The
results are as diverse and interesting as the border country itself.
Note
1

Tigers & Ice: Reflections on Nature
and Life (New York: Lyons, 2000).
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One of Alberta’s most well-known features is the tar sands outside of Fort
McMurray. The controversial resource boom fuelled by the tar sands is not
the first to have made outside investors rich. An earlier boom began in the
late eighteenth century, when beaver pelts from the region went to distant
markets. Anticipating the title of this book, that earlier boom was all about
border flows—about the flow of water either side of a continental divide.
For a number of years I lived in Athabasca, Alberta, bordering the river
of the same name. The river swings north at the town, flowing up to Fort
McMurray and beyond from its source in the Rockies. At Fort McMurray,
the Clearwater River joins the Athabasca, coming west from Saskatchewan.
The Clearwater was the vital artery that enabled that earlier resource boom.
The river forms part of an Arctic drainage system, a fact that helps to
explain its significance. When in 1670 the British king signed a Royal Charter for the Hudson’s Bay Company, he gave the company monopoly trading
rights over the lands that drained into Hudson Bay. Once traders entered the
Arctic Ocean watershed—once they had crossed that continental divide and
reached the Clearwater—the company’s exclusive rights no longer applied.
Fur traders and voyageurs crossing the divide between the Hudson
Bay drainage system and the Arctic system did so via a famous portage: the
Methye Portage. It had the same sort of status for voyageurs as the equator
did for sailors: newbie voyageurs went from being mangeurs de lard (pork
eaters) to hommes du nord (men of the north) after crossing it. This new
status likely reflected the gruelling work involved: the portage was twenty
kilometres in length, over which the voyageurs packed loads of more than
eighty kilograms. Of course, once I had moved to Athabasca, I wanted to
get to the portage and become a man of the north myself.
The Methye Portage is in northwestern Saskatchewan, pretty much
due east of Fort McMurray. It begins—if you’re approaching from the eastern side—on the northwest side of Lac La Loche, well past the nearest road.
To get to it, you either paddle across the lake or fly in.
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Although it took a dozen years, a colleague and I organized a trip early
this century over the Methye. We were both historians with little backcountry experience so we recruited two other friends—a psychologist and
a philosopher—as both had done a lot of wilderness canoeing. (It was a
group that sounds like the beginning of a bad joke: “What do you get when
a . . . .”) With backing from a TV production company, we drove up to Fort
McMurray with two canoes, left the truck there, and flew over to Lac La
Loche with the canoes strapped onto the pontoons. The TV crew filmed
us as we each lugged about fifty-five kilograms over the portage. They left
once we’d reached the Clearwater River. We slipped the canoes into the
river and headed west. We got to Fort McMurray a few days later, relaxed
by the days in the wilderness and the beauty of the river. Our calm did not
last long, however; we came out of the bush on September 11, 2001.
Western Canada is home to a series of continental divides, although
only one is marked: the one that forms the southern half of the border
between Alberta and British Columbia. These days you can cross watersheds without even noticing them. Once I drove from Athabasca down to
Montana to attend a conference and later realized that I’d crossed three
watersheds along the way, from my home overlooking the Athabasca River
flowing up to the Arctic, across the North Saskatchewan River flowing east
to Hudson Bay, and then to the Upper Missouri River, which flows south
to the Gulf of Mexico. The trip was easily done in a day but you have to pay
close attention to figure out where the water changes flow.
Like the changing flow of water, history is illusive in the western Canadian landscape. It’s difficult to see the marks that the past has left on
the land. We don’t have the cobblestones and castles of Europe. And those
marks that we do see—the straight lines of the surveyors that signify so
many borders in western North America—seem so commonplace and so
obvious that we don’t question them. We need to pay more attention to the
border flows and the history that is hidden from view.
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Colin A.M. Duncan and Andrew Marcille
Historians and other ordinary people tend to think of lakes and rivers as
liquid. But in central North America, where the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence
River Valley is located, most bodies of water are substantially icebound for
several months each year. In this well-watered zone, sailing iceboats were
long used (in winter) as the best way to transport people and goods to and
from islands and across wide, slow parts of rivers.
Iceboats are fast, often frighteningly so, and quite unencumbered with
any braking mechanism. Rather than lolling about, attended by liveried
servants, iceyachters experience many forms of discomfort when getting
ready for their sport, untying frozen knots and assembling fiddly bits of
deeply chilled equipment without gloves. When sailing, they commonly
feel wind-chill effects around −50 degrees Celsius, often with wet feet. Any
ease comes only after the boats are put away for the night.
It is precisely because iceboats are very fast that they were, however
counterintuitively, the safest and most comfortable way to move people
across large frozen expanses. The huge area over which an iceboat spreads
its weight makes it possible to sail safely on ice too thin for skating or walking—a point freshly proved each year by keen racers. To this day, iceboats
retain with ease the speed records for craft not reliant on motors. Though
iceboat skates are very heavy, the friction between them and a slightly
bumpy hard ice surface is risibly small. But perhaps the most astonishing
thing about iceboats is not their top speeds, but their rates of acceleration.
That said, global defrosting may explain why the top speed record dates from
the first half of the last century. It is difficult now, perhaps impossible, to
find good ice of sufficient extent to allow the buildup to speeds around two
hundred miles per hour. What eventually restricts the speed of an iceboat
is generally its own aerodynamic drag. But we have been skating away from
the serious purpose of transportation. It suffices to say that pretty well any
iceboat promised vastly shorter travel time than any alternative until the
mid-twentieth century. Anybody seated riverside on an express train going
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9.1 Iceboating at the very starting point of the St. Lawrence River, 2014. Courtesy of
John Curtis.

along the Hudson River when an iceboat challenged the steam engine’s driver to an impromptu race could see the speed of solid-water sailing.
The big, heavy iceboats of yore also built up formidable momentum if
sailed much distance. Though there is little chance that the captains and
crew found their work to be drudgery, they did face one tough task. Not
quite as bad as it sounds (as one of the authors, who has experienced this,
can attest), it entailed slipping overboard in heavy clothing and then dragging at the end of a rope to help bring the boat to a standstill at voyage’s
end. Iceboats are creatures of motion: if the wind is strong and the ice surface good, stopping one is far harder than setting it moving. Indeed, and
rather amusingly, on a quiet day an iceboat with sail up can be induced to
come on command, but only in response to impatience; the sailor stamping his or her feet on the ice can be enough to break the surface tension
that was actually keeping the boat fixed. Once the craft is stopped, a kind
of pointed metal device can—and should—be activated to serve as a sort
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of “parking brake.” The qualifier and scare quotes are serious. If the wind
is gusty, changing strength and direction violently, it can cause a pivoted
device to become disengaged. Iceboats left untended with sail up and no
brake set are notoriously apt to wander off. They have been known to sail
aimlessly for miles, going both upwind and down as the forces of lift and
drag jostle each other with nobody in charge. It is an inconvenience if this
truancy occurs near open water, but luckily, despite the mass of the skates,
the buoyant wood of an uncrewed iceboat prevents its sinking even if it
does run out of ice. Though the speeds attained by an empty iceboat are not
very high, chasing one in heavy clothing is a mug’s game. Having a large
number of helpful people spread out on the ice makes it easier to catch a
runaway iceboat, but generally, one has to wait until it just happens to stop.
Of necessity, some time was spent every year determining when the ice
was “strong” enough to support the craft. While the dangers of ice breakage seem obvious when the ice first grows at the start of any season, they
are subtler at its end, as eventually even very thick ice loses its integrity.
Indeed, the safest surface is new, clear ice whose thickness can be instantly
discerned by looking at the edge of a crack. Changing its elasticity markedly with temperature, thinnish ice is safer on warmer days, other things
being equal. Strong currents disturbingly can and do erode ice from below—a dastardly deed when the ice is opaque, which sadly it usually becomes. Near the shore, too, ice can be unsafe. Dark objects absorb immense
amounts of heat from sunlight: piers and large rocks can create patches of
open water even on cold days. Iceboat skates, thin as they are, absorb so
much heat that if left on the ice for even a few minutes of blazing sun, they
will drop down into the ice surface. With refreezing at dusk, the boat may
become trapped. Prudent iceboaters prop their idle boats up by arranging
lumps of wood beneath the skates, which also reduces the chance of an
unmanned journey. Even with no sail up, an iceboat on a good surface can
move very fast if the wind is strong.
Some physicists and engineers tell us they like to dream of a frictionless world. Iceboaters seem to live the reality—but in fact the noise made
by metal moving over ice is considerable. Iceboats roar much like trains
when going fast, giving everyone not on board a decent chance of keeping
clear even with their ears muffled against the cold. Not surprisingly, many
people have been frightened by iceboats. But the primary enemy of the iceboat itself is deep snow. Even the friction of thin, wet snow can “ground”
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the craft. The speed of iceboats means that whiteouts from fog or falling
snow tell everyone to go home. As ice grows laterally as well as vertically,
dangerous pressure deformations develop in restricted places such as harbours and rivers, much complicating navigation. These big cracks often
relocate overnight. Iceboaters along the edges of the Great Lakes face one
occasional source of huge frustration, most commonly at the start of the
season. Massive wave systems generated by gales damage nearshore ice
sheets that are not yet very thick, rendering the surface (in the worst cases)
a jumbled mass protruding at as many angles as there are fragments. Only
a huge thaw plus refreezing can clear that obstacle, with help from heavy
snowfall to “fair” the surface. Usually, eventually, a large, moist, warm air
mass from the Gulf of Mexico comes to the rescue of the Great Lakes–St.
Lawrence iceboaters.
Although they, like farmers, watch the weather keenly and know its
quirks inside out, iceboaters everywhere have no better luck than anybody
else at ordering weather à la carte. Most major planned competitions have
to be relocated overnight by hundreds of miles. Even the Iron Curtain never prevented ice yacht racers from pursuing clear ice across Europe. The
large prewar iceboats that could carry many people and boxes and bags
and dogs had skates so large they could cope with a wider range of surface imperfections than can a contemporary vessel, built light to be nimble
enough for the many sudden direction changes involved in course racing
in a fleet. Let us hope that global warming trends do not proceed so far as
to render the trivial joy of iceboating a thing of the past.
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Daniel Macfarlane
I was almost born in eastern Ontario, an area abundant in water. Instead
I ended up growing up in a place that some might consider the inverse:
Saskatchewan. It is not as if the Canadian prairies are completely bereft
of water, particularly in the northern half, but whenever we went to visit
family in Ontario, as we frequently did, I was intrigued by the waters of the
St. Lawrence, the locks of the Rideau and Trent Canals, the Great Lakes,
and Niagara Falls.
I started writing this piece in Kingston, on Lake Ontario, continued
it along the St. Lawrence River, added to it in Canada’s capital along its
eponymous waterway, and revised it in parts of Michigan astride various
Great Lakes. All this moving about, with my family in tow, gives one some
perspective on the ways that borders matter, and the ways that they don’t.
Water flowing naturally doesn’t respect human-made boundaries, but in
the case of the Niagara and St. Lawrence projects (see chapter 4 in this volume), borders clearly matter. The border has a deep impact on how nations
perceive their water and nature. As problematic as it is to generalize about
societal views of the environment, crossing borders—province to province, state to state, country to country—has left me with the impression
that both similarities and differences exist in these views when it comes to
northern North America.
The picture of old Highway 2 running into the St. Lawrence shows
another kind of border: a line between past and present, between memory
and history. It appears to show a border between built and natural environment. But that is a false distinction—not only here, but probably everywhere. Roads lead somewhere, just like “progress.” But where does this
road lead? Where does “progress” on the scale of the St. Lawrence Seaway
and Power Project lead?
Other questions about the artificial/natural divide—or lack thereof—can be asked of waters that form the border between Canada and the
United States. They are both natural systems and political/cultural/social
constructions. Rivers and lakes are bioregions unto themselves, but water
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9.2 Old Highway 2. Photo by Daniel Macfarlane.

also divides land; thus, from the perspectives of those carving out political boundaries, bodies of water naturally make good boundaries. While
the waters of the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence basin serve as convenient and
“natural” (or intuitive) borders in a certain sense, the divided political jurisdictions that result make policy actions concerning these waters more
fragmented and difficult.
Such dichotomies, or contradictions, certainly apply to Niagara Falls.
Consider the pictures of Terrapin Point (Figure 9.3, 9.4). This used to be
part of the waterfall until it was “reclaimed,” for two reasons: to mask the
scenic impact of water diversions for hydroelectric production by shrinking the Horseshoe Falls, and to give tourists a better view.
In the course of discovering the historical manipulation of Niagara
Falls, I went through a sort of progression of emotions: first dismay, then
despair, then disillusionment. But somehow, over time, I returned to my
childhood fascination with Niagara. I saw through the manipulations and
reordering. I once again saw water going over rock, H2O over granite, the
largest freshwater system in the world plunging over a magnificent cliff.
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9.3 Terrapin Point. Photo by Daniel Macfarlane.

9.4 Artificial edge of Horseshoe Falls. Photo by Daniel Macfarlane.
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9.5 Maple leaf in water. Photo by Daniel Macfarlane.
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I’ve watched theses waterscapes from many perspectives, and I’ve photographed them from many angles. I’ve watched the St. Lawrence while
standing on the remains of long submerged towns, up to my waist in water.
I’ve watched from a dock, from a power dam, from a plane, from a freighter. I’ve watched Niagara from Terrapin Point and Table Rock; I’ve watched
from on high in a hotel room and from below peering out of a cave, from
the Maid of the Mist and from a jet boat. The hotel is obviously part of the
built environment—but, really, so is Terrapin Point.
At Terrapin Point, I’m literally on the border. Does crossing the border
change the view? What baggage do I bring that influences my perspective?
We go back to where I started this: where I am from. Does being a Canadian—or a western Canadian, a central Canadian, a Michigander, or a
central North American—have a perceptible impact on how I conceive of
these border waters, or how I view the other side? Does the fact that I now
live in the United States alter this view? Does my transnational, environmental historian outlook alter my perspective more than my nationality?
Does framing through a camera lens change my gaze in profound ways?
At the very least, it is clear that the border doesn’t just shape countries
physically; it shapes ideas and perspectives metaphorically. They shape me.
Does the border change the river or the waterfall? I think it does. But they
also change the nature of the border—pun intended.
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Joseph E. Taylor III
I like to believe that my consumer choices are rational decisions, but somewhere deep down inside I know that they are more like prayers. This is
partly because of my work on the Salish Sea, which I can gaze upon from
my university office, but my doubts have been honed by my relationship
to another inland sea: the San Francisco Bay. I have been immersed in salt
water since childhood, but my most instructive interactions have happened
recently in a Berkeley fish market. The staff recall an era when buyers and
sellers knew each other as neighbours. Their open banter conveys information about the fate of local fish and fishing seasons, and their cases confirm
the quality they tout. When my turn comes, a mutual interrogation begins:
“How can I help you?”
“The rockfish looks good, but I have a couple questions.”
“Fire away.”
“Where was it caught, and is it fresh or fresh frozen?”
“It came out of Bodega. It’s probably fresh.”
I favour this shop because they handle fish well and they openly acknowledge what they do not know. I want to make informed decisions, and nothing irritates me like a seller blowing smoke.
I may be a historian, but I also know fish. Every boyhood summer, my
brothers and I feasted on salmon, rockfish, ling cod, crabs, mussels, and
clams. We harvested with glee the land and waters around Pacific City,
Oregon. We immersed ourselves in the intimate details of nature until our
great aunt learned that the Forest Service sprayed the hills with dichlorophenoxyacetic acid and tricholorophenoxyacetic acid, better known as
2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. Unlike Vegas, what happened in the forest did not stay
there. Herbicides washed into streams, estuaries, and the sea. The following year we stopped picking marionberries, huckleberries, and blackberries for the same reason, and ever since, I have reflexively thought about
the ecology of what I eat.
I also fished commercially. In fact, but for one very bad fishing season
and a careening drunk driver, I might have captained a boat in the Bering
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Sea. At least, that was my vector until the mid-1980s. Thus I have a peculiar
understanding of fish, markets, and sellers. I killed and sold more than
my fair share of fish; I know how fishers and merchants handle fish and
the truth; and I am fascinated by how persistent organic pollutants (POPs)
move through food webs. My knowledge and pickiness probably make me
a fish monger’s nightmare customer.
Learning that the rockfish was offloaded in Bodega, short for Bodega
Bay, raises red flags. Bodega Bay is a lovely town in western Sonoma County. The port is modest, the fishing boats small. The seller is surely correct
that the rockfish wasn’t flash frozen, because that requires larger ships, but
Bodega is hours from Berkeley. Best case scenario: the rockfish was caught
yesterday afternoon, so it’s been on ice at least twenty-four hours. Most fish
flesh needs a day to set, but after three days—which is likely, having come
out of Bodega—the flesh will get rubbery. Ironically, Salish Sea markets
rely on larger, more distant fleets, so the flesh quality of the flash-frozen
fish they sell is more consistent.
More concerning is my suspicion that, because the Bodega fleet is
small, captains work the San Francisco Bay plume. The bay is scenic but
riddled with Superfund sites. Its waters, sediments, flora, and fauna are
laced with 150 years of industrial and military wastes. As with the Salish
Sea, locavorism is a marker of poverty and a menu of POPs, heavy metals,
and other Very Bad Things. And like forest herbicides, pollutants in the
bay flow through the Golden Gate and out onto the fishing grounds of
boats from Bodega Bay. One perverse appeal of my Berkeley fish market is
that it helps me avoid eating too locally. By contrast I know little about the
provenience of fish sold in British Columbia, and the average fish counter,
staffed by apathetic attendants and labelled in disingenuous ways, is an
ecological black box.
With the rockfish eliminated, I shift my interrogation to a higher-priced choice: “I see the salmon is certified. Do you know which port it
came from in Alaska?”
“Port? No, but it’s from Bristol.”
“Bristol” is Bristol Bay in western Alaska. Local salmon runs are
mind-bogglingly large and well managed. These emblems of wild nature
mature in the Bering Sea and Alaska gyre and spawn far from industrialization, but they are hardly pure. The mining conglomerate Rio Tinto
is proposing a potentially devastating mine near Lake Iliamna, worrying
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environmentalists about future pollution, but the fish that spawn in Iliamna and the other lakes and streams of Bristol Bay are already compromised. The problem is mercury. While each salmon bioaccumulates only
tiny quantities of the heavy metal during its ocean sojourns, collectively
the salmon deposit huge amounts in the sediments of lakes where they
spawn and die by the millions each year. This mercury is biotransported from the same seas that also nurture salmon from as far away as the
Lena, Amur, Fraser, and Columbia Rivers. And like those other watersheds, Bristol Bay’s streams and lakes are natural toxic dumps, produced
by global ecological chains. I favour markets that help me obtain fish from
beyond the Salish Sea and San Francisco Bay, but no place stands outside
the POP ecosystem.
Certification labels capture none of this complexity. The buying guides
of the Blue Ocean Institute, Marine Stewardship Council, and Monterey
Bay Aquarium tell us important things about species and stocks, but their
information is coarse-grained and their guides are as much about luring
consumers as educating them. Moreover, none of these organizations do
quality control well. This I learned the hard way. When our daughter was
conceived, her mom and I learned to think of wombs as ecosystems, and
when our baby was diagnosed with autism and digestive disorders, we
learned to patrol what went into her body. We discovered that consumer
guides are less useful than medical journals for understanding how POPs
bioaccumulate in adipose tissues, cross the placental barrier, and pass to
infants through breast milk. We also learned that research published in
chemistry and biology journals is far more useful for understanding the
nature of the nature we consume than anything gleaned from a pocket
guide or phone app.
All this runs through my head as I ponder the sockeye fillet in the display case. “Nothing is perfect,” I tell myself. Then I tell the counterperson,
“I’ll take the salmon.” We do the deal, but even this relatively transparent
fish market feels a bit like a postindustrial wilderness. Every fish counter
contains nature that is simultaneously from nowhere and everywhere, and
no consumer has sufficient knowledge. Even my decades of experience on
the water and in libraries feels inadequate to parse all the questions that
inhere in fish bodies. Even my purchases are acts of faith that transcend
empirical evidence. No label or counterperson can tell us all that we need
to know when we head to the market.
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Noah D. Hall
I was born in the Catskill Mountains of upstate New York, a beautiful watershed that was cleared out and reshaped to serve New York City with
drinking water. Now it is pristine and protected, and the flooded towns at
the bottoms of the reservoirs are history. The landscape has been healed
with new forests that provide critical habitat and refuge for urban humans,
my family included.
We soon moved just a short distance to the neighbouring Hudson
River watershed. My childhood home had a nearby lake—really more of a
pond by adult standards, but with plenty of water and shoreline for a small
boy to explore and escape in. I swam, lay in the sun, and enjoyed my own
thoughts. Adult vacations should be so simple.
I roam. The small lake soon gave way to states, countries, and continents. I moved west, first to Michigan, then Minnesota—Colorado was
cool but didn’t have much water. Along the way I fell in love with Lake
Superior. And it brought me back to Michigan.
For many years I lived a short walk through neighbours’ woods to the
Huron River, a lovely, peaceful, and sustaining presence. The trails along
the river were my daily bread. It is beautiful in all seasons, a perfect Michigan river.
I now live on an island in the Detroit River. It’s a powerful body of
water and the soul of the Great Lakes. Most nights I sleep on my boat and
feel the headwater energy of Superior, Michigan, and Huron flow around
me. Canada is south and Lake Erie is downstream. It’s an intersection of
waters, countries, and commerce, but often I have the place to myself.
I always love the water where I live, and never know where that will
be. My favourite home is the beaches and forested shorelines of Vancouver,
where the Fraser River meets the Pacific Ocean. Reaching the West Coast,
starting from the East Coast, built in Detroit on the way—feels like destiny
manifested. It may be a false hope, as with the water cycle, there is no end
or final destination. It just comes back around and around. Nature is never
finished. Enjoy the ride.
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When past, present, and future intersect so visually—so unexpectedly and
mysteriously—as they did in this astonishing scene on the Escanaba River,
you can’t help but reflect on the histories that might explain such a place.
Here are juxtaposed two companion stories from the same spot on the
riverbank. The first, a romantic ruin, succumbing to nature’s time—a sublime refuge where trees are powerful over concrete and the divine appears
luminous through the clouds of a passing storm. The second, three bridges
in human time: a rare lattice truss bridge still carrying iron to Great Lakes
steel mills, an abandoned concrete highway, and finally, barely visible in
iron shadows, pilings from a long-ago wooden frontier road. Story upon
story reconciled for a moment in the layers of a place.
No one viewing the images would imagine the humble scenes outside
the frame. To my left, a family fishes off the riverbank. Overhead, my teenage son, Jake, scrambles where train trestle meets land. With each lunge, he
looses a small avalanche of stones and taconite iron pellets. My husband,
Phillip, stands next to me pointing, and pointing again, to make sure I see
the details. The old pilings under the bridge are phenomenal.
And there’s Lowell. Lowell circles us. Lowell talks. Lowell brings us a
big leaf. Do we know what a buckeye tree is? Yes, I grew up in Ohio, the
Buckeye State. Lowell says how unusual it is to have a buckeye tree this
far north. Lowell marvels at how much time I spend “to take one picture.”
Lowell asks Phillip if it’s hard to wait so long for one picture. Lowell queries
me about my lens, my tripod, the places we’ve been. Lowell talks.
I get klutzy and frazzled when I can’t concentrate. My tripod height
is wrong; my graduated neutral density filter isn’t level with the horizon;
my remote shutter release won’t release. Why won’t it release? How in the
world does our friend Conrad, a landscape painter, paint while people talk
to him? How does he paint while I talk to him? I am clearly monophasic—
one thing at a time, thank you. In my mind I call Lowell “Lull.” The wind
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9.6 “American Ruins 1,” Escanaba, Michigan, 2011. Concrete remnants of the longabandoned Bay Shore Road bridge (old U.S. Highway 41 over the Escanaba River).
Photo by Lynne Heasley.
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9.7 “American Ruins 2,” Escanaba, Michigan, 2011. On the left runs the Canadian
National Railway bridge over the Escanaba River, one of only two historical lattice
truss bridges in Michigan. The company removed and replaced the bridge in 2015.
On the right, ruins of the Bay Shore Road bridge jut into the river. Delta County
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers demolished this bridge in 2015. Photo by
Lynne Heasley.
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blows the clouds through the scene. They’re starting to break. We’ll lose
this light in minutes. Lowell. Is. Irritating.
But here’s the catch: It was Lowell who pointed the way. Lowell, the retiree. Lowell, on his bicycle. Lowell, who saw us driving aimlessly through
his remote Escanaba neighbourhood. He pulled beside us and asked if we
were lost. No, we were just scouting the Escanaba River. We were looking
for industrial history, for maritime history, for hidden waterscapes. (Our
son’s face at “hidden waterscapes”: mute humour perfected.)
“Oh.” Lowell paused. Then: “Have you found the fishing spot yet?”
Research, writing, art: capturing data or sentences or scenes sometimes means solitary episodes, blocking out other people. Likewise, no
person appears within the frame of these photographs; the visual and intellectual perspectives lead elsewhere. But outside the frame are expanding ripples of “we”: a visiting family (us) and their intelligent local guide
(Lowell), other families and their fish, and so on, through the relationships
that make up a place on the river and a river running into a great lake.
Here at the fishing spot is Great Lakes history boiled to an essence. Its
stories are our stories, too.
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Dave Dempsey
Growing up in southeast Michigan in the 1960s, I experienced a permeable
water border. My parents occasionally chose recreation destinations on the
Canadian side of the Detroit River, one day including Point Pelee National
Park, jutting into an unexpectedly algae-choked Lake Erie. At age nine, I
wasn’t thinking about borders that day, but I think I absorbed the notion
of a lake bigger than anyone—including nations—in trouble. It wasn’t an
American or Canadian lake. It was a shared lake.
Even when we didn’t cross the boundary, Canada was in our sights.
Inexpensive entertainment for a young family subsisting on an assistant
professor’s salary was watching freighters pass up and down the Detroit
River against the backdrop of downtown Windsor, Ontario. You couldn’t
gaze at those vessels without sensing the role water played in connecting,
rather than dividing, nations.
That base in southeast Michigan was also part of a binational cultural
ecosystem. At a time when television shaped the world view of many children, I spent countless hours watching Canadian programming. I watched
hockey, of course, but also shows aimed at kids. I didn’t differentiate these
shows from those on American television. I grew up thinking Canadians
were friends, people much like us; they just had a few quaint differences
like saying “zed” instead of “zee.” The border wasn’t a technicality, exactly,
but it wasn’t a fearsome wall—or a moat.
Professionally, the value of those early lessons has persisted. Perhaps
the differences between Americans and Canadians are more numerous
and subtle than a nine-year-old child can discern, but mutual respect and
cooperation spanning the border are real. The water that shapes the border
also shapes a shared ethic of water stewardship.
More than water flows along and across the Canada-U.S. border. So
does human capital. It is a profound resource and, unlike water, inexhaustible. It is the headwaters of hope for a future of wisely guarded and sustainably used water.
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Afterword

Keeping Up the Flow

Graeme Wynn
My first, perhaps unfathomable, reaction to Border Flows was to think of
the authors of this diverse set of essays as mearcstapas. The term comes
from Old English; its most well-known occurrence is probably in Beowulf, where it is used to characterize Grendel, the foremost, fearsome antagonist of the hero of that eponymous epic poem. Literally translated as
“mark-stepper” (or one who walks borders or boundaries—i.e., “marks”),
the word conjures up, for Oxford English scholar John Carey, “a whole way
of thinking about territory, and the need to keep safe within it, and what
horrors lie beyond it, that no modern word can represent.”1 So, it seemed
to me, the essays gathered here provoked new modes of thinking about
the extended, discontinuous (and surprisingly fluid) territory marked by
the border between Canada and the United States of America. They also
pointed, in various ways, to anxieties about security and coexistence, and
included more-than-passing reference to once unimagined or blissfully
remote, but now all-too-threatening, horrors (such as synthetic chemicals
and sea lamprey). But then I recoiled. Grendel, after all, was a monstrous
giant shrouded in darkness. Great though their stature may be/come, our
authors belie such an association by throwing new light on old questions
and taken-for-granted topics.
Boundaries, borders, and borderlands have long been a focus of scholarly interest. Historians, political scientists, sociologists, economists, anthropologists, and others have all had their analytical ways with them.
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According to the rather formal language of the Dictionary of Human
Geography, boundaries are at once both geographical markers and geographical makers of “regulative authority in social relations”; borders are
a particular form of boundary associated with the rise of the modern nation-state; and the term “borderlands” connotes the geographical regions
surrounding international borders. Further, we are told, “there has been a
recent explosion of articles and edited volumes on border-region development that are increasingly attuned to the ways in which such regions make
manifest diverse political geographies of reterritorialization.” All of which
is to say, these brief exegeses continue, that “borderlands provide usefully
prismatic lenses on to the changing geography of power in the context of
globalization.”2 Looking at these distinctions slightly differently, we might
rest content with the view that borders are primarily barriers, or lines of
separation and division, whereas borderlands are areas of “exchange, interaction, and integration . . . in which hyphenated identities are allowed to
exist and encouraged to flourish.”3
Yet the world is neither quite as simple nor quite as static as such
phrases imply. In Africa, borders drawn through preexisting tribal territories by colonial powers are being re-envisaged to lessen the divisions they
created.4 In a somewhat different vein, leaders of the European Union have
recently sought ways to transform the external borders of the EU “from
areas of demarcation and division to areas of exchange and interaction” as
they wrestle with the challenge of fixing “final frontiers, while preventing
future EU borders from becoming hard exclusionary boundaries.” Thus,
the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI) aims
both “to promote border security and develop cross-border contacts and
cooperation between the enlarged EU and its neighbours.”5
So too the Canadian-American border ill fits the clean abstractions
of dictionary definitions. Since the twentieth century, at least, its location
as a line on a map has been settled (except for the still-disputed question
about the limits and extent of Canadian sovereignty in high Arctic waters
[the Northwest Passage], and a small handful of minor differences such
as those over Machias Seal Island—occupied by a Canadian lighthouse
but claimed by the United States—and neighbouring North Rock; the
Exclusive Economic Zone at the Pacific entrance to the Strait of Juan de
Fuca; and Dixon Entrance, regarded by Canada as part of its territorial waters but subject to a middle-water line claim by the United States).
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Almost nine thousand kilometres in length, this Can-Am line was touted,
for decades, as the longest undefended border in the world. Indeed, a 2005
volume written by John Bukowczyk, Nora Faires, David Smith, and Randy
Widdis announced in its title the existence of a “permeable border” and
treated the Great Lakes Basin between 1650 and 1990 as a transnational
region.6 A decade after the book’s publication, however, such assertions
have been rendered questionable by the events of September 11, 2001—and
the subsequently heightened concern of U.S. officials about “homeland security”—which reduced both the porosity of the border and the postnational optimism that seized the minds of some North Americans a quarter
century ago.
Against this backdrop, the doubled meaning of the title Border Flows
gains both clarity and significance. This book is a self-declared environmental history of water along the border between Canada and the United States, but it is also an exploration of transboundary flows—flows of
people, ideas, animals, objects, and power (in both political and energetic
senses)—across the borderland. As Heasley and Macfarlane point out, the
borderline between Canada and the United States is remarkably fluid—in
the sense that a considerable part of it is drawn on water rather than land,
and because it is crossed, ignored, transcended, and contested in a variety
of ways that defy its conceptualization as an immutable object. By focusing
their concerns upon the watery sections of this boundary, contributors to
this volume enhance and add nuance to our understanding of considerable
parts of the North American continent, even as they broaden the compass
of environmental historical scholarship.
The international boundary at the heart of this book is, of course, a
jurisdictional tangle. Eight Canadian provinces and territories and thirteen American states share the line. Well over 2,000 kilometres of Alaska, Ontario, and British Columbia abut foreign country; Michigan and
Yukon count about 1,200 kilometres in this category; Maine, Minnesota,
and Montana face Canada for 800 to 1,000 kilometres; and Quebec shares
approximately 800 kilometres of its perimeter with the United States. At
the other end of the scale, New Hampshire, Idaho, and Pennsylvania are
each involved with their northern neighbour for less than 100 kilometres.
These simple metrics suggest a certain complexity, but at one level they
are straightforward and mean only that different legal systems prevail
across space. So highway speed limits may vary north and south of the
Afterword: Keeping Up the Flow
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international boundary. So American teenagers anxious to celebrate their
birthdays with a beer can do so legally at age eighteen in Alberta, Manitoba, and Quebec but need to wait another year to slake their thirst if
they cross into Saskatchewan or Ontario, and two more after that if they
remain stateside. And woe betide the twenty-year-old British Columbian
in a Washington State campground who unthinkingly opens an ale at the
end of the day, as he might do at home. Such things are clear, and humans
adapt to them more or less easily.
Things get much more complicated when nonhuman nature is introduced into the picture. As several chapters in this collection show, birds,
deer, wolves, fish, wind, and fire don’t read boundary markers and are not,
for the most part, subject to legal restraint. But human interactions with
“wild nature” are often governed by laws (those governing hunting seasons, permitting logging or mining, or restricting the catch if contaminant
levels exceed certain thresholds, for example), and competing sovereignties
and the strongly defended rights of provinces/states have often conspired
against unified, consistent management of the nonhuman. History tells
us that boundaries are often-contested human constructs, nature reminds
us that human efforts to organize and manage the world are constrained,
and Border Flows assists variously in identifying the challenges that result,
in understanding our human capacities to respond to them, and in recognizing those particular conjunctures of circumstances that enable divides
(between jurisdictions, interests, humans, and nonhumans) to be bridged
in ways that sustain rather than destroy Earth’s productivity and potential.
The essays in this book do much to sharpen appreciation and deepen
understanding of core themes identified in the introduction: “binational
conflict and cooperation; water governance and control of natural resources; ecological impacts on economy and politics (and vice versa); multiple
identities; a sense of place.” Measured against earlier efforts to essay the
border—or parts thereof—these contributions stand out in many ways.
Sensitive to the give-and-take of politics and the tensions between national
autonomy and shared interests, this volume is as bright day to the dark
night of mid-twentieth-century portrayals of Canada as a quaint and trivial American frontier in a string of movies characterized as “Northerns.”
In this genre, argues Richard Baker, “the line separating Canada from the
U.S. fades beneath the furtive skulk of stealthy criminals and the frantic
passing of galloping cowboys.”7 Attentive to ecological questions, these
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essays carry discussion of the border into realms untilled by works such as
the aforementioned Permeable Border that emphasize the twinned themes
of nation building and capital formation. With case studies ranged along
the Canada-U.S. line (including its Arctic reaches), Border Flows has a
broader, inherently more comparative, spatial scope than John Riley’s The
Once and Future Great Lakes Country, which offers a detailed history of the
environment and environmental change in that area through five hundred
years.8 Although there are inevitably some points of substantive overlap
between these two volumes—between Langston’s chapter “Resiliency and
Collapse” and Riley’s “Invasives” (nicely subtitled “The Unintended Consequences of the Uninvited”), for example—most of the essays in Border
Flows draw upon the perspectives of political ecology and consistently espouse a more critical analytical approach than is offered in Riley’s pages.
And if Riley’s recollections of his own roles as resident and conservation
worker in Ontario add an important sense of place to his account, this
effect is achieved in multiple ways in the reflections that constitute the
fourth section of Border Flows.
Reading, and learning, from Border Flows in the drought-afflicted
western North American summer of 2015, when every forest fire seems
to be attributed to climate change and people grumble about not being
allowed to wash their sport-utility vehicles, I am inclined to ask, along
with Swarthmore professor and environmental activist Giovanna Di Chiro, whether “our environmental imaginations [are] robust or capacious
enough to grasp an understanding of the ‘close to home’ issues affecting
daily life (i.e. the ‘local scale’ comprising our neighbourhoods, families,
children) while conceiving of the ‘global scale’ concerns of the earth and
its systems and processes (including big issues like global warming and climate change, problems that can seem overly abstract, distant, and perhaps
too big to comprehend).”9 After years of being encouraged to think globally
and act locally, many people still find it difficult to think and act across the
range of scales, or to develop the sort of scale-crossing environmental consciousness upon which effective responses to the environmental challenges
that now confront us must depend.
This, I think, is why the sort of thoughtful, intelligent, tightly focused,
border-straddling, scale-shifting analysis on display in these pages is both
helpful and hopeful in pointing a way forward. Although the chapters in
this volume focus, legitimately and usefully, on various aspects of border
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flows, climate change runs through them as a subtext, precisely because it
stands to influence so many of the specific themes discussed in this book—
including, as James W. Feldman summarizes them, “border ecologies, invasive species, blowdowns, [and] fire management.” The editors raise the
spectre of climate change in their introductory discussion of abundance
and scarcity and when they discern an emergent Pan-American narrative
of water shortages. Other chapters include allusions to the possible implications of northward-moving biomes, melting polar ice caps, and the
pipelines that carry oil from Canadian wells (and “fields”) to American refineries (and automobiles). All, importantly, are anchored in specific times
and places, deal with particular thematic concerns, and range collectively
across scales. Together they constitute, to borrow a luminous phrase from
Lynne Heasley’s luminous reflection, “story upon story reconciled for a
moment in the layers of a place.” Ignore for the moment that that place—
the border—is attenuated, diverse, and fluid (and thus rather unplace-like),
and savour the accomplishment of this collection: taken as a whole (and
especially if we attend to “the humble scenes outside the frame,” as Heasley
encourages us to do), these essays lead us to think anew about our place in
the world.
Borders generally set things apart. In days of old, parishioners used to
beat the bounds of their ecclesiastical domain. Today, we divide our property from both public space and the private holdings of neighbours with
picket fences, hedges, or walls. We describe those who cross borders to enter our territory as “come-from-aways,” “foreigners,” or “aliens” depending upon the importance attached to the boundary they transgress. Nine
thousand kilometres of international boundary separate my Canadian
home from American space. But half the contributors to this book would
reverse that assertion. Still, we rarely think of the border between Canada
and the United States as a fence or a wall. The international boundary is
a line (or more accurately a number of lines) on a map, made material
along parts of its length by border-crossing posts, linear clearcuts in the
forest, motion-detection sensors, and the like, but impossible to see on
the lakes and unmarked and invisible in many remote areas. A library
and opera house, a tavern, and several homes straddle the border between
Quebec and neighbouring states. Half a dozen airports—legacies of a diplomatic manoeuvre to facilitate the transfer of military aircraft under the
Lend-Lease Program early in World War II—also stand astride the line.
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This boundary is more complicated, and fluid, than mere semantics might
suggest. The Peace Arch border crossing in British Columbia bears two
inscriptions: on the American side, “Children of a common mother”; on
the Canadian, “Brethren dwelling together in unity.” The saccharin sentiments seem dated, but at base they imply that the Earth, north and south,
is part of the family home, and they remind us that we share responsibility
for its stewardship.
So, in their various ways, do many of the chapters in this volume, by
detailing the negotiations, treaties, disputes, resolutions, and compromises that have addressed the selfsame challenge of figuring out how Americans and Canadians might live together, and mutually beneficially, in and
across the liminal space of the international boundary. Perhaps we need
to recalibrate our sense of borders as dividers. Changing scale can help in
this. Let us, in conclusion, narrow our gaze to think not (at least directly)
of nine thousand kilometres of international borderline, but of another
form of boundary: the stone walls that marked the perimeter of many a
New England farm in decades gone by. And let us follow the inspired lead,
in this, of legal/environmental scholar Eric Freyfogle, by summoning that
great American poet and chronicler of everyday experience, Robert Frost,
as our guide.10
Frost’s “Mending Wall” is “a narrative poem about boundaries and
walls in nature, culture, and the human mind.”11 It tells of the spring ritual
when two farmers meet at their shared boundary, at an hour previously
agreed upon, each to walk his side of the wall and repair, in tandem, the
ravages of time, nature, and other humans. Its most well-known line, the
only utterance of the dour member of the toiling pair, is now a mantra repeated almost unthinkingly: “Good fences make good neighbors.” But the
second farmer thinks more than this. Musing about the gaps that appear
in the wall each spring, some so wide that “even two can pass abreast,”
though “No one has seen them made or heard them made,” he wonders
at their cause and more fundamentally about the very purpose of the wall
itself. “Walls make sense when there are cows,” he says, but these neighbouring farms have no stock. “He is all pine and I am apple orchard. /
My apple trees will never get across / And eat the cones under his pines.”
Hunters have no use for walls, and pull stone from stone to “have the rabbit out of hiding, / To please the yelping dogs.” Would it not be sensible,
the narrator wonders, to know what needed to be walled in or out, and to
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whom the building of a wall “was like to give offense,” before erecting (or
maintaining) one. Clearly, the springtime ritual of picking up and re-emplacing the fallen stones suggests that there is “Something . . . that doesn’t
love a wall, / That wants it down”; the likeliest of culprits in the mind of the
narrator is nature, which “sends the frozen-ground-swell under it, / And
spills the upper boulders in the sun.” But, equally, the annual continuation
of the rebuilding ritual suggests a very human need for boundaries and the
importance of custom and cooperation in maintaining them.
This wonderfully insightful and provocative poem raises enduring
questions about living on the land, boundary making, and territoriality.
For Freyfogle it forces us to think “about why we like walls so much and
how they reflect and shape who we are.”12 Frost’s vignette of a quotidian
event in backcountry New England resonates with tension—between accepting tradition and questioning it; between individual and community;
between freedom and solidarity; between the human need for boundaries
and the unboundedness of nature. But these oppositional pairings are not
the proprietary possessions of the poet or the region. Switch scale and registers once more, from orchard edge to international boundary and from
“Mending Wall” to Border Flows, and find their echoes in the pages of the
latter. We have heard the “good fences make good neighbors” adage invoked several times in reference to the Canadian-American boundary over
the years, but the contributors to this volume are the antithesis of Frost’s
dour farmer who owns those words and “moves in darkness as it seems
to me, / Not of woods only and the shade of trees.” They lead us to think
again, and more deeply, about the lines that divide, the things that bring
us together, and the nature that we residents of Canada and the United
States share as North Americans. I was indeed mistaken about Grendel.
The contributors to this collection are less mearcstapas than tidfaran, or
[border-crossing] travellers whose time has come.
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Border Flows

Border Flows explores the long struggle to share, manage, and care for waters at the
U.S.-Canada border. From local to international levels, the contributors provoke new
ways of thinking about fluid borders. In an era of global water crisis, Border Flows
shows how the past can inform more sustainable futures.
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the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability at Western Michigan University.
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•••
This collection of thoughtful essays by an impressive group of expert contributors
examines separation and inter-action along the aquatic borders, boundaries, and
borderlands shared by Canada and the United States.
How distinct jurisdictions as neighbours at various political levels have and will continue to face common challenges makes this volume a valuable record of aquatic environmental history and a source of insights into the future of water, aptly described by the
editors as “a fundamental environmental and moral concern of the twenty-first century.”
—Jamie Benidickson, Faculty of Law and Centre for Environmental Law and
Global Sustainability, University of Ottawa

These impressive essays penetrate many dualisms—abundance and scarcity, Canada
and the U.S., local and regional, science and humanities, and geography and history to
name a few. The accomplished authors provide both rich details and expansive views of
the transborder territory and illuminate both the shared and dissimilar interests of the
two principal political entities, while exposing the mutual concerns that float atop the
border-defying and fluid topic of water. Riding the rapids of a tumultuous subject, the
contributors make sense of the highly contentious and complex issues for academic and
lay readers alike.
—Craig E. Colten, Carl O. Sauer Professor, Department of Geography & Anthropology,
Louisiana State University

Reading this book was like taking a boundary waters canoe trip with experienced
guides narrating the landscape and humanity’s place in it. They taught me about lakes,
fish, and flora; law, politics, and prejudice; photographs, fish-buying, and ice-sailing. In the evening after dinner, around the campfire, these boundary waters guides
spoke from their hearts about their love of nature and longing for a just world in the
final section of the book entitled “Finding Our Place.” It was inspiring and enjoyable.
I heartily recommend the journey.
—Paul Hirt, Professor of History and Sustainability, Arizona State University

